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Senate committee defeats free coinage bill.
Men arrested in Washington accused of planning to rob Senator Hale.
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Contest over railroad matters in Bangor.
Wit and Wisdom.
A Rocky Mountain trip.
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Marine News.
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Personal mention.
Funeral of Daniel W. Scribner.
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Hon. John Jay Knox dead.
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Solid
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Itching

Sore.

Awful.

Majority

Had to Tie His Hands to Cradle.

by

Cured

Cutlcura.

Our little boy broke out

steadily

of them for
his head
When
well.
entirely
began using it his
sore
a
solid
,iead was
;rom the crown to his
also
was
It
evebrows.
all over his ears, most of
small
his face, and
places
on different parts of his
body. There were sixteen weeks that we had
to keep his hands tied to
the cradle and hold them when he was taken
up; and had to keep mittens tied on his hands
after the
seven
was
ve

GEO. B. & JANETTA HARMS, Webster, Ind.

Cuticura Resolvent
new blood and Skin Purifier, and greatest
Iiemedies, cleanses the blood of all
impurities and poisonous elements, and thus remove the cause, while Cuticura, the great
skin cure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite
skin beautifler, clear the skin and scalp, and

The

of Humor

the Cuticura Reme-

Thus

species

itching, burning,

of

skin, scalp, and
blood diseases, from pimples to scrofula, from
infancy to age, when the best physicians fail.

blotchy

ana

Sold everywhere.
Price, Cuticura, 50c;
Soap, 25c ;Resolvent, SI.00. Prepared by the
Potter Drug and Chemical corporation,
Boston.
I3r-Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases,”
64pages, 50illustrations, and 100testimonials.

D A D V’Q Skin and Scalp purified and beautified
DHDI 0 by Cuticura Soap. Absolutely pure.

JBk PAINS

AND WEAKNESSES

flffirfiESoi females instantly

relieved by that
new, elegant, and infallible Antidote
to Pain, inflammation, and Weakness,
the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster.
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&iikbam,

The Well Known

35 Exchange St.

Agents for Leading
Companies.
I sterling Dow,
H. N. PlNKHAM.
J

i

)

LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND
GLOBE INSURANCE CO.,
of
Incorporated in

Liverpool, Eng.

after an absence of five years has returned to this city aad will receive

patients

at

1836.

Commenced Business in United States 1848.
Geo. W. Hoyt,
by. W. Eaton,
Deputy Manager.
Itesident Manager.
Dec.
31, 1891ASSETS,
;al Estate owned by the com^
pany, unincumbered.. .$1,574:,500.00
,oans ou bond and mortgage
rf.
2,310,687.50
(first liens)..
tocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 2,115,937.50
25,105.00
Loans secured by collaterals....
Cash in company’s principal office
bank.
and in
30,110.62
interest due and accrued...
Premiums in due course of col-

770,490.21
21,790.47

lection.

Aggregate of all the admitted

as-

9.30

Offioe Hours:

to 12 m., 2 to 4 p.

a. m.

m.

FREE.

CONSULTATION

dlwlp

feb6

PIANOSANDORGANS

Another liabilities.

Aggregate amount of liabilities
including net surplus.$7,862,847,26

CRESSEY & JONES,

of the company at their

ac-

tual value.$7,862,847.26

LIABILITIES, Dec. 31,1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and

claims.750,067.70

Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks. 3,583,261.18

33-,119-18
311,118.45
Surplus beyond capital. 2,8b6,220.75

Perpetual Policy liability.

DOW &

PlNKHAM, Resident Agents,

394

Congress St.,

OPPOSITE CITY HALL, PORTLAND, ME.
eodlyr
apr21
THREE
Father

PERISHED.
Burned

and Two Young Cnildren
to Death.

broke out in the furnishing store of M.
Rothschild early this
morning. Mr.
Rothschild and his two children, a girl
of six and an infant of sixteen months,
who were in the upper story, perished.

adjoining buildings
The loss is over §12,000.
Two

were

destroyed.

THE WEATHER.
Continued Cold Today With Slight Rise In
Temperature Tomorrow.

MRS. NETTIE A. RIVERS.

“With Heart quivering with
Agony I realized that
I must Die.”

PHYSICIANS OF NO AVAIL!

Dana’s

Mighty

to

Save!

Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 9, ’91.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Kind Benefactors:—l feel that I must
tell vou how much your SARSAPARILLA has benefited me. Some over two

Washington, February 9.—[8 p. m.]
The following is the forecast of the weather for Maine: Continued cold; west

—

winds; gencrrlly fair Wednesday. Slight
ly warmer and fair Thursday.
Boston, February 9.—Local forecast

began

a

used every dollar he could spare in employing the best Physicians, but to
no avail; they could not lielp me.
Completely discouraged, I looked upon
my husband and little child, and with my
heart quivering with rf^JIOET
agony a realized that w Unk
I mast die.
One day a package Of
your Papers was
left at the house—I read them—a ray of
seemed
to
hope
appear. I got a bottle.
Before it was half gone, 1 began to
improve. I continued using the
PILLS with your SARSAPARILLA. I
gained so rapidly that f beI
came an object of wonder.
am now taking my ninth bottle, and
127
and
feel
that
I
weigh
lbs!,
have,
fully recovered every way.
Accept my heartfelt thanks,
MRS. NETTIE A. RIVERS.
Sana Sarsaparilla Co.. Belfast. Maine.
—

until

Thurs-

day; colder until Thursday morning, followed by rising temperature Thursday;
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variable by Thursday.
Rocal Weather

Report.

Portland, Mb, February 9,1892.

deathly

faint, feeling in my stomach, followed
bv a burning sensation, then a violent Sick Ilcadnehe would set in
and what I would suli'er I can never describe—this continued for some time then
my sick Headache would be followed by fainting spells, which
breath of
left me iust the
until I weighed
life, ['lost flesh B
but 62 lbs. Could take only weak
beef tea, or a little chicken broth
into my stomach, and sometimes even
that would distress me. My husband

Fair

England:

for New

GUARANTEED
S’!
be troubled- with
to

in tli© Senate

8 A.M. 8 P.

M.

Barometer. 29.858 29.847
20.0
Thermometer. 20.0
18.
Dew Point.18.

Humidity.93.

Wind.N

91.
N
G

Velocity.8
Woather.LtSnw Cl’dies
Mean daily ther... 21.0|Max. vel. wind. 12 N
Maximum ther...23.0 Total precip.0.10
Minimum ther

...

19.0|

Weather Observations.

The following
the

are

the observations of
Weather

Agricultural Department

Bureau for yesterday, February 9, taken at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in

this order:
the

wind,

Gets

a

Bath

Set-Back

Temperature, direction of

state of the weather:

Boston, 32°, W, cloudless; New York,
36°, W, cloudless; Philadelphia, 36°,
XW, cloudless; Washington, 38°, NW,
cloudless; Albany, 34°, SW, cloudy;
Buffalo, 26°, W, cloudy; Detroit, 23°,
W, cloudless; Chicago, 24°, SW, partly cloudy; St. Paul, 6°, S, cloudy; St.
Vincent, 2°, SE, snow; Huron, So. Dale.,
10°, SE, cloudless; Bismarck, 16°, SE,
cloudy; Jacksonvlle, 60°, NW, cluodless.

Thronged

Morgue Yesterday—Seventee nBod-

the

Found—Decomposition

ies

den’s
monds

Will

Soon

Identification—Mrs. Van Nor-

Forty

Thousand

Dollar

Recovered—Searching

Dia-

for

the

tional interest, and threatens to become
one of the most serious problems to be
solved this session by the House. In one
province of Canada, over 1300 people
will be affected by the proposed legislation. General Newberry estimates that
foreign beneficiaries of the pension laws
aggregate at least 15,000. Many of them
cause annoyance to United States ministers and consuls by making their relations to the United States the basis for
demands for release from their duties to
their own governments.
Pension List.

The

Washington, February 9.—Tlie following Maine pensions have been granted

today:

ORIGINAL.

George Miller,
James W. Sawyer,
George H. Goud.
ADDITIONAL.
Amaziah Southard.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Lydia Stevens,
Adelaide Webber,
Eudora Hopkins.

they

would approve this bill,
$64,000 to the burdens of
the taxpayers of the country.
economy or
which added

presidential succession after the Secreta-

Chef
fire in the kitchen.
not in the building when the fire started.
When he left, tile kitchen fires were
banked and pots of grease were on the
back of the range. Fire Marshal Mitchell thinks the fire originated in the elevause of
tor as the result of a careless
matches. He says the rubber tube
to the elevator, on being twisted, would
cut the gas supply. Every time the car
made a trip past a certain point, the conductor would have to relight the jet.

The following patents have been granted to Maine people: A. E. Lawrence,
Danville Junction, dumping wagon; E.
McNichol, West Jonesport, stringed instrument.
The President yesterday sent the name
of William M. Grianel'^ f Yew York, to
the Senate to be third) assistant secretary
of state, vice John B. Moore, resigned.
A protest from the New York Produce
Exchange against the passage of the
anti-option bill was presented to the

the growth of the
country. The growth of the country he
pictured in glowing terms, and his peroration, in which he eulogized the heroes
who had graduated from West Point,was
The committee
warmlv annlauded.
then rose and the House adjourned.
with

House committee on

agriculture yester-

day morning.

Mr. Wike of Hlinois has presented a
series of resolutions in the Hoilse declaring the tariff a tax, calling for the enlnvnrflmflnt nf tliR free list and nrovidinn
for a graduated income tax to meet deli,,
ciencies in the revenues.

Free

Silver.

At the
Washington, February 9.
hearing before tho House committee on
coinage, weights and measures, Leonard
Rhone of Pennsylvania, representing the
legislative committee of the National
Grange, said that the American farmei
—

an

investigation

with a lamp to see if there was a leak.
He may hove left a spark to smoulder in
some crevice.
According to Mr. Meares,
at the time the fire broke out, there were
five men in the basement of the
In all 17 bodies have been recovered.
Decomposition has set in and they must

building.

soon

be buried.

ry of the Interior.

had increased the expenditures made by
the 49th Congress just as much as the
51st Congress had increased the ordinary
The
expenditures of its predecessor.
increase in the appropriations was only

BEEF EATERS Oi\ GUARD.

the firm’s affairs with the persons and
corporations mentioned in the schedule.
He thinks a considerable sum may be
realized from a number of the claims.

Parliament

secured, $1,073,895;
unsecured, $1,077,840. The nominal assets are $1,917,786;
the actual assets,
$29,326. Mr. Gould states it is impossible to determine positively the status of

IT

IS

NOBLE.

BLUSHING

OF 90*

BRIDE

She Is Only About Sixty Tears Her Husband’s

Senior.

asking that silver be restored to the
it occupied prior to 187C. An
increased volume of money, he said,
The
of prices.
meant enhancement
farmers had no silver or stocks to sell,
but did have farm products, which were
affected not only by our policy, but by
the policy of other countries. When the
American farmer went with his wheat
into tho Liverpool market, he obtained
possibly $1.10 a bushel for it. The Indian and Russian farmer realized $1.30 in
silver for wheat, thus placing the Ameri-

was

position

farmer in a disadvantageous position
He read the resolu
in foreign markets.
tions of the National Grange in favor oi
free coinage.
Discuision arose between members of
the committee over the statement made
by Mr. Taylor of Illinois that Directoi

and His Owner Suffer

"With

Mr.

McKinley Says
Man

the

Country

Ha.

Under Ar-

For the

past

two

days,

the po-

lice have had the men under surveillance
and this morning the detectives placed
them under arrest. When the men first
engageci

tneir

quiries

as

ruums,

tucjr

mnuo

Honored Custom# Followed in a
Search for Gun Powder Plotters—Ex-

Time

tracts from the

Queen’s Speech—Bills

Concerning Bocal
Government and Agriculture in Both
England and Ireland—Kedmund Will
Presented

Be

To

Bead the Parnellites.

London, February 9.—Parliament was
opened with the usual ceremony at 2
The members

o’clock this afternoon.

to the residence of

__

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, February 0.—After two
months disappointing rains and thaws
the icemen of this vicinity have fairly entered upon their season’s work with the
prospect before them of an excellent
cut.

Chickawaukie pond, two miles from
the city proper, is one of the busiest
scenes of operations, two firms cutting
there at present. Marsh & Case, one of
the oldest ice firms in this section of the
state, have just filled their 3000 ton house
at the pond, and are now putting 4000
tons into their four houses on Crockett’s
point They have 30 men employed.
This firm cut only about 4000 tons last

year.
The other firm cutting at Chickawaukie is the Rockland Ice Company, formed
here last season. This company has 53
men at work.
They have cut and stored
some 3500 tons, the majority of which goes
into their new houses erected this year.

One of the largest ice cutting firms in
February 9.—A wedding this section of the state is the Rockport
was
not
it
altogether Ice Company, which began Tuesday.
which, although
secret was very unobtrusive, took place They have a crew of 150 men and (50
The ice is 12 inches
in this city a few months ago, and the horses employed.
The firm
thick and of perfect quality.
conThe
out.
news of it has just got
to cut about 25,000 tons, their
expects
tracting parties were Eliza A. Clark, a cut last year.
Altogether about 40,000 tons of ice will
wealthy maiden lady whose house is at
be harvested throughout this section of
108 East Thirty-sixth street, and Dr.
the county for sale purposes.
Marvin D. Ilubbell, who was graduated
from the College of Physicians and SurA TRAMP’S REVENGE.

geons four years ago.
lac

tuu

mmvv*

U11UV

uncertainty. It seems an ungraspeculation, but the figures are unusual. A physician who has treated her
for a number of years said last night
some

He Fired

the

No

a

House

Were Saved

Sick Occupants
Young Girl.

Whose

by

a

Calais, February 9.—Late yesterday
afternoon, a tramp called at the farm
house of John Pulk, at Oak Bay, N. B.,
Pulk and his
and demanded food.
A fifteen
were sick abed ap stairs.
old daughter told the tramp that no
was cooked and refused to admit

wife

year
food
him.

The tramp used threatening language
and disappeared.
Shortly afterwards,
the girl discovered that the house and
She
afire.
barn were
dragged her father
and mother out of doors on mattresses,
covered them and went for help a mile
distant. Returning, she found the build-

ings and their contents, including a
horse, two cows, hay, etc., entirely consumed. The parents were badly chilled.

There is no intraced to St.
into
lie probably crossed

The loss is not known.
The tramp
surance.

Stephen.
Maine.

was

ACTING MAJOR HARTNETT.

WALTER EARLE’S IN SAN 1TY.

Like Blaine.

Promotion for
His

Friends Think It Was Due to the Kee-

a

New

Portland Man Under the

Regulations.

Columbus, Ohio, February 8.—Govley Cure.
ernor McKinley, in
speaking of Mr.
Augusta, February 9.—General orBlaine’s letter today, said: “Blaine is a
New Tokk, February 9.—Walter B. ders have just been issued organizing
man.
We have no other man like Earle died at the Poughkeepsie insane the Maine militia into four battalions acpeachment, for the act distinctly says great
and I believe that
asylum on Friday afternoon. The burial cording to the method already made
they are redeemable in silver dollars and him in this country,
About four years
had he remained in the fight no other took place yesterday.
nothing else.
public. This change is made to accord
Messrs. Taylor and Williams of Mascandidate save himself would have been ago Mr. Earle took to drink. In Decem- with the new United States drill regula1U&1&UCU.
SaCUUSSCLLS
Jiyiavwvo
He is by ber last he entered the Keeley Institute
presented to the convention.
the government was to pay out gold foi
tions, and necessitates two additional
in the at White Plains for treatment.
About
demand
whenever
far
the
most
Republican
of
its
popular
obligations
any
majors. The First Battalion, First RegiUnited States. X doubt now if Mr. Har- the end of January he was discharged,
od.
ment, will be under command of Major
lloOU litis
Mr. Williams of Illinois and others in
itllj
euieu
Frederick H. Storah of Auburn, and
Indeed I may say that I do not believe apparently
sisted that the silver law, by its terms
insane
became
Earle
suddenly,
First Battalion, Second Regiment, Major
there will be any other candidate, save ago
made certificates redeemable in silver.
was
that
time
he
to
perfectly
up
President Harrison, presented to the though and had not touched a drop of Wilbert W. Emerson, Hampden. Capt.
rational,
T. E. Hartnett, Co. E., First Regiment,
convention.”
COINAGE MEASURES BEATEN.
liquor since his discharge from the insti- of Portland, is detailed as acting major
A special from Cincinnati, where extute.
Stewart’s Free Coinage BUI and Peffer’f
of the Second Battalion of the First RegGovernor Foraker lives, says that when
His parents wrote to the doctor at
Pet Scheme Suffer.
informed of Secretary Blaine’s letter the White Plains of his sudden change, and iment. Capt. Walter lioss, uo. ij., second Regiment of Lewiston, is detailed
ex-Governor expressed no surprise. He
in the
Washington, February 9.—The fre< said: “I had reason some time ago to they replied that he had not been
as acting major of the Second Battalion,
he
develinstitution two weeks before
coinage silver bill and several radical AI anticipate such a letter, though I did not oped symptoms of mental disorder, and Second Regiment.
liance propositions and other measure] look for it quite so soon. The retire- that they had given him extra treatment.
ment of Secretary Blaine from the PresHOUSE CAN BE ADJOURNED.
His parents never knew that he had exlooking to the extension of the circula idential race
will have no effect on Ohio hibited
tion were summarily defeated in tin !
any signs of mental’ disorder in
the
seand
logical
political matters,
or before he went there,
Senate finance committee today. Tin
Tlio Connecticut Representatives May Be
be the renomina- the institute,
quence would seem to
free coinage bill was not discussed ai
and they say that the neglect on the part
ReHarrison.
Ohio
tion
of
President
oi
Sent Home.
a
of the institute people to notify them of
great length. When it came to vote,
publicans are not opposed to him, but the symptoms shown bj their patient
reporting the bill to the Senate adversely
I do not
more popular.
it was at once apparent that there hat l Blaine is the
will probably form a basis for a suit for
Hautfobd, February 9.—The House
know of any one who would be a candibeen some change in the views of certaii
damages against them.
of Representatives was called to order at
Harrison.”
date
President
Tin
last
the
against
Congress.
senators since
The first business was
A Boston & Maine Denial.
2 p. m. today.
vote stood 7 to 4 in favor of an advers.
Out for McKinley.
in favor of fret
votes
four
The
9.—The Boston & the call of the roll on the pending resolureport.
Boston.
February
9.—Colonel
February
Jonet
Cleveland, O.,
coinage were cast by Senators
most prominent Maine railroad officials deny that they tion, the two months adjournment rale.
Harm ; Conger, one of the
[Rep.], Vance, Voorhees and McPher
now in San Franhave in contemplation the building of a The call showed the number voting to be
Blaine
men
in
Ohio,
[Dems.l. Senators Carlisle and
union passenger station on Causeway
the
Cleveland
Press:
cisco,
re
adverse
telegraphs
necessary for passage, 106; yeas, 130;
son [Dems.] voted for the
will bring out oth- street or that any changes outlined in the 210;
“Blaine’s
withdrawal
all
tin
and
,
port, as did Senator Allison committee er candidates. The Los Angeles Times article printed in the Journal this morn- nays, 80. The rule, giving the speaker,
The in the absence of a quorum, power to adRepublican members of the
of Ohio. There is a ing are to be made at present.
Although ad ! is out for McKinley
except Senator Jones.
for him all along the property alluded to has not been bonded journ the house for two months, was
friendly
feeling
was placed or
bill
the
versely reported
therefore adopted.
by the corporation.
Pacific coast.”
the calendar of the Senate, where it cai L
LUtXU

LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN IRELAND
TO BE CONSIDERED.

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, February 9.—Two well
dressed men, giving their names as Geo.
Henderson and John Murphy, were arrested by the police today on suspicion
of contemplating a burglary on Senator
The men came here a
Hale’s house.
week ago and rented a couple of rooms
in a respectable boarding house on 19th

cian.

Leech had said silver certificates were
redeemed in gold and in this way gold
would flow out. Mr. Bland asked if any
Secretary of the Treasury would dare tc
Mr.
pay out gold for silver certificates.
Taylor replied that the secretary dared
not elo anything else.”
Mr. Bland—"Then he violates the law
liable to imevery time he does it, and is

Honors to Guy Fawkes.

Washington.

rest in

New Yoiiii,

A secthat she appears to be about 70.
ond cousin was of the opinion that Miss
Nelsons.
Clark had passed her 80th year at the
time of her marriage. A despatch from
Hoard
9.—The
New Tobk, February
Danbury, Conn., where Miss Clark was
of Appeals of the National Trotting As- born, gi ves her age as ill years. Accordthe groom’s
sociation decided today to expel Frank ing to the same despatch
is 29.
Acquaintances of Dr. HubL. Noble and the stallion Alcryon. The age in this
bell’s
city, however, judging from
case of Robens, driver of Alcryon in the
his appearance, put his age at from 30 to
Balch $10,000 stallion race was continued 35 years.
Mrs. Hubbell, that now is, is said to be
until the next meeting of the board,
of a very considerable fortune,
which convenes the second Tuesday of possessed
which is variously estimated at from
of
May in Chicago. George Archer
•$300,000 to $000,000. She is the owner of
Rochester, a member of the board of re- a handsome house at 108 East Thirtyhe
him
Noble
told
sixth street, where she and her young
view, testified that
was in possession of a $5,000 check behusband are now living, and of other
fore the first heat of the Balch race was real estate in and out of this city.
This check, paid and cancelled, is
run.
The attachment between the parties is
in the hands of the trotting association. said to have grown up during the last
which
Dr.
four
during
years,
Hubbell has been Miss Clark’s physiMOST POPULAR REPUBLICAN.

Alcryon

Two Men Now

Charge Against

cious

NOW

Isnal

with

Opened

prominent began assembling as early as 6 o clocK
persons and particularly as to Senator with the object of securing the seats
Hale’s. One of them pretended to be
they desired to hold. At about 11 o’clock
acquainted with Mrs. Hale and told his a detachment of “beef eaters” arrived
on that lady,
called
had
he
that
landlady
tyhen the officers went to arrest them to- from the Tower of London. Headed by
These
in a silver, gold-lined casket.
day, they refused to open the door of a sergeant, they made a search of the
forced. They
jewels were identified by Henry Van Nor- their room and it had to beless
vaults of Westminster Hall, a custom
had but little money and
baggage,
of eveden, as the property of his missing wife. but
their effects were found a that has prevailed at the opening
among
W. L. Lewis, of Mount Vernon, N. Y., a
chisel, hammer, wire cutter and other ry session since the discovery of the
instruments necessary for a burglar to Guy Fawkes plot to destroy the houses
reported as missing, is alive and well.
Fire Marshal Mitchell continued today ply his business successfully.
The interest of the arisof Parliament.
his investigation into the origin of the
tocrats centered in the House of Lords,
ICEMEN HAPPY.
fire. Richard Meares, the proprietor of
where tho Earl of Dudley has been sethe hotel, Herbert Harding, the engimaiden
his
make
to
lected
Down in Knox County They Are Getting
adthe
neer, and Jean Nectux, the chef, testieffort
moving
by
a Good Harvest.
parliamentary
fied. The engineer stated there was no
dress in reply to the Queen’s speech.
Nectux was

The engineer also made

The House yesterday passed a resolution directing the committee on banking
to investigate the failures of the Keystone and Spring Garden banks of Philadelphia and the Maverick of Boston.
The House has passed a bill placing the
Secretary of Agriculture in the lino of

Mr. Dingley of Maine replied to some
of Mr. Dockery’s assertions in relation
to the present condition of the treasury,
and answered some criticisms made upon the administration of that department. He defended the appropriations
made by the last Congress, characterizing the charge of extravagance as mere
clap-trap. The 50th Congress, he said,

New

leading

Washington Notes.

filed schedules today of the liabilities of

the firm which are,

street.

Cause of the Horror.

York, February 9.—The list of
missing
guests of the burned Hotel RoyPensioners.
Our Foreign
al is still increasing, and hundreds of
Washington, February 9.—A bill inat the morgue today to introduced by Representative Yew-berry of persons called
In the basement, just
off
to
for
friends.
pensions
foreignquire
cutting
Illinois,
of the United back of the
ers and non-residents
the valuable diamonds
office,
States, is becoming a subject of interna- of Mrs. Hattie Van Norden were found

in the chorus of denunciation of the appropriations made by the “Billion DolHe did not believe a
lar” Congress.
floor endorsed the
Democrat on the
mighty aggregate of the appropriations
of the last Congress, yet the first appropriation bill to come from a Democratic
committee carried $64,000 more than the
similar bill passed by the 51st Congress.
The question for Democrats was whether
intended to keep their pledge of

Appeal for

Hundreds of Anxious People

THKra_CTjgro_

TO ROB SENATOR HALE.

LIST OF MISSING STILL CONTINUES

Prevent

Washington, February 9.—The Secremade the fourth
tary of the Navy today
on the harbor depayment of $41,850
fence ram now being constructed by the
Bath Iron Works at Bath, Me.

Sam

also necessity for certain permanent
Mr. Wheeler said the
improvements.
people demanded economy, but did not
demand, and would not tolerate, cheeseparing in appropriations for the support
of the great military academy.
Mr. Dockery of Missouri said that
every man on the Democratic side joined

Its

Eastport’s

Money for Bath.

was

Hear

Hotel

TO INCREASE.
For

Washixgtgn. February 9.—The House
today went into committee of the whole
on the military academy appropriation
bill. Mr. Wheeler of Alabama, in charge
of the bill, said it appropriated $467,795,
which was $88,525 less than the estimates
While it carried a
of the department.
larger appropriation than the bill of last
year, it was $114,247 less than the average amount of increase over the expenditures of the present fiscal year. There

Congressmen

Opinion
Royal Fire.

of the

Publle Building.

Washington, February 9.—Bids were
opened at the Treasury Department today for the heating apparatus fori the
Me. The
public building at Eastport,
Holyoke Steam and Gas Pipe Company
at
$3,180.
was the lowest bidder,

Building.

commensurate

pen-

ears.

Paying
Works-Eastport’s New

Iron

a

or other
injuries
ty caused by wounds
which resulted in total deafness in both

Committee—Alliance De-

Bills-Uncle

entitled to

exceeding -a month. Anothbill favorably acted upon by the com-

mands for tlie White Metal Presented
—Pension

performing

The Fire Marshal’s

a month the
penmittee increases to $30
sions of persons who contracted disabili-

can

February 9.—Fire

Mattawa, Ont.,

er

nit In the House Over West Point ApproSilver

incapacitated
be

manual labor, shall

THE BILLION DOLLAR CRY.

priation—Free

are

for

CARELESSNESS CAUSED IT.

sion not

THE CRY OF THE ALLIANCE.

We have a large stock of the above which we
have taken in exchange and which have been
put in good order at our repair department. We
will sell them at the following very low prices
I Wm.
as we haven’t room to store them:
Bourne, $185; 1 McPhail. $150; 1 H. Matt &
Co., $75; 1 Hallett & Davis, $40: 1 Brackett,
$40; 1 Hallett & Davis, $30; 1 Wilkins & Newhall. $35; New England, Mason & Hamlin,
Small & Knight, Hasting1 and Estey organs at
$76, $85, $40, $30, $50. 30 and $25.

sets

who

MR. DINGLEY ON THE FALLACY OF

SECOND HAND

1»°^225,96

All other assets.

STREET.

12 BROWN

NO.

Has

use

ing them to others.

restore the hair.
cure every

Great

months

to keep his finger-nails out of the sores, as he
would scratch if he could in any way get his
hands loose. We know vour Cuticura Kkmedies cured him,
we leei saie in rccoinmeuu-

dies

Country
Expenses.

a

a

and

improve,

Finds
Great

liis head with

on

bad form of eczema, when he was four months
old. We tried three doctors, but they did not
help him. We then used your three Cuticura
Remedies, and after using them eleven weeks
exactly according to directions, he began to

DR. ALICES. POOLE

NOTICES.

dow

Head

scaly, pimply,

Page 6.

Fi

the bill introduced
favorable report on
the
by Mr. Davis to amend andact to increase
sailors totalthe pensions of soldiers
received from
ly helpless from injuries
disease contracted m the war so that
soldiers who are not shown to be disabled so as to require constant aid, but
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Mr. John E. Kedmond, the new member
for Waterford City, where he defeated
Mr. Michael Davitt, will be unanimously
chosen as the leader of the Parnellites in
the House of Commons.
The speech from the throne says:

“My Lords and Gentlemen:—I am persuaded that you have deeply participated
in tho terrible sorrow that lias afflicted
me and my family at the loss at a mo-

ment when his prospects in life appeared
of my dearly beloved grandson,
Prince Albert Victor, Duke of Clarence
It has been a solace to
and Avondale.
us in our grief to have received from all
classes and conditions of our subjects in
all parts of the empire, as well as in all
foreign countries, must touching assur
ances of their deep sympathy under this
grievous affliction anti expressions of
their affectionate regard and appreciation
for the dear young Prince whom they
have lost by this great calamity.

happiest,

“My Loras and Gentleman: Proposals

will be laid before you applying to Ireland tho general principles of local government which have already been adopted in Great Britain. I trust it will bo
possible for you to consider provisions
as to English local government which for
want of time it was necessary to omit
from the former bill.
“A measure for increasing the number
of small holdings in the agricultural districts of Great Britain will be submitted
to you. You will be asked to consider a
bill extending the advantages of assisted
eaucatiuij.

tu ireiauu

umci

<iuu j.ui

poses connected with elementary education in that country. A scheme modifying the system of procedure in regard to
private lulls, so far as it affects Scotland
and Ireland, will bo submitted to you. A
bill will be submitted relieving public elementary schools in England from tho
Propospresent pressure of local rates.
als will also be submitted for improving
the discipline of the established church
in regard to moral offences; enabling accused persons to be examined on their

trial; revising the existing agreements
between the "Government and the Bank
of England, and amending the law with
respect to the liability of employers for
injuries sustained by employes.”
THE EUROPEAN WAY.
Twenty Were Locked in
and

a

Car—It Burned

Only Two Escaped.

Vienna, February 9.—Additional particulars of the railway disaster on the
line from Bucharest to Brakilov, Eoumania, show it to have been a scene of
unexampled horror. Twenty people, belonging to the better class of the community, were locked in a first class carriage
in the express train. Tho interior of the
carriage took lire while tho train was
speeding along, and before the cries and
screams of the imprisoned passengers attracted attention the flames seemed to
be bursting from the windows. All Vut
two weru eibuui

auuucdiicu

ui

uiuucu

iaj

death.
BY AN ANARCHIST BOMB.
One

Man Killed

Three

and

Injured in

Barcelona.

Madrid, February 9.—The Anarchist
ment is

growing.

Many wealthy

lies have left Xeres.

A

ploded by Anarchists
Barcelona today. One
and three injured.

bomb
in

the

man

fami-

was

ex-

heart of

was

killed

■

be reached in deference to its friends. I
is understood that Senator Stewart wil
insist on calling it up in the Senate at ai
ti ,
early day. The Peffer bill, proposing
loan government funds to the farmers o
>
Indiana did not receive a single favorabl
vote.
To Increase

Pensions.

Washington, February 9.—The Sen
ate committee on pensions has ordered i i

Darlin Brothers, contractors and buildLiar
ers, Worcester, Mass., have failed.
The
bilities $180,000; assets $200,000.
firm had too mnch of its money tied up
in real estate.

Charles Waterbury and John McCann
have been indicted tor kidnapping young
War d Waterbury of Westchester, N. Y.
The loss by the Memphis fire is estimated to be $850,000; insurance $000,000.

Wanted Work in

Roadmaster Rydstone Resigns.

Lawrence, Mass., February 9.—E. W.
Lydstone, for several years roadmaster
of tbe Boston <fc Maine railroad, western
division, from Exeter, N. H., to Boston,
has tendered his resignation.
The Field Failure.

Mew Yoiin, i'COiu.try

9.—Charles W.

Gould, assignee of Field, Lindley & Co.,

Freeport.

Lynn, Mass., February 9.—A letter
has been received from Freeport, Maine,
stating that Lewis A. Dormar, a sixteen
year old boy who disappeared from his
home in Lyiin, January 10, called at a
house there and inquired for work. He
advised to return home and left presumably for Lynn the next day. Since
then he has not been seen.
was

Absolutely
A cream

of artar

Pure.

baking powder. Highest ef

all in leavening slrength.-Zafesf if. S. Govern*
ment food Report*

Description of Bath’s Swift Pride of
the Seas.
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THE MOST:FORTUNATE OF A GREAT

QUARTETTE.
How the #176.000 Beauty Looked When
She Arrived at New

ing

of

Financial

Her—Bis

Ships

Wooden

Success—Other

Fast

a

Bath

Vessels.

[Special

to

the Press.]

Bath, February 9.—The shipping city
is proud of the products of her yards
who

and the achievements of the
Bath ships have made
command them.
a name for themselves, and Bath captains
men

among the
ablest of those “who go down to the sea
in ships.-’ And the people take the liveare

everywhere recognized

as

The doings of
interest in them.
Bath vessels form an ail absorbing theme
of conversation with the merchant, the
banker, and even the street lounger.
When, therefore, it became known that
liest

Sewall’s vessel, the Shenandoah, in
which vessel of all others Bath has the
greatest amount of interest and pride,
bad arrived in New York from Havre, oh
the 30th of January, thus winning her
second ocean race, the enthusiasm was
unbounded. The news was received bytelegraph, and immediately bulletined by
The desthe Western Union Company.
patch was brief, and merely stated her
arrival and the date, but the people had

i

THE

SHENANDOAH.

watched for this announcement, and realized that it meant victory for the ShenShe was
andoah and prestige for Bath.
built iu a Batli yard, by Bath men, under
the guidance of Master Builder E. P.

Mallett, lately deceased.
Captain Murphy lives in Bath. He has
carried his vessel safely through two
ocean races, and gained a name that any
captain might well be proud of. In
spite of contrary winds at the start and
terrific gales at the finish, the old $175,her haven ahead,
000 beauty arrived
proudly Hying the American flag.

er.

Day She Made 300 Miles,

One

and many days, with her 11,000 yards of
canvas spread to the last inch and the
wind full in her favor; she made the monotonous miles of water fly behind her.
She encountered several storms, hut she
had more fair days than foul and un-

pleasant by seven to three.
Shipowners have regarded this making
of the big American-built wooden ships
and steel
to complete with the iron
freight ships of England and France as
deal of
an exderiment implying a good
And now the American shipnervo.
owers are ready with their congratulanous,

me

oiienanuoaa s

voyage

luiij;
even

had the
She
good luck to take away from Havre a
better load for ballast than any other
ship got. The wooden vessels, such as
the Shenandoah, have two great disadvantages as compared with the steel
was a

great

success.

They are not expected to last
much more than 18 years, while the life
of a steel ship may be 50 years and even
longer.’ Then the great timbers take up
so much room that they considerably
But for this
cut down the cargo space.
The
the American ships are a success.
Shenandoah excels in speed and in beauty, and she has the record of bringing to
Havi’e the laigest cai-go of giain ever
brought there in one vessel.
From the officials at the Bath Custom
House some things have been learned by
the Press correspondent about other
speedy vessels, which are all products of
Bath yards. One of these gentlemen in
answer to a quei-y as the the fastest slxip
that ever went fi’oxn this port, said that
the Hem-v B. Hyde was the fastest, having made several trips to Europe and
back in a hundred days. A Bath vessel,
built by
the schooner Kate Hilton,
Adams & Hitchcock, went from Portland
That oeeurto Antwei-p in fifteen days.
The Henry
i-ed ten or more years ago.
B. Hyde was of about 2000 tons, and was
built by John McDonald.
November,
1884, was the date of her registry.
a
As to the matter of
wager in the
Shenandaoh race there are conflicting
opinions. One gentleman who is in a
position to know, having been for some
time in the shipping business scouted the
The time of
idea as highly improbable.
ships.

same

recovering

is

Staekpole

Mrs.

from the

of her masts are even

more

impressive

were

Items

of

Interest

pondents

no

Gathered

by

two

of

of the romances.

She carries a crew of 20 men, with a
carpenter, and four officers.
The f o’ castle is a box of a place opening
upon the deck so that the sea breezes
may blow squarely into its two compartments. The sailors are the only un

steward,

things about her, says a New
They arc Swedes and
Frenchmen, witli one negro and two
As
the mate said:
“You
Japanese.
won't find many American sailors, beAmerican

York paper.

American who amounts to anydoesn’t stay in the fo’castle

cause an

thing
long.’’

agreed

them have

as

to the

New Gloucester.

It is no wonder that Capt. James Murphy, who has been around the Horn 28
times, should be proud of the cabin

where he and his officers live and where
Mrs. Capt. Murpliy kept bouse all the
way from San Francisco to Havre and
It is finished
in
then to New York.
quartered oak, very simple and free
from ornament, but the more solid and

beautiful for that.

The tables,

Mr. Charles Merrill of Upper Gloucester lost the sight of one of his eyes
He got a bit of corn
some time ago.
lutsk in his eye, and w:as unable to remove it; he lias suffered much pain from
it, and now can see nothing with that

eye.
The company of amateurs who have
been playing “Sweet-briar,” went to
Mechanic Falls with their play, but had
only a small audience.
A praying band from Auburn, held
meetings Sunday afternoon and evening
at the congregational vestry.
Chandler Lodge I. O. G. T. elected

following oflioers,

last

Friday

C. T.—Levi Reed.
V. T.—Mrs. Levi Reed.
V. S.—Jennie-HaskelL
T— J. S. True.

C.—Mrs. J. S. True.
li. S.—Mrs. C. P. Bennett.
M.—John Woodbury.
G.—Harden Benson.
S.—Willis Merrill.
S. J. T.—Lizzie Thurlow.

chairs,
There is still much sickness in town.
worthy Among those who are considered dangercarpets, lounges
of (;ho ship.
The floor of the cabin is ously ill are Miss Sally Stevens, Mrs.
oiled and covered; except at the border, Barbas 'Shatter and John Woodbury.
The Captain’s own Last week three of our older residents
with a Turkish rug.
cabin is an uupreedented cabin for a were buried, Charles H. Wharff, Miss
It is big Serena Alien and Mrs. Dr. Grandien.
captain of a sailing vessel.
enough for a dozen people to turn around
Brunswick.
is
as
any man
in, and the bed as good
A series of revival meetings will be
would care to sleep upon.
The captain, whd was so proud of the held at the Cumberland street Free
record an American built sailing vessel Baptist church, beginning Sunday and
bad made, is ail old silor with a fine rec- continuing through the week by the
ord. His officers arc Americans also, popular evangelist, Ilev. H. Lizzie Haley.
Mr. Geo. Stackpolc of the Tontine
and arc as proud of the Shenandoah as is
Hotel was seized by the grippe last week.
the captain.
and beds are

all

;v

v.'v„

,1

u.

work for Arthur Sewall.
The ladies’ waiting room at the station
This improvehas had a new floor laid.
ment indicates still longer delay in build-

tiie new station.
F. a. Crawford lias lost his big black
He had lately refused an
truck horse.
offer of $226 for the horse.
Mr. Wyllys Chamberlain has gone to
Salem. .N. Y., where he lias secured a
position as teacher of science and military
tactics in the Bex high school.
The Medical School of Maine will begin its session Thursday. The introduclecture will bo by Prof. C. D. Smith,

ing

Son.
Mother, do you never weary with all your correspondence?”
Lydia Pxnkiiam. “No, my son, these letters of confidence bring to
me the iov that a mother feels, whose daughter throws her arms around
The women of the world
her neck and cries,
Oh, mother, help me!
are
my daughters, dear.”
Son.
Yes, mother, and they love you.”

tory

average

Eight members of the Brunswick Fur
Club went to Bocky Hill last week to
the
try their skill at fox hunting prior to
+T»a a!iiT» TPa.Iiv n

maAfin/Y r%f

v

all parts of the world
site been a mother

Lydia Pinkham’s private letters from ladies in
one hundred per day, and truly has

M.D.

to

me race,

find both a

ouuunug wuiuuix
a friend.

helper and

conscientious answers,

15t.ll.

ever

seen

111

uueu

c.a.i/icimuy,

auu

Correspondents will receive prompt
an«l the sympathy of a mother.

and

iier

Freeport.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

SOUTH FREEPORT.

Our schools will close next Friday.
Miss Stella Soule lias returned from
Fred Higgins from Auburn spent Sun-

Higgins’s.
Starling and wife have gone

tendency

at S. P.

day

A.
ton for a short visit.

to Bos

C. W. Jones spent last week at Canton,
Mass., with his brother Herbert, who,.is

E. Pinkham, is of great-\
Z_An illustrated book, entitled "Guide to Health and Etiquette,” by Lydia
with two 2-cent

very sick with rheumatic fever.
Mrs. Wm. Johnson seems to be steadily failing, and it is feared she will not

|

value to ladies. We will present

a

copy to anyone

addressing us

Mr. and Mrs. Appleton
both been very sick with the grippe.
now

j

Became so Run Down that Life
was a Burden.

improving slowly.

Zenas Talbot has been quite sick with
the grippe the past two weeks. Others
in his neighborhood have lately had it.
Geo. F. Fogg has sold his lisli route to
E. G. Durham, who will make weekly
trips to all the principal neighborhoods
of the town.
Officers of Diamond Lodge, I. O. G. T.,
for the ensuing quarter are as follows:
C. T.—John W. Ineson.
P. C. T.—W. B. Coffin.
V. T.— Sybil Grant.
Chap.—Rev. A. Smith.
See.—Mellen Plummer.
F. S.-H. L. Coffin.
T.—Elinor Dunham.
M.—Frank Winslow.
Sent.—U. A. Coffin.

At

Kennelmnk.
WEST KENNEBUXK.

Rev. G. R, Palmer preached an excellent sermon in West Kennebunk cbnrch
lately. He is highly respected as Pre-

len’s Sarsaparilla.

MRS. JAMES NUTT.

Sold

by all dealers—128 Doses, 80 c.
The Allen Sarsaparilla Co.,

Woodfordst Me.

iT»

25 Dozen Ladies’ Corset Covers
cents each.

and fancy articles at the Grange Hall

on

Wednesday evening and Thursday afternoon and evening Feb.
10th and lltli.
On Wednesday evening the drama entitled “Out in the Streets” will be played

after which a clam stew will be served.
Thursday evening a baked bean supper
will be served. The sale will be held
The display of
during the entire fair.
articles will be quite extensive as kind
friends in Portland andadjoining towns
have responded very
Tlie pro-

ON OUR 19C. COUNTER
Di’awers neatly tucked and trimmei i
with embroidery.
Tucked and Plain Hem, Bauds cu1
Yoke Shape.
I
Corset Covers, perfect fitting, very fim
fim
with
and
trimmed
material,
embroidery. All styles.
Infants’ Cambric Slips,' tucks dowi
front and trimmed with embroid
cry, very neatly made.
Ladies’ Lawn Aprons with deep hen i
and tucks, in large variety.
Children’s Drawers with five tucks am I
hem, also with tucks and embroid
cry.
,

!

_

39C COUNTER

a

UTS, CUPS, GLOVES,
-jA-nja-xj

Dents’

—

Furnishings,

To be closed out in 30
regardless of cost.

of snow now and

181

Middle

the

principle

cause.

Night Dresses,

Allftn

Allf>n

A

day.
Harpswell.
EAST

HARPSWELL.

The grippe seems to have taken
hold; there are several new eases.

a new

Mrs.

Holbrook’s
recevery from
typhoid fever is very slow.
Mr. F. Goddard has about ten inches
of iee in his pond and hopes to begin cutting before long. He lias contracted to
ship a thousand tons from the pond
when the ice is a foot thick.
Mrs. Waldron Leavitt is suffering from
a sprained ankle.
Mr. Alfred Gatlin is frequently seen
driving his tine young colt “Prince.”
Limington.
Bills were out Tuesday announcing the
opening of the spring term of the Academy, Feb. 17th with Wm. G. Lord, A. M.
Principal and Misses Inez C. Lord and
A large
Lillian H. Small, assistants.
number of pupils are expected to attend.
Harriet

is.too hart to spend half of a short life distressed with neuralgia, when a 25 cent bottle of
Salvation Oil will cure it quickly,
It

On Ibis counter is an endless variety
styles in Night Dresses, *w* ®
tucked
trimmed, Skirts,
trimmed with embroidery, Draw ers
with tueks and hemstitched embroidery, Infantile Slips and Lwce
__

are elegantly trimmed
Night Dresses, with six rows of
tucking and three rows of nainsook
embroidery, full cut and high

On this counter

Also a fine line of
shoulders.
Ladies’ Long and Short Skirts with
Ruffles of embroidery and insertion
hemstitched and trimmed with
lace.

_______________________

G.

MANSON
246

LARRABEE,
STREET.

MIDDLE

SUCCESSOR TO HORATIO STAPLES.

feb8

dtf

AMANDINE.
THIS ELEGANT TOILET PREPARATION

their beneficiaries and
more
than Six
possesses assets of
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

holders and

lias won its distinctive favor on its merit's alone, and we have the highest
testimonials from our many patrons whp recommend AMANDINE as au
invaluable toilet article, and we feel confident in saying it has no equal in
correcting all conditions of the skin, such as

are

n.nH

*

are a few small lots of Ladies’ Sight Robes and Skirts,
finely trimmed and finished, regular retail price $1.50, $1.75,
$2.00 and $2.25, which we will sell regardless of discount cost.
All goods sold for Spot Cash and all goods positive.

forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policy-

good sleigh-

.Tnconli Ti

OUR 790 COUNT

ON

There

confined to the house are: R. A. Allen,
Andrew Allen, Dkvid Lawrence, and
Isaac Libby, the last named being confined to his bed.
Tinltpvf T,

On this counter can be found some
It being the
wonderful bargains.
largest quantity of Underwear, we
have marked it at about half price.
VVe have not space to mention all
the different styles and trimmings
of Night Dresses, Skirts, Drawers
\
and Chemises.

very

FRYE’S

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the

their sister Mrs. Kate Skillings all from
Portland were here on Sunday.
Miss Mabel Hunt and Miss Nellie Allen from Beering are visi ting friends here
the present week.
Mr. and Mrs. .0. S. Allen were visiting
friends in Portland on Friday and Satur-

ON OUR 696 COUNTER.

49C COUNTER. ON OUR $1.19 COUNTER.
Mother Hubbard inser-

tion between clusters of tucks, and
embroidery or lace trimmings.
Skirts of superior quality, with deej
Hamburg ruffle and tucks, also cambric ruffle with deep lace edgings.
Chemises, pompadour style, very
handsomely trimmed in embroidery
or Torchon lace.
Drawers in various styles, finished

dim

“new church.

Those who

ON OUR

Street.

jan23

There are quite a number sick at present in this neighborhood, the grippe be-

ing

days

M. S. FBliER & CO,

WEST GRAY.

Plenty
ing.

Our 39 cent Counter eontains a splendid assortment of well made garments, comprising Night Dresses,
neatly trimmed. Tuck Skirts, eleChemises and
gantly finished
Drawers, Corset Covers, perfect
fitting and handsomely trimmed,
Infants’ Slips and Children’s Cambric Dresses.

ok

We

with Hamburg insertion and ruffle,
and
or very handsome Torchon
*
Herring Bone Braid.
Corset Covers, an elegant assortment
in long neck, high neck and V
shaped, all made of fine cambric
and finished with embroidery or
Torchon edging.
15 Bozen Ladies’ White Lawn Aprons
5 rows open work, 9 cents each.

Aprons.

liberally.

ceeds go towards building
Gray.

1

— — W

stock

STREET,

MIDDLE

small margin above the Manufacturers’ Discount price.

ON OUR

ENTIRE

Larrabee,

have devoted our three centre counters and three dress goods
counters, on the side, to display this stock of Cadies’ Cotton Underwear. We shall divide this stock into six Department Prices,—19, 39, 49, 69, T9c and $1 19
Counters. We shall reserve the privilege oi limiting the number of pieces to any one customer,
as we do not wish to benefit our competitors.

Allen’s Sarsaparilla Makes Life
Worth Living.

ROCKPORT, Me., Aug. 3, ’91.
I have been brought back to health
from the very verge of the
grave by Allen’s Sarsaparilla, and 1 rejoice at the privilege
of telling others of its wonderful
merits. For two or three years 1
have suffered from a complication of diseases peculiar to my
sex, and became so run down that
life was a burden. 1 had a
terrible cough all of the time, and my
friends thought I was going to
die. I had tried many kinds of
medicines without benefit, and was
about discouraged when I began
taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.
Before 1 had taken it a week I
began to feel better. Now I have
taken three bottles and can say that
1 am cured—entirely cured.
It was not faith that cured me, beIt was Alcause I had no faith.

a

MONDAY BY

SALE

ON

C.

Manson

FEMALE TROUBLES.

Winslow have

are

stamps,

WILL BE PUT

346

recover.

They

vegetable

A Large Manufacturer of LADIES’ COTTON
UNDERW EAR lias desired to close up liis business
and we have purchased for Spot Cash the balance
of their large stock at one-third of the manufacturers’ cost.
THIS UNDERWEAR is made of fine MUSLIN
We warrant
and CAMBRIC and nicely finished.
and
Stitch
Machines,
Lock
with
every Garment made
Mammoth
This
Used.
Thread
Best
Sewing
only the
Stock of

COMPOUND

Is the only Positive Cure and JLe^-itinaate Remedy
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It euree the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Disto
solves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
the Compound laas no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a Ntaudard article, or sent by maxi, in form of Pills or
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO., LYNN, MASS.
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.

Boston.

even-

ing:

MISCELLANEOUS.

,

OUT

Corres-

of iter sickness. It lias been pronounced cancer in the stomach, a tumor,

the

MISCEIXAN EOUS.

MISCKLLA-N JiOlS.

"•_

of the Press.

cause

put and around which

tramped and sang, as the
Shenandoah is beyond the sailing vessels

L

siding Elder of Portland district.
Volney B. Cushing gave liis lecture on
temperance in Good Templars Hall at
the Shenandoah passage was thirty-six this village.
days. Her rival, the Swanhilda, put
The Portland Match Company is doing
back on account of had weather, and has a large lumber business here—sending
just arrived in New York.
much by railroad to Portland.
Jordan’s saw mills are running to their
MAINE TOWNS.
full capacity. Lord’s twine factory is
running on full time, employing many

iloating kidney and some persons have
56 feet long, and the topgallants are 68
thought it a tape worm. Her remains
feet long. Thus
were taken to Lexington, Mass, for inThe Sailor Who Climbs
terment and where, by iter request, a
postmortem operation will be performed
feet
is
to
the
truck
217
her
mainmast
up
so if possible her friends may know what
the
those
above the deck, and to
upon
ailed her and the medical faculty may
deck looks exceedingly small and most gain some knowledge that may be a help
in-treating some poor sufferer
dangerously situated. There is uo steam to them
Her sister, Miss
with like disease.
about the vessel except for the small enMaria Cosgrove of Lexington Mass., has
the
four
lowers
and
raises
which
gine
been with her during the last six weeks
ton anchors, and which may be attached and has been very devoted in ministering
to the pump in case the vessel should to her comfor*. Mr. Carey and his little
spring a leak. The windlass is a com- six year old son have the sympathy of
plicated, heavy affair, quite as much be- the community.
yond tlie old fashioned windlass, through
the sailors

MISCISIXAJi

disease.

vuV

than when seen at a little distance. Her
three forward masts are !H) feet high and
38 inches in diameter. The topmasts are

which bars

_

J. K. Jordan is eonfmed to the house
by the grippe.
Dr. S. H. Lombard and wife both are
sick from the prevailing disease.
Fred Townsend is improving in health,
and is now able to be out.
Dr., J. W. Curtis has purchased a Harbinger colt from Pittsfield parties.
James Gillispie has closed his connection-with the Water Company.
Clias. 1?. Pennell has gone to Batli to'

hands.
The Epwortli League is succeeding,
having bought a tine Esty organ for its
use in the vestry f also tloingfether good
Kuwford.
work.
vessels
four
is
one
of
Shenandoah
The
The Good Templars are endeavoring tj
Mild winter thus far, 10° below zero
built and building at Bath for the Atlanhold up the banner of prohibition, and
tic and Pacific freight trade. The first the coldest. River at East Rumford open
doing other excellent work for the prosof 8,185 tons,
was the Rappahannock,
and the mail from South to East Rum- perity of the community.
and was burned at sea three months ago.
The district meeting of Good Tempford crosses in a small boat.
iuc
v,tw
uuonamiuau,
will bold its reguSome 12 cases of the grippe between lars for York county,
next. Then came the Susquehanna, of
lar quarterly meeting with the Good
2,744 tons, and in a few months will be South Rumford and the centre. We have Templars
Lodge at Biddeford, Feb. 17th,
completed the
been remarkably free from sickness in commencing ar
o ciock a. in., mo.
1.
Koanoke, of 3,700 Tons,
Hall.
this vicinity till within ten days.
in
this
It is very sickly
region, Many
the largest of the series of which the
People are very busy hauling logs to members
La
have died.
of society
Shenandoah is now the largest afloat.
mill and railroad sleepers to the railroad
and sorand
sadness
is
grippe prevailing
The Shenandoah is the largest sailing track. Thurston Brothers have quite a row are the lot of many families.
vessel in the world except the France, large landing of logs on the river bank for
Scarboro.
which, having five masts, spreads about Geo. B. Staples, taken from the Wallace
The snow storm last Tuesday night
I see that Mr. Erastus Abbott’s
The lot,.
a thousand yards more canvas.
gave us the first good sleighing for the
mill yard is filling up with saw logs and the winter.
and
feet
49
is
feet
300
Shenandoah
long
at
the
E.
Stebens
J.
stuff.
shingle
Mr. Frank E. Larrabee lost a valuable
beam. Her hold is 29 feet deep, and as centre is
getting to his mill more birch horse last week from lock-jaw.
you look into it from the main deck it than heretofore.
Cabbage have taken a move; during
looks like a vast cavern crossed by oak
Mrs. C. K. Cary died Monday, Feb. 1,
week about thirty tons were
beams, against which no force of wind, aged 80 years. She has had a long and the last from
Scarboro Beach Station.
or waves, or tide, could in the least preShe shipped
at times a very painful sickness.
Cumberland Co. Pomona Grange will
vail.
has been failing for more than three meet with-Oak Hill
Grange on WednesShe can lie sunk to draw 20 feet of
years and for the last 15 months could day, Feb. 17. The question before the
water without interfering with her safe- not lie in
and
has
sat
but
reclined,
bed,
will be. "What shall the farmty. When she is nearly empty, and bolstered up on a lounge day and night. meeting
The meeting
ers do with their hay.”
as one stands upon the pier looking at
Her case was a very singular one, one will be
open to the public in the afterher, her walls rise so that it takes an un
that has caused much interest and dis- noon.
From
usual ladder to reach her deck.
cussion among the doctors here and in
The Parish Aid society of the First
the main deck her length and the height
Massachusetts and a singular part is that Parish will hold a fair and sale of useful
01

1

views wore away they yearned ,a good
deal. Until one thinks of id the full
meaning of the perfect idleness and the
long days made up of trifling incidents
But the two
does not appear clearly.
passengers who went for their health and
found it were delighted with the trip.
The Shenandoah, which was gone from
.January 19, 1891, to January 30, 1892,
making only three ports—New York,
San Francisco and Havre—sailed more
than 15,000 miles, and sailed some of
them as fast as the average ocean steam-

Swanliilda—All Bath is Very

the

Proud

York After Beat-

IVheu the Shenandoah left New York
on January 19 of last year she carried
It seems that
four cabin passengers.
two of them got pretty tired before they
reached San Francisco.
They did not
realize what four months of “water,
water, everywhere,” with never a sight
of lands meant. And when the novelty
of fresh air and great white sails and sea

CHAPPED HANDS, FACE, UPS, SUNBURN, TAN, WRINKLES,
Ladies Who Sew
do housework will find “Leaurelle Oil
Balm” a delightful article for instantly softening the skin and allaying roughness; acts at
once. When applied dries in quickly, need not
be washed off nor covered up. Its use does not
interfere with the handling of the finest ribbons, silks or satins. Will not grease nor soil
anything. 50c. and $1.00 at Druggists; large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. 8. Wells, Jersey City, N. J.

1

or

skin when irritated, softening when dry
r turn

HandsomeFeatures
avail if the nose is red, complexion
cloudy, skin coarse grained or dotted with
no

Pimples, Blotches or Freckles. Leaurelle
Oil Balm, the great beautifier will smooth and
clear the most annoying skin or complexion,
gives a rosy tinge, a healthful glow and freshness, prevents tendency to Wrinkles, Ageing
or Withering of the skin, drying up of the
flesh.
50c. and $1.00 at Druggists. Large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. -S. Wells, Jersey City.
Rough

on

Toothache. Gives instant relief.

15c.

Skin Humors,

Pimples, Flesh Worms, Ring Worm, Tetter,
Salt Rheum, Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Itch,
Eczema, Ivy Poison, Barber’s Itch, Scald
Head, cured by “Rough on Itch” Ointment.
50c. Druggists or mail. E. S.Welis, Jersey City

bikkiniv

rough.
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LILLIAN NORDICA.

I have used your Amandine for more than a year in my
business, and I wish to say that I consider it not one ot the
best but the best toilet preparation in the market, and 1
shall recommend it to my many patrons.

Rough on Corns. Salve and Plasters. Tin box. 10c.
of

ana

I have received the Bottles of Amandine you were so kind
to send me, and after using the same, take pleasure in
recommending it as a most refreshing preparation for the
face and neck.
Very truly yours,

Goes Direct ttTweak Spots.
Lots of people in decline are being restored
by Wells’ Health Renewer. It goes direct
to weak spots. Try it. $1-00 at Druggists.

are

and all abraded surfaces. Ladies in all classes of society regard thepreparation as a most refreshing and efficacious applicant, cooling and healing to the

THE IDEAL TOILET

For tiro Skin and

.JEMS# *

PREPARATION

Cooiploxion.

manufactured by

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

C.

C3rEO.

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

SOUTHERN PINE

No. 198 Middle Street.

Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices.

Annual Meeting of the Corporation will
be held at their Banking Rooms on
WEDNESDAY, the 10th Inst,, at 8 o’clock p. m.
ALPH ECS O. ROGERS,
S \MUEL RObEE,
President.
Sec’y and Treas.
dM
teba

11HE

DEERING, WINSLOW

[ ffiLAND'

ME’

HEA0 BRQWilS

&

CO.,

WHeA0RdFti

FRYP'
Before placing your Life Insurance
in Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
explanatory of its plans, and
pamphlets
lor list of claims paid under the Maine
oct24eodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.

hundred of the whole number entitled

AUSTRALIAN BALLOT.

polling place, and booths or
voting compartments, as follows:
Booths or compartments, somewhat resembling three sides of a narrow and not
deep closet, at least one for each hundred
voters, must ee provided; each booth to
contains shelf sufficiently wide for a voter to
mark his ballot upon, equipped with marking facilities—pen and ink or pencil. In
each booth must be posted a card of invote at any one

Explanation by Secretary of State
Fessenden.
With

Suggestion* autf Recommendation*
Voters—Duties of Each

to Officials and

Carefully
and

Explained—Sample

Illustrations.

following objects:

Secretary of State Nicholas Fessenden
has carefully prepared a pamphlet, descriptive and explanatory of the requirements
and workings of the system, for the instruction of municipal officers, election clerks,
city, town and plantation clerks, and it is

his residence

outside the

guard

rail, and does not enter the railed space
until his name has been found on the check
list and called aloud by the ballot clerk and
polling officer both; then the voter passes
inside the guard rail, the ballot clerk gives
him one ballot and one only, folded, his

First—That no person can see or know
how any voter marks his ballot.

into effect.

equal value to voters.
It is accompanied by illustrations of the
polling places, showing the proper arrangement of the booths, ballot boxes, guard

quired,

structions to voters, also a card containing
the last four sections of the law, which will
be supplied by the secretary of state.
These booths or compartments are to be
•o constructed and placed as to secure the

Ballots

At the coming September election the
Australian or secret ballot system, enacted
a law by the last
legislature, will be carried

•

and
Dootn, Its snclt
occupant shall be in plain view of all persons outside the guard rail.
Third—That each booth, its shelf and occupant shall be in plain view of the election
officers and clerks inside the guard rail, but
so placed that these officers cannot see or
know how the voter marks his ballot. And
no town can have less than three and no
ward in a city less than five such booths.
The voter announces his name and, if resecond—mat each

to

'1

1

1

C

er.il
w

-—

Uh.

and sample forms of ballots to lie used and
the method of marking them when voting.
It was prepared by Secretary of State
Fessenden, after a careful examination of
the system now in use iu Massachusetts,
with the hope that the suggestions, recommendations and illustrations might prove
helpful in preparing for and carrying out
the new law at the approaching election,
and cannot fail to prove a valuable aid to
every man, whether official or voter, in the
easy and correct performance of his duties
at the polls.
We present below the most important
features of the article, with the blank forms
and illustrations.
This law applies to the cities, towns and
plantations at the annual state elections and
at national elections. It applies also to all
municipal elections in cities after Sept. 1,
1893; but does not apply to municipal elections in towns and plantations at their annual town meetings.

provided in section 8, to which the attention of all convention officers is especially
invited.
As relates to nominations made In conventions, it may be a wise measure for every
nominating convention to elect a committee,
whose duty it shall be to fill any and all vacancies occurring after such convention
finally adjourns and before the day of election, and whose further duty it shall be to
file with the secretary of state the certificate
called for by this section.
Necessary blanks for nomination certificates will be furnished to all convention
and district committees after April 1, 1893,
by the secretary of state.

as

Eflc«!p7' for Ballots.
Ballots will be trinted) and sent by the
secretary of state, to city, town and plantation clerks, direct, in two sets. One set in
time to be received by such clerks seventytwo hours, at least, and the second set
forty-eight hours, at least, before the day
of election.
With each set or fot will be sent a receipt
which must be signed by the clerk receiving
the ballots and returned to the secretary of
state.
The city, town or plantation clerk, having
received nnd receipted to the secretary of
state for theee ballots, will handle and dispose of them on the day of election as provided in section 18. To this section the attention of all municipal officers, clerks and
ballot clerks is especially called. Yon will
notice that but one set at a time is to be delivered to the election offioers, and receipts,
which may be similar to above, must be
given by the election officers to such city,
town or plantation clerk.
You will also notice that the packages of
ballots must be delivered to the election
officers with unbroken seals—the seals
therein to be publicly broken by the election officers (who shall have received and
receipted for such packages) at the opening
of the polls, and not sooner.
Koutbcr of Ballots.

The number of ballots so printed and furnished will be at tho rate of seventy-five for
each fifty voters or fraction of fifty voters.
All city, town and plantation clerks must
notify the secretary of state fourteen days
before election, and should do so, if possible,
thirty days before election, of the number
of voters iu their
say by Aug. 10.

city,

town

or

plantation-

Ballot Boxes.

The size of the ballot to be used at the
election wiii necessitate the use
of ballot boxes at least 10 by 18 inches in
dimension and perhaps boxes of still larger
size may de advantageous.

September

Boss of Ballots.

In event of los3 or failure to receive bal-

lots, the municipal officers or clerk are to
of the
procure other ballots substantially
same form as tho official ballot, to be handled and disposed of as provided by section
19, to which your attention is invited.
Foiling Places.
A sufficient space, not loss than six feet in
depth in any case, mu^t be railed or separated from theroet of tho polling place or
wardroom, say at one ond, or in one corner
thereof, by a “guard rail.” The larger the
number of voters, and consequently greater
number of voting booths required, the
greater must be the space inside this “guard
rail”—because inside the rail mnst be space
enough for election officers, polling and ballot clerks, ballot box and table, and also
apace besides for at least one voter for each

i

For

\

Governor,

For Governor,
John Doe, of Portland.

Richard Roe, of Bath.

For Rep. to Congress,
James Leen, of Aina.

For Rep. to Congress,
Robert Meen, of Troy.

For Senators,
John Rone, of Etna.

For Senators,
Samuel Done, of Anson.
Emerson Lone.

v
A

x
A

NAT. PROHIBITORY.
For Governor,
Francis Loe, of Bangor.
For

For Senators.
Thomas Fone, of Benton.

For Sheriff,
William Briggs.

For Sheriff,
Moses Riggs.

x
A

For Sheriff,
Harrison Diggs.

For County Attorney,
Nathaniel Bellows.

x
A

For County Attorney,
Abraham Fellows.

For Judge of Probate,
Peter Henley.

For Judge of Probate,
Franklin Penley.

x
A

For Judge of Probate,
George J. Denley.

For Rep. to Legislature,
Hubert Smith, Jr.

For Rep. to Legislature,
John A. Smith.

x
A

For Rep. to Legislature,
James D. Smith.

the following, marl:

a

PROVIDING

FOR

X in the square at the right of YES or NO. as the

Shall the Constitution be
era as

so

TION

CONCERNING

RELATIVE TO

so as

to

change the qualification of

OF

AMENDMENT

as

proposed by

Shall Oast Ballot.
Having marked ballot, the voter will—before leaving the booth—fold the ballot
without showing the marks or letting them
be seen by any one, so that when folded the
ballot will be folded the same as when he
got it from the ballot clerk, and the voter
shall place the ballot in the ballot box so
that the official indorsement on the back of
the ballot will bo uppermost.
The voter shall mark and cast his ballot
“without undue delay”—as speedily as possible. No voter can remain inside the
guard rail over ten minutes, nor inside the
booth over five minutes, and no voter (unless he be an election officer) can go inside
the guard rail but once during one and the
same election.
How Voter*

neath the names of the candidates who
were nominated, and then make a X against
the name or names he has written.
[See
Ballot 2.]
One x marked opposite the name of the
party at the head of a group is sufficient
for every voter who desires to vote a
straight ticket. Ail others should make
a X against every name they intend to
vote for, and no mark against the party
name.

See that you clearly understand this section of the law; because a voter is allowed
but three ballots in all, and if the three are
spoiled, the vote is lost.
Also the law provides that if it cannot be
determined how the voter intended to vote,
from the marks on the ballot, such ballot
will not be counted.
Voters desiring to vote other than a
straight party ticket must exercise great
care in marking.
Do not make a X against two candidates
whose names, although in different groups
or tickets, are nominated for one and the
same office.
Be sure and vote for or X only the name
of one candidate for any one office.

Ballot No. 1

Represents a ballot marked for tbe straight Republican ticket, to wit: One X opposite
the word Republican. This is a vote for every candidate in the Republican list or
group.
REPUBLICAN.

NAT. PROHIBITORY.

DEMOCRAT.

X

For Governor,
Francis Loe, of Bangor.

For Governor,
Richard Roe, of Bath.

For Governor,
John Doe, of Portland.

—————^

|

For Rep. to Congress,
James Leen, of Aina.

For Rep. to Congress,
Robert Meen, of Troy.

For Rep. to Congress,
Joseph Deen, of SaCo.

For Senators,
Samuel Done, of Anson.

For Senators,
Thomas Fone, of Benton.

Spoiled Ballots.
If a voter spoils the first ballot given him
he may return it to the ballot clerk from
whom he got it and may receive a second
ballot. If he spoil the second ballot he may
also return that to the ballot clerk and receive a third ballot, but no voter can receive more than three ballots.
Spoiled ballots shall be returned, with unused ballots and check lists, to the city,
town or plantation clerk by the ballot
clerks, who ‘shall certify the same to be
spoiled or unused, as the case may be, and
also shall certify the check lists to be those
used at election.
Ballots and check list so returned by ballot clerks to be returned under seal.
No person can take or remove a ballot
from the polling place before the polls are
ciosea under

penalties.

Dllnd

or

Disabled Voters.

May notify the presiding election officer
of their inability to see, to read or to mark
the ballot, and may then have the assistof one or more election officers in markThe voter may select such election
officer and must, if required, make oath to
his disability. In all cases where an election
clerk so aids a voter he must so certify on
the ballot before it is cast by the voter.
ance

ing.

Polls.

Polls are to be
a. m., but in no
than 5 o’clock p.

opened as early as
case

can

8 o’clock
be kept open later

THE

a

For Clerk of Courts,
Albert Cane, of Rome.

For Clerk of Courts.
Frederick Bane, of Wells.

For Sheriff,
William Briggs.

For Sheriffs
Moses Riggs.

For Sheriff\
Harrison Diggs.

For Rep. to Legislature,
Hubert Smith, Jr.

John

case

For

Nathaniel Bellows.

For Judge of Probate♦
Franklin Penley.

the

County Attorney'
Abraham Fellows.

County Attorney,

For

For Judge of Probate,
Peter Henley.

on

For Clerk of Courts,
Milton Jane, of Cooper.

i!_

For County Attorney,
Henry Willows.

To vote

I
j

For Judge of Probate,
George J. Denley.
For Rep. to Legislature'
James D. Smith.

For Rep. to Legislature'
A. Smith.

_L

following,

mark a X in the square at the

right of

FOR

QUALIFICATION

YES or

NO, ae the

may be.

RESOLVE

PROVIDING

AN

EDUCATIONAL

xES.

VOTERS.

FOR

_

Shall the Constitution be
ers as

so

amended,

so as

to

change the qualification of

vot-

proposed in said resolve?

RESOLVE

CONCERNING

TION RELATIVE

TO

THE

AMENDMENT

OF

THE

CONSTITU-

APPOINTMENT OF ADJUTANT GENERAL.

Shall the Constitution be amended

as

proposed by

a

Resolution of the Leg--

islatur© providing that the Adjutant General and Quartermaster General shall
be appointed by the Governor?

YES

m.

Clerks.
Election clerks shall be appointed biennially in May by municipal officers; shall
hold office for two years; shall be sworn;
shall equally represent tho two political parties which at the state election next preceding their appointment cast the highest
number of votes, but no candidate can be
an election clerk.
If a polling place contains more than 1,000
inhabitants (not voters), there must be four
such clerks—two Republicans and two Democrats.
If a polling place contains less than 1,000
inhabitants, two such clerks are enough—
one Republican, one Democrat.
In all cases
one clerk from each of the two parties shall
be detailed by the municipal officers as ballot clerks, who shall have charge of the ballots and deliver them to the voters.
The appointments of election and ballot
clerks should be in writing and recorded in
the office of the citv. town or nlantation

clerks.

NO.

This section applies to wards of cities and
to towns containing more than 4,000 inhabitants, such division being discretionary,
not mandatory.
If such divisions are made each polling
place so provided for must contain not less
than 300 voters—and such division must be
made sixty days before election.
Wherever such division is made municipal
officers should at once notify the secretary
of state of the names of the voting precincts
in such towns or cities, if any, as No. 1, No.
2, etc.
Instruction Cards and Specimen Ballots.
There are two kinds of these cards, known
as No. 1 and No. 2.
Municipal officers and
clerks are directed to post one card of instructions of each number in each voting
booth or marking compartment; also to
post in or about the polling place, outside
the guard rail, not less than three of each
kind of these cards, and not less than five
specimen ballots. These to be posted immediately after the ballots are delivered to
the ballot clerks, at the opening of the polls.
The cards and ballots necessary under
this section will be furnished by the secretary of state with the general ballots.
Check Lists.

This law is not intended to change existing laws relating to check lists, except that
the ballot clerks must be provided with such
a oheck list, and at all polling places there
must be such ballot clerks, all polling places
must be supplied with two such lists, one
for use of the presiding officers and one for
such ballot clerks.

Municipal

Officers and Town Clerks.

This law is not intended to change existlaws relating to the duties of these officers at meetings held for elections.
The municipal officers preside at such
meetings, pass upon the Qualifications of

ing

IN

ADVANCE, $7.00.

NO.

State

and

COMPLETELY

CONSTITU-YEg

Fields

COVERED.

Resolution of the Leg-

I

FIRST-CLASS FINANCIAL AND MARINE

the practice.
Votes must be counted, declared and returns made on the usual and well known
forms, which will be supplied as heretofore
by the secretary of state precisely the same
as at the last and preceding September elections.
The election and ballot clerks provided
for by this law perform none of these duties,
but are to safely keep the ballots, to deliver
same to the voter at the direction of the
presiding officer or officers, to assist if necessary in marking the ballot, and to return
spoiled and defective ballots and check lists
to the town clerk. Sections 21, 23 and 25.
The attention of municipal officers is
called to chapter 121 public laws of 1891,
which provides that in towns having 500
or more voters no name shall be added to
the list of voters on the day of election, etc.

DEPARTMENTS.

NEWS

voters, receive, sort, count and declare the
votes, and with the town clerk prepare the
the election returns, as has hitherto been

INSTRUCTING
GENERAL

AND

READING

INTERESTING
FOR

ALL

THE

Family Circle Every Day.
Paper Printed on a New, Fast, Webb Perfecting Press, and Delivered All Over Western Maine in the Morning.

Constitutional Amendments*

These, by this law, must be voted upon,
the same ballot which contains the
of candidates for the different offices
and not on a separate ballot as formerly.
Vote by marking a X opposite each question in the square under the words “Yes”—

on

names

A TRIAL FOR ONE MONTH COSTS

u.

Penalties.

The last four sections of the law prescribe
the penalties for violation thereof, and are
sufficiently stringent to merit careful consideration. These sections are printed as
cards of instruction No. 3, and are to be
posted the same as and with cards No. 1 before referred to.

50 cts. IN ADVANCE.

To Clerks of Cities.
The secret ballot law applies to all city
elections for the election of municipal officers, and the same duties which are assigned
by it to the secretary of state in state elections are assigned to city clerks within
their respective cities in city elections.
There are a few differences, wholly of a
minor sort, but the system is the same for
cities as for the state, and the forms herein
given can be easily adapted to the requirements of city use.

TO

COSIMITTEES

THE

OF

PORTLAND
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The attention of the committees of all
whom devolve the re-

political parties upon

Exchange St., Portland,

sponsibility

of calling nominating conventions is called to certain features of the
ballot law, which seem to necessitate the
calling of all such conventions at a much
earlier season than has been the practice
hitherto, in order to insure the successful
operation of the law.
The total number of ballots to be printed
is about 500,000. There are in the state 151
representative class districts. It is safe to
reckon that each of the two great parties
will have a full ticket in each of these districts—this would call for 302 different sorts
of tickets. Presumably in at least 100 of
these districts other parties will have a
ticket. So that in all these 500,000 ballots
must be divided up in the printing into at
least 400 different tickets. When printed
these ballots are to be fastened together in
blocks say of seventy-five each, or about
6,600 different blocks or packages, and must
be carefully packed, labeled, recorded and
shipped, under seal.
It will be seen at a glance that to print,
fold, block, record, label, pack and ship this
quantity of ballots to some 500 different city
and town clerks, must involve a great deal
of time, especially in the first instance or
attempt to inaugurate the system.
The law requires that these ballots shall
be sent to each of these 500 clerks in two
lots at two different times. The first lot
in time to be received by such clerks seventy-two hours at least, the second fortyOlt

of

load-

Vvafcro fVio

PUBLISHING

CO.

Me.

INE STATE PRESS

All,

PARTIES.

Election

Division of Towns and Wards.

For Senators,
John Rone, of Etna.

PAID

Local

vot-

islature providing that the Adjutant General and Quartermaster General shall ^
be appointed by the Governor?

from ballot clerk,
tbe voter will enter one of the booths or
voting compartments and there mark his
ballot.
First—He may mark one X opposite the
party name at the head of a group of names.
This X, so made, is a vote for the “straight
ticket,” and counts for every candidate of
the party group. [See Ballot l.J
Second—If for any cause the voter does
not desire to vote a straight ticket, that is
for every candidate of a party, he will make
no mark at all opposite the party name,
but will make a X opposite every name on
the party group or ticket for whom he
wishes to vote.
Third—If the voter desires to vote for different candidates—some in one party and
some in another—he will make a X opposite
the names of those for whom he desires to
vote wherever the same appear on the ballot, but no mark opposite any party name.
Fourth—If the voter desires to vote for
some person or persons not nominated for
office by any party, and whose name or
names do not appear anywhere upon the
ballot, such voter may write the names of
such Derson or nersons on the ballot be-

=

APPOINTMENT OF ADJUTANT GENERAL.

Shall the Constitution be amended

How Voter Shall Hark Ballot.

AT

Daily

VOTERS.

amended,

THE

Page

Full and Complete Telegraphic News.

proposed in said resolve?

RESOLVE

Eight

QUALIFICATION TES

EDUCATIONAL

AN

ality.

Six Dials a Year if Paid In Advance.
NOT

FOR

Having received ballot

20 and all class
as Aug. 3.

=

~

For County Attorney,
Henry Willows.

able

respectfully urged that all
as early as July
district conventions as early

For Clerk of Courts,
Milton Jane, of Cooper.

x
A

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in tlio
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

the day of

Therefore it is

An

For Clerk of Courts,
Frederick Bane, of Wells.

on

days before

county conventions be held

X

For Clerk of Courts,
Albert Cane, of Rome.

RESOLVE

w /St- -, ft

seven

ffiura Mil PRESS

Rep. to Congress,

Joseph Deen, of Saco.

case may be.

8CENE AT POLLING PLACE.

perhaps

election.

U

To vote

Duties of Convention Officers.

Vacancies.

DEMOCRAT.

REPUBLICAN.

---

]

and

—i-i—n

is checked on the list and he is in position to mark his ballot.

—-—-

The law assigns to the officers of nominating conventions certain very important
duties, upon the discharge of which is made
to depend the printing of candidates’ names
upon the general ballot. All such officers,
when chosen in convention, must see to it
that the proper certificates of nomination
and acceptances of candidates are seasonably filed with the secretary of state.
These certificates must be sworn to by the
chairman or secretary of the convention,
and must be filed twenty days, exclusive
of Sundays, before the day of election, or
by Aug. 10, 1893.
To provide against accidents, delays, or
negligences of senders, and to insure necessary time for printing the ballot, it would
materially aid in putting the law into successful operation if all nominating conventions should be called and hold sufficiently
early to admit of filing these certificates
thirty or more days before the day of election.
Certificates cannot l>e received in any
case later than Aug. 19, 1893.
It must be remembered that nominating
conventions can be held only by parties,
which at the next preceding election (September, 1890) cast 1 per cent, of the entire
vote cast at such election, in the district or
county, for which such convention is to be
held.
Nomination Papers.
In certain cases candidates may be duly
nominated by papers signed by individual
voters, these nomination papers, with the
written acceptance of the candidate, to be
filed the same as required in case of the convention certificate before referred to.

1

1

■■

name

of

1U1JO)

Ballot No. 2
the DemoKepresents ballot mainly Democratic, with a X against every name on
cratic group except the candidate for senator. This voter desired to vote for a certain
the
regular
man not nominated, so he wrote that man’s name, Emerson Lone, under
nominee’s name and marked a X against the name he had written.__
a

-AT-

Si3.00 A YEAR.

AN UNRIVALLED FAMILY WEEKtY.
Twelve Pages filled with interesting and Valuable

Reading

Matter.

THE NEWS OF THE WEEK COMPLETELY (MEN.
[f You Read the MAINE STATE PRESS You
Will be Well informed on the Leading
Topics of the Day
N

STATE, NATION, FOREIGN COUNTRIES, and the WORLD OF ART and LITERATURE.

flfiv rtf aIap- I

tion (Sundays included).
If the area of the state, its mail and express facilities are considered, it becomes evident that, if nomination certificates are
not received at this office until Aug. 19
(twenty days, exclusive of Sundays, before
election day), the limit fixed by law in
which the secretary can receive them, the
time left between the reception of them on
Aug. 19 and the date upon which shipment
of the first lot must be commenced, in order to meet the seventy-two hour requirement, is so short as to be dangerous to the
transmission of the ballots as the law intends.
To meet the requirements of the law,
considering the territorial limits of the
state, and the number of towns not too
speedily reachable from Augusta, as mails
and expresses run, all nominating conventions should be held early enough to admit
of the reception, at this office, of all nomination certificates thirty days, at least, exclusive of Sundays, before Sept. 12, the day
of election.
Thirty days is none too much time in
which to do the necessary work and insu/re
reaching every voting preoinct in Maine, to
do which in many instances will require the
shipment of ballots, to begin at least five

THE BEST MARINE NEWSPAPER IN HE,
[f you are a Farmer you Want the Paper to Keep
You Posted on Prices of YOUR PRODUCTS.

rWO DOLLARS a Year; ONE DOLLAR tor Six Months; FIFTY CENTS
for Three Months; and 25 Cents for Trial Subscription of Six Weeks.

Address, PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.,
97 ExcHange

PORTLAND,

-

Street,
MAINE.

'

and county commissioners

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

STATE PRESS.

and

tinued

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $C per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a mouth.
The Daily is delivered every morning bycarrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Pkf.ss, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Piiess SI.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less
souare each week.
«1 .60 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
J&mK To Let, For Sale

similar adand
•flrasemcnts, 25 cents per week, in advance,
adfor 40 words or less, no display. Displayed
vertisements under these headlines, and all ad(isements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub"
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

THE PRESS.
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was

was

con-

10.

The withdrawal of Mr. Blaine appears
to have inspired the friends of Senator
Cullom with great enthusiasm and they
are now claiming that he will go to the
convention with the vote not only of his
own state behind him, but with the ma-

jority of the delegates from Pennsylvania
Colorado and some other important
states. Gem Alger’s friends are also
active.

has

ended.

then

employed

been

since

Colds and

driver

No

throat,
bronchitis, asthma,

sore

and hoarseness
cured

the
such person was ever employed by
sheriff or on iiis authority and no such
was ever paid by the county.

The Overland Monthly for February has
townsan article written by our former
Enoch Knight, entitled An American

and most effective
emergency medicine.
It should be in every

man,
Tin Mine,

which possesses more than
common interest at this time, as it bears
Are there any
upon the vexed question,
American tim mines in actual operation
to-day? Judge Knight writes of what he
has seen and knows, and his testimony is

family.
Dr. J. C.

uuua.,

a/liv*.

travelling expenses large

uuuiuj,

on

*'“'■'**

that account

conclusion to setneed of
where there was no
so much
travelling to quench their
thirst. When the Argus concentrates
intellect
discovery
its
upon the
of causes something startling is sure to
result.

gradually came to the

tle

conclusive to the fact that not only are
there American tin mines but at least
one of them gives promise of a very large
outuut The mines in question, known
as the Temescal mines, are situated in
Southern California near the Sierra iladreKange, about 8 miles from South
Eivergide. They are now owned and
The
operated by an English company.
amount of ore now being daily handled
is something over thirty tons and the tin
metal produced about three-fourths of a
ton. He estimates that the output of

it is

exceedingly simple, certainly

as

far

concerned. The provisions that define the duties of election
officers are somewhat more complicated,
but only a very few persons will have to
familiarize themselves with them. All
that the voter has to do is first to walk
as the voter is

into the polling place—not a very complicated operation—second to take a ballot
from the ballot clerk—an act the per.
formance of which will not seriously vex
the ordinary citizen—third to walk into
one of the booths—an act no more complicated than to walk into the ward
room—fourth, to make a cross opposite
the political designation of the list of can-

F. 0. BAILEY &

at 2 o’clock p.

Exchange street,

didates he wants to vote tor—an

act cer-

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

(Trade-Mark)

The county sheriff lias three regular deputies,
instead of two, to enforce the law, and Sheriff
Cram has also increased the expense to the tax
driver to the
payers of the county by adding a
liquor deputy force at a salary of §50 a month.
stationed
and
hired
opposite
also
The sheriff
the city ltquor agency for some months a former
off”
men and
the
to
bar-tender
Fore street
“pipe
women who, in the opinion of this ex-bartender,
of any
to
be
liquor
permttied
buy
ought not to
kind at said ageucy. This service, which in its
old
few
a
with
poor
interfered
only
very nature,
or mmimen and women, of no social standing
the
cost
drunken
a
few
with
toughs,
ence, and
tax payers of the county an additional §2 a day.
—Argus.

The Sheriff has had three regular deputies to enforce the liquor law for the
last twenty years; Sheriff Cram has had
no more and no less than his predecesThe circumstances under which
sors.
the driver was employed were these:

i

I

r

Last Summer the seizing team was several times run into purposely by rumsellers, and when it was left standing in
front of rum shops while the deputies
were inside the shop searching for liquor
was
habitually raided and the
it
tools which it contained and also the
seized liquor were carried off and concealed. To obviate this trouble, with
the concurrence of the county attorney

It is said that the late Justice
Bradley had the finest private

ru

to the inhabitants. It was the first snow
in five years, and the fifth in 70 years.
About half an inch of snow fell, and the
landscape had an appearance which the
Mobile people are mainly familiar with
only in pictures. The last snow storm
there was in 1880, when three quarters of
fell. On December 20, 1870,
an inch
three and a half inches of snow fell, the
heaviest snow storm ever known there.
The snow storm previous to that was in
January, 1851, and the one before that
on February 16, 1823, when the mercury
got down to five degrees above zero, and
there was good sleighing in the streets of
Mobile. There have been three sleet or
hail storms in addition to the wintry
visitations mentioned above.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

gestion.
glassful
regular

be
meal

distress from

food.

MARES,

Card

Book,

-AND-

PRINTER,

JOB

EXCHANGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
tended to.

wineeach

will avoid all
e

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

or

telephone promptly ate
uovlleodtf

p-niTf A

Tlhv AT.

Agent

INSURANCE.

German American Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK.

eodtf

febl

(Established 1872.)

...®1 ,000,000.00
5,821,199.00
2,255,389.43
Net surplus over
fnr.it Hi

STEVENS & JONES
OOMFANY,

Subject

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

to

Sale,
City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dft

LITHOGRAPHING,
PRINTING AND BINDING

218 Middle Street, Portland,
Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
i lie world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.
ssue

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
Agents of tlte Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’

«in er

1908.
Arkansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.
Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

rHE MIDDLESEX BANKING COMPANY,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

$600,600.

mnuaiiy,

in aenoiniuauuud

ux

s?xw,

8500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.
_

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
md matured principal. The bonds are a legal
nvestment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

EVERETT

2wteod3m

tlec29

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good
Be

more

more

PIANO HOUSE
Supplies

these in

perfection.

logue.

Exchange Street.

—the

Incorporated

TUNING TO ORDER.

S. THURSTON,

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,

Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Seud for circular, or, better still, call and

(Members

N.

see us.

Myrtle Street,

5

about to add to

our

eod3m

deell

—

City Hall.

Near

laundry business

aud Japanese Fancy
WE arcstock of Chinese line
of tea. All

Dr ZEES. ZQ-

ZFLeed-

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make

a

goods
Goods aud also a choice
are imported direct from China, and are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for

business Monday, December HI, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.
Please Call and See IJs.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
decHl
___d3m

the
Cotton

Can be had for a short time at
Share hy Calling ou

XX.

S5.00 per

dtf

STREET.

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMP AN Y vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range aud
hence are suited to all circumstances.

SIX PER GENT.

General Fund Bonds.

i.reciau

)
MISS ROSE BACHARACH.
..Readers
MISS ALICE BACHARACH.
MISS BLANCHE HARRINGTON)
MISS ISABEL M. MUNN.Pianist
Calcium Lights. Special Decoration.

j

Reserved Seats 50 and 75 cts. Admission
35 cts. Now on sale ai Stockbridge’s.

Half fere on the railroads to all holding “Tableaux” tickets. Late trains,
9th “Pop,” Hoyt’s “A Parlor Match,”
d4t

feb6

STO CK BRIDGE

col,B8E'
7 ENTERTAINMENTS 7

SALE

$3.00 MARY HdWESdNG RECITAL,
$3.00 PADEREWSKI,
$3.00
STODDARD LECTURE,
$3.50
B0ST0N SYMPHONY,
STODDARD

LECTURE,

NELSON PAGE.

$4.00

Seven of the best entertainments this season.
Now on sale at Stockbridge’s. Purchase Course
Tickets and save your money. Call atoncc.
(ilw
febS

THIRD ANNUAL

BALL

CONCERT

CITY

AT

KAIjIi,

to
Cl<The
proceeds of this Ball will he devoted
and disabled employes of the
the relief of

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.
For Sale by
feb8

Dealers.
S
Leading
eod3m*

COAL !
Tlse

very

best

domestic

for

Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property... $15,000,000
Assessed value of Taxablerroperty 6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this
14o,000
issue).
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by Legislative Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court oi
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.
...

WOODBURY

I MOULTON,

PIANOS
RENT; ALSO

FOR SALE OR

Very Fancy

or

0PPICES{ Exchange St.
TELEPIIOSJE

Deposits

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.
—

W.

decl7

AT

—

P. HASTINGS’. 1
‘W*

in

FITTINGS, VALVES,
HANGERS,
SHAFTINC,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
jlyiiu

dt£

GRAND CANTON RIDGELEY

Portland, Me

A. R. & E. A. DOTEN,

Real Estate

to

Loan

PAPER,

4, Jose Building:,
EXCHANGE STREET

liooms 3 and

jul

9 8

2,

MUSIC BY

Tickets

Evening, Feb 15, 1892.

CHANDLER’S ORCHESTRA.

admitting

Gent and Ladies

$1.00.

leD'j

'WALTZING
at Gilbert’s MONDAY

Eveuing.

NEXT ASSEMBLY FEB. 18th.
_(ltt

Exhibition of Stereopticon Views
AT BAXTER HALL,

Thursday Eve’s, Feb. 11, at 8 o’clock,
CAMERA CLUB,
by the PORTLAND

and Loans.

COMMERCIAL
NO.

NO.

PATRIARCHS MILITANT,

feb8

in large or small amounts. Parties wishing >
build eau be accommodated.

SAYINGS DEPARTMENT

In Two Grand Recitals.
EVENING TICKETS—Reserved, $1.25 and
MATINEE—Re$1.50; admission, $1,00.
served, 75 ets. and .$1.00; admission, 50 cts.
at
Stoekhridge’s Mmuo
Now on sale (or mailed)
Store. Half tare to all holding "Paderewski”
feb8dlw
tickets.

100-2.

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

$50,000

our

PADEREWSKI

febS___<Um_ City Hall, Monday

janlDdBm

Plain at

Tuesday

GIVEN UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

ORGANS

HALL,

Evening, Feb. 29th,
Matinee, March 1st,

Promenade Concert and Ball.

CHASE & SON & CO.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Tice President,
C. G. AILEN, Cashier.

CITY
Monday

febBdlw

GRAND

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPL\
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

BANKERS,

sick

1886-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY-! 892

use.

DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

Jan5___

CLASS

FIRST

Wentworth.,
21 MYRTLE

in

of Oratory, asdrapery from the Boston School
sisted by
TRIPP.Violinist
MISS GERTRUDE

Concert from 8 to 9 by Chandler’s Band
and Portland Singers Club.
Refreshments served in Reception Hall at any
time during the evening.
It is intended that this entertainment shall
this Associasurpass any previous one given by
tion. and the decorations will be liner than any
in
this
seen
heretofore
City.

JEKJkJI?.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

Company

STOCK

fel)2d2w

between a person afflicted with a disease or a
there
person becoming an entranced medium,
has been a great many people who have lost
Exmistake.
the
above
their lives by making
aminations at mv office cvefrv dav including Hull-

LONE STAR

Picking

Romance,

Tuimsnav fvfning. FEBRUARY 11th.

Cashier,

President.

febld

"We should he pleased to send you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.
COBET, MILLIKEX & CO.,

MIKADO LAUNDRY,

TABLEAUX D ART.

Lainson & Hubbard
1324.

lie of West Deli, line,

THE

BY PKOF. KELLEY'S

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dlf
dec24
Open eveniugs until Jau. 1st.

ME.,

deposits.

acceptable

—

II^LXjIi,
Evening. Feb, to,

CITY

A.T

Wednesday

M. C. R. K.

Cigars

TRADE MARK' REGISTERED.
Factory, Boston.
S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
eodlw
Ieb8

8th Popular

Maine Central Railroad
Relief Association,

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

chance. What’s

ers

__

—

PORTLATiTIJ,

Sleeper’s Eye
an

febSdtf

TICKETS $1.00,

_eodtf

valentine, and suggestive of the “consuming tires.” etc.
10c. each. All Deal-

Prices for the above attractions, 25, SO, 75 cts.

Admitting Gentleman and Ladies, may be obtained of Employes of the M. 0. If. R., or at the

VALENTINE’S DAY

as

One of the finest attractions of the season.
Great Company of Specialty Artists.

-OF THE-

-OF-

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL
a

Wliallen & Martel’s Mammoth Combination

$4!oo|f. HOPKINSON SMITH and T.

THURSTON’S

Come and see or send for Cata-

32

Friday and Saturday, Saturday
13 and 13,

Matinee, Feb. 11,

$4*00

mi ght can.

BANKERS,

interest allowed on time

“leap year” gives the girls
the matter with

Thursday,

$3*50BBSTBNIAN8’

F>IA.lSrO P

ALSO ORGANS

janOcltf

WILSON.

Company of 35 Recognized Artists.

SMITH,

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,

Telephone Call 214-4.

Specialty.
Orders for BLANK BOOKS and
CHECK BOOKS promptly attended to.

on

GEORGE

Napier & Marzelo, Dan Quinlan, C. F. Shat
tuck, Wm. H. Eice, Thos. Donnelly,
Christie Brothers.

Twelve beautiful young ladies

A

jan27

Headed by the Minstrel King.

Statuary.

CAN AUGHT

Floor.

(While repairs are in progress at No. lS.teniporartly located on second floor, Room No. o,
entrance at No. II, one door below.)
Honorable ana
Twenty years experience.
faithful attention to the wisees of all who honor
febldtt
me with their patronage.

MINSTRELS!

Allegory, History, Parable, Mythology,

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6’s, due
1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st 5’s,

stands easily among the leaders in solid
financial strength and all other desirable
features.

First

dtf

LONDON.

nov24

98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

PHILIP F. TURNER, Manager.

Stationers.

I.B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

Subject ti Sale, We Otfir:

It

No. 13 Exchange Street,

_d3m

Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semi-

PORTLAND DEPARTMENT,

Manufacturing

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
j n exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders tor investors at
1 he Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.
janti

AsseteV.
all liabilities.

Wednesday, February 10,

Night,

FAHNESTOCK & CO. KOH-I-NOOR VAUDEVILLES,

County 6’s, due 1894.
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT ST.,
Eastport, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage a’s, due 1918.
Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Free Jtew Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
or
Portland.
Street Block,
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
(16m
aug27
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Water Co. First
Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, It. V., Water Co. 6’s, due

FIRE

vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.

for Portland and

Kuox

SATISFACTORY
None genuine unless stamped‘P. &P.5

ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST, BOSTON.

call at office.

dec29

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

will receive pupils September 1st,

ALWAYS

considerable surplus above

Paid tip Capital

THE HOST DURABLE

W.

debility

ind igesti b 1

WM. M.

PUPIL OF EICHBERO,

enfeebled di-

fore

Organization of Corporations a specialty.
auiiHdCm

THE LATEST STYLES

scarcely

small

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Teacher of the Violin

THEREFORE

outside of Itussia—and there
mentioned—that the famous
Orloff diamond was once the right eye of
the great idol Serringham in the Temple
This precious gem was
of Brahma.
stolen about the beginning of the eighteenth century by a French soldier.

A

88 1-3

THE NEWEST SHADES

THE BEST WORKflANSHlP.

ever

arising front

uy

PERFECT FITTING

known

is recoin mended in all cases of

Counsellor

KID GLOVES

ation.

HOPKINS,
at Law,

C.

GEORGE

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

P.&P.

drew the honor.
Mr. Charles Villiers, who recently celebrated his 90th birthday in England, had
been in Parliament just three years when
He was
Victoria ascended the throne.
au important figure in British public life
40 years ago, though but little of his
fame has descended to the present gener-

ian ui auuw

or

GARDINER,

We Offer,

37PLUM STREET.

PRINTERS’

ed the compliment and expressed approval of the intention of the organization to
the
to
visitors
assist in welcoming
World’s fair from the Fatherland. But
at a still later meeting, when the socialist element was out in full force, the club
reconsidered the resolution and with-

»

c. W. ALLEN.
dtf

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

physicians

P.

CO7,

F. O. BAILEY &

Joseph
library
in Washington. He began buying books
60 years ago, when at school, and had
the ball room
kept it up ever since. Even
on
mark
the
official
in the box so that the
and the dining room of his mansion on I
outside shall be on top. This is all there street are packed with the bibliophistic
which the house is literally
is to this complicated and vexatious sys- wealth of
full to over-flowing.
which has been represented in
tem
mere was quite
u.e»v,y
some quarters to be so distracting as to
last Thursday, an event of
Ala,,
Mobile,
senses.
his
of
drive the voter out
great rarity and of equally great interest

tainly not requiring a high degree of
skill—fifth to fold up the ballot so that
the cross shall be inside; sixth to walk
to the ballot box and to deposit his ballot

BENJ. THOMPSON,
Assignee of A. D. McLane.

feb9dtd

acute form of rheumatism than usual,
is said she is
especially in her knees. It
<
depression,
subject to long spells
varied by attacks of ii. ability. Her
deny that there is any cause

hardly

a

ies consisting of the usual variety of staple
goods, Teas, Tobaccos, Cigars, Soaps. Canned
Goods, Extracts and Oils, Patent Medicines,
Hardware, Crockery Ware, Notions, etc., etc.;
also Store Fixtures, Oil Cabinet, Show Case,
Medicines, etc. etc.

those of Cornwall.” Already three-quarters of a million dollars has been put into
In conclusion Judge
this enterprise.
Knight says, “there is even now an assured American tin mine. There is no
doubt about it. It is very easy to work
* * *
I cannot learn that any other
deposit of tin ore of equal richness and
amount has ever been found that could
be so easily developed and handled, and
I am very positive that the men who have
staked reputation and capital upon this
venture feel they have made no mistake.”
Doubting Thomases like the Boston Herald would do well to read and ponder the
facts set forth in this article by one
whose statements will not be questioned
in the State of his former residence.

one

Write for Circular,

Book, M and Card Printer,
NO.

One

Counsel.

s.

of Groceries.

February nth,
THURSDAY,
ni., at salesroom of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
stock of GrocerI shall sell

lode of these mines (there being 29
others not yet worked) for the year 1892
will be not less than 250 tons, the value
of which at the lowest estimate will be
$112,000. He further says that the yield
of this mine in its present stage of development is “more than twice as much as

fact, and

COL^_

a

Offcers: President, E, B. PHILLIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
a.
W!VL APPLETON RUST, Treasurer, Director Blackstone National Bank; Hon. J. Q.

N.S.

STEPHEN BERRY,
Auctioneers.

Assignee's Sale

one

It is a curious

The rentals of Company’s property are earning
this amount.

BRACKETT,

Lessee and Manager.

Geo. Wilson’s Famous

per annum, by coupons attachedto
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

Ayer & Co

AUCTION SALES.

for alarm.
It is expected that in the spring arrangements will be made for the marriage of Prince George of Wales and
Princess Margaret, sister of Emperor
the pubWe present elsewhere Secretary of William of Germany.of Although
the betrothal is
lic announcement
State Fessenden’s very carefully prepostponed, Emperor William favors the
pared abstract of the Australian ballot match.
law passed by the last legislature. This
Carl Schurz will not entertain a high
system is to be used at the next state regard for Chicago socialists hereafter.
election in September and therefore peo- He was recently elected au honorary
ple should familiarize themselves with member of a new German society, the
its details. The system has been repre- Khinelander, of Chicago, and he acceptsented by its opponents as exceedingly
complicated and vexatious, hut a man of
ordinary intelligence after reading Hr.
Fessenden’s abstract will conclude that

6pbb

THEATRE.

PORTLAND
G. E. LOTH KOI’,

FUNDS OF THE

UNITED STATES REALTY CD
—

Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
Brick and Stonework, Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr. F. B. Bedlon was admitted to the firm
Jan. l, 181)2. Prompt and personal attention
given and satisfaction guaranteed.
F. It. BEDLON.
N. E. BEDLON.
eodlmo*
janlS

Management.

located Business
Home Company, under Boston management, are invested only in centrally
Pn*
or $10, OOOreceive
of
stockholder
Investors
$100
is
a
Every
part-owner of such property.

Lowell, Mass.

Shakespeare.

ill

Safe Investments?

are

THE

Portland, Wle.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and Honest and Conservative

Mason and Builder,

by

the safest

AMERICAN TIN MINE.

with retarding the growth of population
The czar’s eldest daughter has Deen Dein Maine, in these latter years, and it has
to Grand Duke Alexander Michtrothed
remained for the Argus to discover that selovitch.
of
Resubstitution
to
the
due
it was all
The wealth of J. A. Morris, the head
publicanism for Democracy and prohibi- of the Louisiana lottery, is estimated at
tion for free rum. We suppose that the
$50,000,000, but he never succeeded in
Argus theory is that after prohibition getting into society.
sot in in 1860 people had to go out of the
Queen Victoria is suffering from a more
suite LU

N. EREDLON,
255 FEDERAL ST.,

Ayers CherryPectoral

person

while the
The Argus points
increase in population of Maine from
1820 to 1860 was nearly 300,000 from 1860
1800 it was only 60,000—a difference of
over 200,000, it remarks, “in favor of
the thirty years of Democratic rule and
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
It has generally been
no protection.”
The Princess of Wales thinks that chilsupposed that the exodus to the fertile
dren
ought not to be allowed to read
lands of the West had something to do
out that

What

croup,

the first ot

Sheriff
January. The statement that the
a man to
the
paid
and
county
employed
“pipe off” people who purchased liquoi
No
at the agency is absolutely false.

AN

Coughs

I

FINANCIAL.

BUSINESS CARDS.

M1SCELLAK KOUS.

driver

employed. His employment
tinued so long as the disposition to interfere with the deputies in their work con-

AND
MAINE

a

eodly

HAYDN ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting for the choice of
officers and such other business as may
come before it, will be held at Kotzsclimar Hall Friday, February 12tli at 7.30
A full attendance is requested.
p. m.
F. H. CLOYE8, Sec'y.
febOdtd

A Republican State Conveitioi

STATE BOARD OF

A PARTOFSACRED HISTORY.
Clergyman Says That American History is Such.

A Portland

Will be held iu

D.,
Henry Blanchard,
the guest of the Boston Universal! st Club at its monthly dinner at
the American House in that city, Monday
evening, and an interesing paper was
read by him on the subject, “American
History a Part of Sacred History.”
There were 316 gentlemen present, and
the president, Mr. Sanford If. Dudley,
The business meeting was
presided.
held in the hotel parlors at 6 o’clock and
two new members were elected, Rev.
Stephen H. Roblin and Mr. George Henry Simonds, both of Boston.
Rev.

NOROMBEGA HALL, BANGOR,

Wednesday, April 27, 1892,
At 11 O'clock, A. M.,
for the purpose of selecting two candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1892, and transacting any
other business that may properly come before
it.
The basis of represeentation will he as follows: Each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor iu 1888, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
filled by resiTown, or Plantation can only be
dents of the County in which the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on
tliemorning of the Convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to participate in
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for tills Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elected
to the State Convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor.

All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

WEBB.

Tueesday—The following petit jurors

impannelled this morning:
Chas. A. Priest. Winslow, foreman
Geo. A. Weymouth, Portland.
Edgar B. Weeks, Oldtown.
Fred N. Godfrey, Oldtowu.
Edward H. Todd, York.
C. Everett Moulton, York.
James W. North, Augusta.
Llewellan B. Elliott, Rumford.
Seth S. Gerry, Thomaston.
Marshall Abbott. Winslow.
John W. Nash, Belfast.
Elijah S. Shuman, Belfast.

were

who
Pinkham,
opened
Ruto
addressed
the
package
and
was
upon
arraigned,
Richner,
dolph
Mr.
advice of his counsel,
Looney,
Ernest

The district
contendere.
attorney suggested that in view of the
prisoner’s youth he would not object to
seeing the sentence suspended, and the
judge administered the boy a talking to
that ought to do him good, and suspend-

peaded

■

nolo

ed the case.
Charles Brown of Presque Isle, was
then put on trial for being a liquor dealSeveral w iter without paying a tax.
nesses swore to having bought liquor of
him. The defense was a general denial.
Verdict not

guilty.

Mealier.

District attorney.

SUPERIOR COURT.
—"

^

BEFOBE JUDGE BONNEY.
Tuesday.—The traverse jury came

in and

Enoch Gammon, Naples.
Devi Gowen, Westbrook.
Henry N. Green, Deeriug.
Edward L. Harmon. Cape Elizabeth.
William H. Jewett, Portland.
Willis K. Knowlton, Portland.
William B. Irish, Portland.
.Tames McLellan, Westbrook.
Charles H. Waterhouse, Cape Elizabeth.
supernumeraries.
Charles D. Rich. Harpswell.
Joseph T. Richards. Falmouth.
Andrew B. Ridlon, Staudisli.
The cases assigned for trial were all settled or
disposed of without, trial.
The appearances are that the term will he
short. Most of the cases for trial by the
jurv will go over to the April term.
The January criminal term, which was adjourned over until afternoon, came in and unfinished matters were closed up and then ad-

journed finally.

Sailing of the Annie E. lewis,
The bark Annie E. Lewis is all loaded
for the River Plate, ready to sail today
or tomorrow with her 480,000 feet of
lumber.
Ca.pt. IV. H. Lewis will command her, and will have as crew with
him two officers, eight men before the
mast and a cook.
Besides, there will be
a small party of passengers, including
Capt. Lewis’s wife, Miss Margaret Mattocks and Mr. Ernest Lewis. The voyage
to the River requires about 60 days, but
is sometimes made in less time.
Where to

Buy Shoes.

Irving J. Brown, 461 Congress street,
nas mameu. uuwu

&evei<u

sjicuuu

and is offering them at a great sacrifice.
This is the greatest opportunity to shoe
the little ones as well as the elders, and
should not be lost. And in getting low
prices no one need be afraid of low
for the honor of the house is
sufficient guarantee that everything sold

quality,

will be of the best and

as

rejiresented.

A Veteran Odd Fellow.

well known among
the members of the Odd Fellows fraternity throughout New England returned
from Boston

H.

Kilby,

Monday evening.

Mr. Kil-

meet with the brothers in Hadattah Lodge, No. 117, this evening,
when be will exemplify the initiatory
work of 43 years ago. A large attendance of the members of the lodge and
brothers generally is requested to extend
to the veteran brother a cordial greeting.

by will

The

Mission

Band.

The members of the Young Ladies’
Mission Band wish to remind their
friends of their annual meeting at the
The
State street chapel this evening.
address by Mrs. Gordon of Japan, will
Exerbe the attraction of the evening.
ciser will begin at 7.45.
Beal Estate Transfers.

following transfers of real
county have been recorded
registry of deeds:
The
in this

estate
at the

Westbrook—David G. Hayes to Ludger Tour-

angeau.

was

Half an hour

later

the

members sat

down to dinner in the largo dining hall.
Rev. Dr. Blanchard’s paper, read after
the dinner, was listened to with much
Dr.
Blanchard compared
interest.
America with Europe and the United
States with European countries.
Here in America the idea of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man
There were
was destined to be realized.
many gigantic problems to be solved,
but God’s hand would guide us in the
Rev. Dr. Emright path, he felt sure.

Leader,
subject.

erson, editor of the Christian
so

spoke briefly

the

on

same

al-

THE RAILROAD BALL.
When the Maine Central

Will Be

a

Relief Dances It

Grand Time.

at Cornish Feb.

Hie

17-18.

A- union winter meeting of tiio Maine
Pomological Society and the State
Board of Agriculture will bo held at
Smith and Warren’s Hall, Cornish, on
Wednesday and Thursday Feb. 17 a nd IS.
State

The following will be the order of exercises :
O'CLOCK A. M.
Opening Exercises. Report of Officers.
Address of Welcome,..
.George F. Clifford, Esq. Gormsil.
Response.•••:
IS. Walker McKeen, See'y Board ol AgriculWEDNESDAY, 10

ture.

President’s Annual Address.•
.Clias. rt. Pope, Manchester.
■

AFTERNOON.
Our Labors and Our Rewards in Fruit Culture.
.[. W. True, New Gloucester.

Fruit Exhibition.„
1). H. Know-Item, See’y Maine State Pomo-

logical Society.

EVENING.

Our Chosen Family.,•••••.
.Willis A. Luce, South Union.
Pear Culture..S. H. Dawes, Harrison.
Thursday A. M.
Experiments in Spraying.•
W’. M. Munson, frolessor of Horticulture,
State College.
_

—

AFTERNOON.

Grape Culture.■•••;
.Henry W. Brown, Concord, Mass.
Selling Our Fruit...,
i>na». to. vvneeier,

of

leaux

programme with concert selec-

&

Bangor

Aroos-

Eii-meiiiuci

ui

A very hot fight is going on in Bangor
>ver the
proposed lease of the Bangor &
Piscataquis to the Bangor & Aroostook.
There are two factions, each with widely
different view's as to the disposal of the
'ity’s road. All sorts of stories and rumors are afloat.
It w as t alked in Ban?or

yesterday, according

to

die Lewiston Journal, that there was a
big cat under the meal in the American
Express subscription. The Journal says:
It is now said that the big subscription of §200,000 has a long tail to it.
There was prepared in Bangor and taken
to the American Express Company officials in New York, a paper giving the ex-

press people a strong hold upon the new
line. It was thrown aside and a New
York lawyer drew a paper to suit. This
paper was accepted, and it is said it
places the new line in the hands of a
Trust in New York, who will give some
one power of
attorney, and he can have
a vote or votes in the management allYlAuf. tmrtrioi

5 4-

owl-

A

i*Arl

KNIGHTS AT THE DANCE.
Forest

EVENING.

Fruit Growing in Maine Compared with other
Agricultural Industries..
L. F. Abbott, Agricultural Editor, Lewiston
Journal.
How Shall We Keep the Boys on the Farm.
.Prof Elijah Cook, Manchester.

Excellent music will be furnished each
Ample opportunity will be

lowing.

Tw’V^*

circular intimates, ancl men talk it upon
the street, that the pro ject of building
into Bangor has been abandoned.

wiv

City Commandery’s

Ball

Great

a

JT R-LIBBY’S
FI3XTAL

1 JOHN LITTLE & CO.

PLUSH CLOAKS

WILL CONTINUE UNTIL MARCH 1.

Fur Lined Circulars.

Then you will have the pleasure of looking through the finest line of
THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE SEASON.
novelties for the spring season ever
exhibited in Portland.
Hlany Hollars can
From now until March 1st you may expect bargain days during
be Saved.
each week.
Rare Chance to Purchase for Next Monday Morning we commence the week with some very attractive
Below

are

given

under

BARGAINS.

each

50 pieces new Outing Flannels at 12 1-2 cents a yard.
a yard, in
100O vards of Sea Island Ginghams at a cents
We have sold 4000
of that size in each quality at remnants, regular goods worth 33 cents.
yards of these goods the past week.cents a
old price and ihe new price.
spool, continued.
Great sale of Spool Silk at 15
All
5 gross of Copco Floating Toilet Soap at 5 cents a cake.
who have used the soap like it.
size the number

we

have

Miss Georgia A.
highly appreciated.
Knight, who has recently become a member of the quartette, made a very favorable impression. After the concert came
dancing, which was enjoyed by nearly all
size: 83.
present. During the intermission Mr. Edward Mahoney favored the audience with
Old
Price.
a whistling solo.
The following had
2.§18.00
Quantity
charge of the floor:
1. 22.00

PLUSH CLOAKS,

••

Floor Director—Captain Herbert W. Seal s.
Aids—Sergt. Frank N. Deane, Sergt. George
M. Todd, Sergt. Kobert B. Lord, Sir Knights
Hoy B. Carpenter, Fred A. Cobb, Charles M.
Godfrey, John E. Greene, Elmer F. Lambord,
Bruce B. Kodiek, Carl F. A. Weber.
A

25.00
30.00

1.
1.
1.

38.00

New
Price.
$13.50
14.00
15.50
20.00
24.00

TO LARGE LADIES.

We have about 25 dozen large sizes of Corset Covers which
piece, marked down from 37 1-2 cents.

we shall sell at 19 cents a

2000 yards of Remnants of Outing Flannels at 8 cents per
yard, worth 121-2 cents.
25 pieces odd lots of all kinds of Wool Dress Goods, marked
This is a great
from 50 and 75 cents to 25 cents a yard.
_

Old
Price.

Lively Struggle.

Quantity l.§18.00
Yesterday Mr. Patrick Mallory went to
1. 30.00
some
and
wanted
to
the Agency
buy
2. 38.00
2. 40.00
liquor. He was evidently under alcohol45.00
ic influence to a considerable extent when
he applied for the spirit and Mr. Trickey
ordered him out of the building. As he
seemed inclined to make trouble Officers
Brackett and Moore were summoned,
and they had quite a lively time getting
Mallory to the station, but he got there

*

SIZE 34.

1.
1.

New
Price.
$13.50
20.00

24.00
25.00
28.00

30.00

50.00

SIZE 30.
Old
Price.

Quantity 5.§28,00

2. 30.00
1. 33.00
2. 35.00
4. 38.00
2. 40.00

«

without being ironed, although a powerful man of about ISO pounds weight.

New
Price.
§18.60
20.00
20.50
21.00
24.00

25.00

Vil,,l»5 pieces Plaid Nainsook at 10, 12 1-2, 17 and 20 cents
in

styles.
500 good size Chamois Skins at 10
500 Sponges at 5 cents each.
500 Sponges at 10 cents each.

new

£. 45.00
1. 50.00

$24.00
28.00
30.00

SIZE 40.
Old
Price.

New

Price.
$15.00

Quantity 1.§20.00

L zzie J. Hanson to Isaac A. Bailey. $1100.
Cape Elizabeth—Frederick A. Shaw to Abbie
J. Jackson.

Miss Ullie Akerstrom, who will appear
atPortland theatre next week, is a young
actress who has been playing all over
New England for years with great success, but has never found a date open
at our theatre that she could utilize, until this season. A peculiarity of the actress is said to be that her audiences increase in size on each succeeding visit to
She is an author as well as aca eity.
tress, writes poetry that possesses a good
deal of merit, and has published an attractive little volume entitled “Toot ver
She
also
Poems.”
Horn and other
writes all her own plays which are ex-

ceedingly

well

spoken

of.

Geo. Wilson’s Minstrels.

minstrels
will appear at Portland theatre this evening. The Levington, Ky., Transcript

George Wilson’s troupe

of

says of the company.
“Every seat in the theatre was sold
long before the curtain rose, and spectator after spectator was obliged to range
himself in the standing room along the
walls in order to witness the entertainment that they knew beforehand would
be worth standing to see.
And it was
worth it too, from bones to tambo, and
from first to last. The singing was good

the jokes were good and the specialties
excellent.”
Notes.

There was a small audience at Portland theatre last evening, but those who
were present enjoyed the performance

exceedingly.
Manager Wilson has courteously

ex-

tended an invitation to the Maine Press
Association to visit Portland theatre
this

evening.
-.-

$30,000,upward
000 worth of gold and silver annually for
plate, jewelry and ornaments.
Europe

consumes

of

Mrs. E.’s son married Mrs. W.’s

granddaughter, and they reside close by
Mrs. E.’s, only a small piece of woods
separating them, but enough so they

cannot see each other’s house. Now this
had troubled Mrs. E. considerably, and
she tried, times without number, to get
her husband to cut down those trees so
they could see their son's house; but he,
being very busy could never seem to get
time to do it. At last one day be happened to be gone, and these old ladies,
aged respectively 65 and 64 years, knowing lie would be gone some time and having their old time ire aroused, shouldered their axes and went for those trees
in such a way as would have done credit
to the young men of the place, and put a
thousand Chilians to flight. There were
)4 trees a foot in diameter, so one of
these old ladies asserts, and alders innumerable. But they cut them down,
and now they can see each other’s bouse.
Mr. E. returned borne, and if you could
have seen the oak of blank amazement
on his good olcl face it would have done
you good. But all he could say was:
“It will take mo longer to clear that
niece of wood out now than if T had done
it myself.” Mrs. E. would reply: “When
i ask you to do anything again, you had
better do it.” And Mr. E. thinks so to.

An officer of Connor plantation is

1. 38.00
3.- 45.00

24.00

28,00

1. 50,00

Old
Price.

Quantity 1.$25.00

38.00

1.

30.00

New
Price.
$17.50
24.00

SIZE 44.
Old
Price.
1.
$28.00
Quantity
*•
l. 38.00
1,. 45.00
50.00
2.

New
Price.
$18.50
24.00

28.00
30.00

feblO

Quantity 1.$60.00

New
Price.
$30.00

That is the

SIZXi 36.

"Whether
moTe our

[The funeral service of the late Cant. Joseph
p. Thorndike will take place this Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, at his late residence, No.
Burial at convenience
82 st Lawrence street.
of the

family._______

ITlOWERS F?nRanFy^s^S
| DENNETT the Florist,

Before Aaron Dudley, of Mt. Vernon,
a year ago, he told his family
that he had buried $1700 under the barn.
Search failed to find the money and since
then the friends of the dead man have
sought the aid of those who claim power
to locate hidden treasurer.
They have :
so located it several times but thus far
the gold has been found only in the
minds of the mediums although several !
holes have been dug in fields and other
1
places pointed out by them.

670

Congress

II

Street.
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MEN,

WOMEN

AND CHILDREN,

jj

BEECHAM’S i
PILLS ii
[

marvellous
Antidote forWeolc <
Stomach* •
are a

SICK
|

»
1

i;

HEAD-;:
ache,::

Impair- j |
ed lht«. 11
iJ
tlon.Con- j |
J >
:J
stlpatlon *
l 'Disordered Elver, etc.; found also to ; |
Ibe especially efficacious and remedial by
FEMALE SUFFERERS.
Price 2S cents a box. ,i
Ii Of all druggists.
40 < |
,
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.
dec21

iIW&PurmlyocUst,8thor5thp

25.00

FIR USED CIRCULARS.
Old
Price.
1 Mink Pined, size 38.$75.00

1
1
1
1
X

size 40.

••

42. 45.00
50.00
42.
44. 45.00
44. 65.00

J Size

an

any

36. 25.00
36. 25.00
38. 25.00
42. 25.00
25.00
44....:

1
1
1
I
1

38.

38, Mink

The prices range from

ill wind that blows
Our loss is

We can give you

Collar

$32.50

30.00

32.50
30.00
45.00

A particularly dainty thing in
or cherry can be bought for

AND DURABLE
PARLOR SUIT

Sometimes
It is of attractive design, walnut

imitation

or

frame

New
Price.
15.00
16.00
16.00
15.00
16.00

38.00

24.00

Fur Trimmed Cloth Garments.

mahogany

upholstered

and

in

FROM

POINT

THIS

our

Suits ascend the ladder of

price

to

these two

34.
34.
34.
34.
34.
36.

15.00

18.0&

14.00

27.00
28.00
17.00

18.50

36. 14.00
36. 15.00
36.
36.

40.

18.00
19.00
17.00
15.00
28.00
12.50
12.00
17.00

42.

17.00

38.
38.
38.
40.
40 :.

J.

13.00

19.00

18.25
10.00
9.50
10.00
13.00
14.00
10.00
10.00
20.00

8.00
9.00

10.00
10.00

R. LIBBY,
Congress

teblO

Street.

table

pretty

attractive.

an

No

article of furniture

one

ugly

room

ac-

complishes more.
Perhaps you’ve it room you're
satisfied
with—
not
quite
ouldn't

one

of these tables ini.

prove it!

Between
$225.00.
prices are included

THE

the largest and finest selection
of Parlor Suits in New England.
We ask but your
your
rest.

good

sense

inspection,

will do the

HEADQUARTERS

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,

Portland, Maine.
Auburn, Rockland,
Bangor, Biddeford, Norway,

Branches,

Hare and French Seal.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

a

makes

w

The trimmings of Mink, Astrachan, Wool Seal, French
New
Pric^.
$20.00
10.00

|

$12.

oalt

crushed plush.

23.00

Old
Price.
1 Size 32.$30.00

to

FOR $45.00.
New
Price.

and

Edge.

$2

a

HANDSOME, STRONG

$62.50

New
Price.
$15.00
15.00

Old
Price.
1 size 36.$23.00
•«

LATTER.

THE

good.”

your gain.

New

Quilted Satin Lined Circulars.

1
1

Von ought to be able to select
to please you in that nuinbet

one

fio.w

..

TABLES.

sacri-

once.

Price.

Hampster Lined.
Old
Price.

a

fice that they will be sold at

no one

Top

better to

’twere

immense stock of fan-

mark them at such

American Sable Lined.
Old
Price.
$50.00

Polished

cy Rockers, Fancy Chairs, DiTans, lounges and Parlor Suits

“It is
New
Price.
$20.00

38.00

6.

__

ber. aged 83 years.
In Orriugton, Feb. 6, Daniel H. Robinson,
aged 32 years.
In South Orrington, Feb. 6, Mrs. Dora M.
Shelton, aged 21 years.
In Eddington, Fell. 5, Daniel Spinney, aged
80 years.
In Winslow, Jan. 29, Wm. H. Watson, aged
68 years.
In Winthrop, Jan. 28, Mrs. Mary Bonney,
aged 68 years.
U Noiway Lake, Jan. 30. Lizzie C. Smith,
wife of James Smith.
I11 Waterboro, Feb. 2, Mrs. Sally Cook, aged
82 years.
in Bootlibav. Feb. 6. Miss Viola Lewis, aged
17 years.

I

Price.

Quantity 1.$30,00

yard.

NINE HUNDRED

question.”

WE THINK

PLUSH REEFERS.
Old

a

____

“To move or not to move

or

SIZE! 40.
Olcl
Price.

$1.00

and

cents

SIZE -43.

Bowdoinham, Feb. 1, Mrs. Bicliard Web-

re-

ported to be the latest victim of the
He took $1000 to
green goods sharpers.
New York expecting to exchange it for a
large sum in counterfeit money. He got
a package of white paper instead.
died, about

jn

89

x johnWle & CO.

_

aged 44 years.

75,

62,

New
Price.

Price.

Quantity 3.®38.oo

i
I

cents each.

♦

50,

SIZE 38.
Old

yard

a

GREAT SALE OF TABLE LINEN.
at

.1

Falls.

Sales

Bargain

AND

Season’s Use.

Forest City Comraandery, No. 1, K. G.
E., held their second annual concert and
ball at City Hall last evening.
There
was a large number present and the concert by the Cecilian Quartette and Imperial Mandolin and Guitar Club was

Fred L. Merrill & Co., the jewellers on
Pishing parties .returning from the various eastern Maine lakes and ponds re- Federal street, have issued some flue
port that an unusually large number of advertising pnoiograpns which mey preloupcerviers are holding star sessions in sent to their customers. Their cavil in
the woods this winter.
They have not
been hunted much during the past few another column explains how the photos
years and have multiplied very fast. One may be obtained.

Akerstrom.

GREAT

OUR

OF-

1

Success.

tions, and filling an entire evening. Prof. man saw tour on a single (lay s trip near
A good-sized and
MARRIAGES.
S. It. Kelley personally directs the enter- Shirley not long ago.
Canada lynx can make it rather disugly
The
list
as
lecturer.
acts
tainment and
animal
for
a
while
the
man,
agreeable
I11 West Grav, Jan. 24, Henry Dingley and
of tableaux includes groups representis a good match for a deer.
Hiss Alice M. Foster.
In Boothbay, Feb. 3. Horace M. Miller of
ing allegory, parable, history, romance,
Bootlibav Harbor and Miss Leonora E. Tripp of
The Colby glee club, of some 12 or 15 Boothbay.
mythology and statuary.
members, is preparing for quite an exAt Locks Mills, Jan. 30, Eugene L. Kidder
Whalen and Martin.
tended tour through the state during the of Dixfield and Miss Mabel N. Merrill of Locks
This Vaudeville company, which bears coming vacation. The club is under the Mills.
In Blaine, Jan. 20, Samuel W. Andrews, Jr.,
direction of W. C. Pliilbrook, who is a and Miss Harriet Hammond.
a high reputation, will be seen at Portand
his
colI11 Augusta. Feb. 3, Wm. Herbert Norcross of
during
land theatre tonight and for the rest of thorough musician,
life was a leader in all movements Augusta and Miss Mary L. Sanborn of Hallothe week. The Patterson Guardian said lege
like that in which the boys are now en- welL
the entertainment was the best of its gaged. Mr. Philbrook states that the
DEATHS.
kind ever seen in that city for a long club is making good progress, and will
with
similar
favorably
organizacompare
and
the
Martell
time. Golden
I11 this city, Feb.9, Julia A., widow of the late
Quigg,
tions sent out from any college of New
C’apt. Wm. Anderson, aged 77 years 10 months
Brothers in acrobatic feats, Dan Regan,
England.
"^Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
banjoist and vocalist, and Professor
H. SarThe Bangor Whig tells this: Six years from the residence of her son-in-law, W.
Kappes on the high wire, are notable pergent, 08 Atlantic street.
in
a
a
while
of
Thomas
shopping
ago,
Bangor lady,
I11 this city, Feb. 9. Sarah, wife
formers.
millinery store, laid her purse on the Simpson, aged 02 years.
Portland Theatre.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon, at 2 o clock,
counter for a few moments while gazing
and when slie from No. 20 Carev Lane. St John, NB, papers
at the “loves of
copy.]
Manager Lothrop has completed the started to leavebonnets,”
the purse had mysteri- please
Feb. 8, Samuel T. Duddy, aged 43
In
bookings for his circuit until midsum- ously disappeared, and from that time yearsLigontn.
o months.
“Silhas
secured
“Mankind.”
He
mer.
until yesterday nothing had been seen of
fi
it by the owner. Yesterday the purse ■
ver Falls,” “On Hand,” by permission of
was returned to the owner by mail, no
O’CIOCK.
Mr. Eugene Tompkins, “Harbor Lights”
note of explanation accompanying it. In
In South Windham. Feb. 4, John Bacon, aged
“The Belles of Haslemere,” the Boston the
80 years; nth, Eunice Bacon, aged 83 years.
in
the
silver
which
was
it
was
parse
service Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Museum success, Roland Reed’s “Cheek” at the time it disappeared, together with at [Funeral
their late residence.
and
which
bore
the
some
bills
“Mes“The
papers
tn
Kennebuukpovt, Feb. 8, Mrs. F’anny B.
and “Humbug,”
Merchant,”
owner’s name, hut some notes were gone.
Lovell, daughter of Mrs. Samuel Wyman, aged
senger from Jarvis Section,” “The Dead The person who took the article men- 2.1 years 7 months.
In Bath, Feb. 0, Ernest L„ son of John F. and
Heart,” “Chispa,” “Rose Michel,” tioned must have had a hard struggle in Abide
H. Perkins, aged 12 years 2 months.
In Bar Mills, John D. Sands.
“Blackmail,” “In His Power” and the past six years with conscience.
Bar Mills, Jan. 29, William Sawyer, aged
In
“Roger La Honte,” “Leah” will also be
A good story is told of two old ladies, 84 years.
l’hipsburg, Feb. 3, George Pushard, aged
given a strong production. The royalties Mrs. E., who resides in Indian Kiver, G8Inyears.
on the plays will be upwards of $5000.
and Mrs. W., who lives part of the Itme
lii Phipshurg, Feb. 5, Mrs. Roxana J. Davis,
Miss Ullie

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Closing Out Sale

to

special

a

Agriculture, Cliesterville.

A large number of
The Maine Central boys are preparing
interested in
and
others
fruit
growers
for a grand time at their ball. A special
the industry are expected to be present
train will be run on the Mountain divisand take part in the exercises.
ion and on the Maiue Central from points
There will be an exhibition of fruit, to
There will
as far east as Waterville.
whieh all are invited to contribute.
as
and
2000
be
many
present
probably
Mr.
dancers as City Hall will hold.
The Plush Mill.
George E. Brown has charge of decoratMr. Isaac C. Atkinson says that the
ing City Hall and will do it elaborately. visit of Mr. Ackroyd to Lewiston has no
Railroad flags and light will be an im- connection with the
proposed plush mill
portant feature, while a high power at Cape Elizabeth. The object of lookelectric search light, its fierceness softing over the Lewiston mills is to find a
ened by colored lenses, will play back chance for a merino
yarn mill. Mr. Atand forth over the dancers.
kinson says the plush mill will surely go
The floor director will be Wellington to
Cape Elizabeth, and even expects
Sprague of Auburn, and the aids will be: Lewiston parties to take $10,000 of its
F. L. Gardiner of Farmington. H. G. Park6tock.
man and George W. York of Portland, E. E.
Parkman of Augusta, George W. Babb of PortSTATE ITEMS OF INTEREST.
land, Marshall Tarr of Bangor, George E. Whitney of Portland. J. .1. Keid and W. J. Fogarty of
Waterville. L. W. Pollster of Bangor, H. H.
The smartest girl in Washington counHanson of Lewiston, Charles F. Kimball, M. F.
Healey. M. F. Dunn, P. A. Feeney andCW. H. ty is said to be Miss Edith Kaler, the 16WaA.
H.
of
and
of
Phillips
Keating Portland,
year-old daughter of Charles Kaler of
terville.
She does the cooking for
Centreville.
the logging crew in her fathers camp,
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
and “totes'’ their dinner one and a half
Unless the
miles through the forest.
Eighth Popular.
crew is a very small one, this would alwill
the
Stockbridge ‘‘Pop”
most seem a bad thing to boast about
Tonight
be given at City hall. Twelve beautiful and the example one hardly worth fol-

intelligent young lames comprise tne
number of persons in these tableaux.
Their costumes are very graceful. Included in the company of twelve are a
soprano, contralto, violinist, humorist
and pianist, thus interspersing the tab-

Over the
took.

evening.
given for discussion.

and

Fight

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

The

Cyrus

land,

Meeting

NEW

,,

was empanelled as follows:
S imnel B. Kelsey, foreman. Portland.
Joshua A. G. Drmkwater, Yarmouth.
1 saiati Elder. Deerlng.

Mr.

of Port-

D.

Winter

RAILROAD MATTERS.

AGRICULTURE-

Waterville
Gardiner,
and Bath.

TZZS

Atkinson House Furnishing Go.,
HEADQUARTERS COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,
ban-

GOB, BATH, B1DOEFOBD, IGABDINEB,
NORWAY, OLDTOWN, UOCKLAND AND
WATEBVIELE.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
i'eblO

Gen.

Manager

feblOdtf__

PRESENT!

A
Tills week

we

will

give

FREE,

Fine Cabinet Photo

Portland, Mo.
Brandies_agbijbn,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

Gen. Manager.
,ltt

FIRE ALARM CARDS.

I have just printed an edition of large 1 ire
Alarm Cards, including all new boxes. Now on
CHAS. PAINE, Printer,
sale at my office.
fedlOBt*
118 Exchange Street.

GRACE AND GIP”
To each customer buying goods to the
amount of S3. Also any present or old
customers not having received one will be
favored by calling at once for same.

FRED L, MERRILL & CO.,
Jewelers and Opitieaus.

151 FEDERAL (near Pearl) STREET
ieblO

eoliiw

I

>

E. W. HOWE, HESTER.
Author of “The Story of
Country Town” Coes Shooting.

The

Rocky

Sheep and Their Ways.

Mountain

Popularly Accepted

A

Horn

Story

Ex-

Shooting—A

Elk

ploded—Some Good

Magnificent

a

Set of Antlers.

/Special Correspondence.I
Atchison Kan.. Feb. 4. —During a recent minting trip in the Rocky mountains
I went one day with my friend Brooks to
We
famous canyon.
risit a certain
were seated on the brink talking about
its beauties when Brooks suggested that
we roll rocks down the gorge to see
them plow their waf through the trees
We pried off a very big one.
below
and

were

it

watching

tearing along

when suddenly Brooks cried out.
‘Mountain sheep!’
We had scared out thirty or forty
which bad gone into the canyon after
We fired at them as fast as we
water
could—and you can fire very rapidly
with a repeating rifle—and the firing
created so many reverberations and
echos in the canyon that it sounded like
n

Knff

In

his horse
an<J told me to follow, as we might catch
the sheep in an open country as they
crossed into their favorite haunts. Then
followed a wide ride, in which we became separated, and it happened that 1
found the sheep.
They were standing still when 1 came
up to them, but they ran away when 1
1 had
went to get off the horse to shoot
eleven cartridges in my gnn, and made
ten fair misses; with the eleventh bullet
1 stopped one just before the sheep went
Brooks
over the side of the mountain.
came up a few moments later, and said
1 was jumping up and down, yelling and
waving my hat, when he came in sight.
Mountain sheep are very scarce and
very hard to kill. 1 have known old
hunters who have never seen one, and 1
suppose 1 wae rejoicing over my good
luck.
There is a popular impression that a
mountain sheep will jump from crag to
crag and land on his horns, but there
The sheep
is nothing in the story.
live in the wildest part of the mountains and disappear with great suddenness when disturbed in their natural

finally Brooks jumped

feeding ground,

on

but if a hunter

happens

to rnn upon them iu open country they
are apt to stand and look at him for a
moment in amazement.
The mountain sheep only resembles
the domestic animal in the particular

that it has boms which distinguish the
ewes as well as the bucks, although the
horns of the female are qnite small. The
hail- and color of the mountain sheep are
that of the deer, but the legs are shorter
and the body longer and much heavier.
The flesh is regarded as a greater delicacy than that of elk, which outranks
•venison, and there is nothing of the mntki/if

_I_A.
know uuwuk

i4.

A

__
---

jack rabbit after it has been
skinned, and there is something common
ble.s a huge

looking about the meat, but the flesh of
the mountain sheep is of that deep carmine color which distinguishes all really
good meat. The carcass of the buck
from which the illustration accompanying this article was made certainly
weighed 400 pounds, and the meat waa
larded with fat.
Amateur hunters are apt to give exaggerated accounts of the great distances
their rifles will shoot.
A hundred yards is a long distance to
shoot accurately, in shooting long distances yon are supposed to raise your
sight, but in the presence of game this
is apt to be forgotten, and then you must
aim over your object, and there is so
much guessing about this that you
might as well not shoot at all. i have
repeatedly seen deer jump out of the
way of a bullet at 300 or 400 yards. The
-smoke from the gun frightens them,
and
they jump, the bullet striking
where they stood when the gun was
fired. A deer is curious, and will nearly
always stop and look at the hunter after
The hunter knows this
a short ran.
and fixes himself to fire as soon as the
animal stops.
Many hunters whistle to
deer as boy’s do to rabbits.
After the first shot the deer will run
away and usually stop again, but at
An elk or an antelope
very long range.
makes a bee line for safety when disturbed.
A female deer or antelope when
wounded so senonsly that it cannot get
away will cry in the most pitiful mac-

\

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN SHEEP,

wh^n the hunter approaches. This
1 have
j< particularly true of antelope.
doe. when fatally
seen an antelope
wounded, turn and run toward the
hunter, as though seeking his mercy.
The tender, timid, frightened eyes of a
deer or antelope, when badly
wounded, is a sight a hunter never forThe bucks are always game to

gets.

the last.
The prettiest sound in the mountains
is supposed to be the whistle of a bull
elk as the prettiest sight is said to be
Mo one can Imitate this
the elk itself
whistle, though 1 have heard many try
I believe it is only heard during the
it.
a bull whistles
mating season, and when
he is usually alone, he lias been whipped
for more
out of a nerd and is looking

peaceable
Elk

\
\

are

companions.

cjuite

scarce

Extra

Squaw Men in California.
Edge wood. Cal.. Jan. 30.—The traveier wno

poses

auoui. in out oi

iuo

way

places in this Pacific coast region gets
accustomed, after a time, to what is at
first the repulsive anomaly of white men
with Indian wives.
It is apt to be rather a low type of
But 1 have found
man that does this.
them at times to be men of considerable
shrewd intelligence and uprightness of
character.
One such is Morgan Clarke, who has
a ranch, an Indian wife and a large
family of children near this place. He
is a man of middle age who has been in
the west ever since his youth. He has
been trapper, hunter, guide, miner, government scout, farmer, trader, spy, army
messenger—anything that came to his
hand to do he has done. And 1 should
judge that he has usually done it well.
A dozen or more years ago he married
in regular manner the daughter of an
Indian chief, bought a ranch and settled
down. Since then he has cultivated his
land, making it one of the most valuable
ranches in this region, has served as

guide

camping

to

and

hunting parties,

and has striven to bring up his half
breed family into as much civilization
as it has had capacity and as he has still
had taste for.
With his own people,
who live in Ohio, he broke off all connection of his own accord when he
married his Indian wife. If he receives
a letter from any of them he throws it
into the fire unopened. If they wish to
know occasionally if he is still alive and
well they write to the postmaster of

Cotton

ARLINGTON MOHAIRS.
best 50c Arlington
Mohairs, in 30 Spring Shades, at
only 39c.
1 case of yard
wide Wool
Piaids, in selected Spring Styles,
equal in appearance to 50c
goods, worth at least 38c. This
one case

The tollowlng story was told at a ijecent
Unionist meeting by a speaker who has lately
visited Cork. He had been driven round the
town by an intelligent nationalist jarvey, who
said:
“Ah. we will niver be at pace till we get Howe
Hide!”
The visitor asked, "When you get Home
Eule will you quiet down tlieu?”
Whereupon the jarvey replied, “Oh. begorra,
the rael flghttn’ will niver begin till then!”—

sold at 39c per

Exchange.

BLACK SILK WARP HENRIETTAS.
Special Sale still continues
with increasing interest of the
Our

Arnold, Constable & Co’s famous
Black Silk Warp
Henriettas,
guaranteed superior to all others
Cvery person purchasing a dress
of these goods will be more than
satisfied with its durability, and
the retaining of its color and
Prices from 83c to $3.35

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, purifies the blood, and
expels all poisonous elements. Sold by druggists.

yard.

Kate—Why, what is the matter, Maud?
Maud—Charley Sweetsir called here a little
while ago, and I told him I was engaged, and

$1.25 $1.35

he went off.
Kate Nothing in that to make you look

glum.

Maud—Yes there is. though. I only meant I
busy, and just as likely as not he thought I
meant—that I meant—something else.—Boston

Transcript.

Hall’s Hair Renewer for curing gray hair,
dandruff and baldness is not equaled.
“Doesn’t it annoy you, Mr, Prooftext, to have
people sleep under your preaching?”
“Yes,” was the reply, “it is rather humiliating;
but then there is this advantage: I can preach
the same sermon several Sundays in succession
without the fact being recognized by my congregation.”—Boston Transcript'.
Piles, blind, bleeding or itching, Pond’s
Extract is the best remedy known. For continued application use Pond’s Extract Ointment.
For

$1.50.

City Sportsman (with $G0 outfit)—Well, boys,
you seem to catch more fish than I do,
Countrv Boy (who uses angle worms)—You
no

flies

on

my hook.—Good

_

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed:

Castoria I

Breathless Interest.
Bingo—While I was matching that ribbon for
Her

you to-day in a dry-goods store, a man came in,
threw down a bomb; there was a terrible explosion, several people were killed, and I barely
escaped with my life.
Mrs.
Bingo (anxiously)—You didn’t lose
that piece of ribbon, did you?—Cloak Review.

FIGURED SILK SALE.
This promises to be a great Silk
We have therefore selected for this sale the choicest
and most desirable styles and
qualities possible to obtain from
several of the best Silk Houses
in this country.
Figured Twill Silks from Jas.
McCreery & Co., of New Fork.
Figured Pongee and Changeable
Silks from Cheney Bros. & Co.,
Figured India Silks, Imported.
We have the exclusive sale for
Portland of nearly all the styles
shown. We cordially invite all
to our Exhibition of these Silks.
Prices as low as in New Fork
or Boston.
season.

Cousumptives obtain relief by using Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. No other cure is so effective,
Their Ulterior Motive.
Mrs. Snaggs (looking up from the newspaper)
—The Hibernian Rifles of Philadelphia have
tendered their services to the government for
duty in Chili.
Snaggs—I think they must have some idea beyond that in making the offer.
“What idea do you think they could have?”
“O, it’s clear to my mind that they meditate
the capture of Patagonia.”—Pittsburg Chroni-

The most famous Ginghams
in the world, fine as silk, designs
and colorings entirely new, exceedingly beautiful and cannot
be equalled in any other Ginghams manufactured.
Usual price 50c., our price will
be only 40c.
75 Styles in other makes of
Scotch
Genuine
Ginghams,
prices front 25c to 50c.

SHANTONG PONGEES.

than
now and J have
that
Brooks
but
says
a
in
bunch;
thirty

Chronic coughers arc bores to the community
and should be forced to use Ur. Bull's Cough
Syrup, the only infallible remedy.

Towels, size 21x43, double fagoted borders, worth not less than
37 l-2c, will be sold at just 23c
each.
30 dozen very large size Huckaback Towels, worth 17c each
at 12 l-2c.

FOR

Portland, Me.jan20-8

SAFE—At cost, rather than carry over
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
lrom $5 up. Suits from s$20 up. Overcoats from
S20 up, for cash only. Good fit or no money.
jan2-8
F. W. GKOSSTUCK. 10 Free street.

Liberal terms to canvassers;
tive features.
previous experience not requisite. CorresponPB0V1DENT AID SOCIETY,
dence invited.

LOST AND FOUND.

in the

POUND—The only place
city
I
get every description of gold,
you
silver and nickel
done;

Several lots of bleached Damask marked down, and are real
genuine bargains at 23c, 37c
and 30c.
High cost Table Damask in
new and very choice patterns
and extra values at 73c, $1.00
and up to $2.00.
Sets
Linen
Table
Fancy
marked down, down, down.

I.lOR

FOR

sE3-^LXj3EjI !

where

Cottons in
the different widths and qualities, just received, which we
propose to deliver to our patrons

Consumption

WHOLESALE

It

lessly.

“Penny Wise,

sometimes

STATEMENT OF THE

-THE-

GERMANIA FIRE INSURANCE CO.
of New York, Dec. 3i, 1893.
Capital

Paid

Up in Cash, 181,000,000.

ASSETS, DEC. 31,1891.
Real Estate owned by the Company, unincumbered.$ 295,130.67
Loans on bonds and mortgage
184,500.00
(first liens).
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 2,394,467.00
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in company’s principal of88,861.03
fice and in bank.
Interest due and accrued.
4,287.50
Premiums in due course of collection.
198,948.90
Cash iu hands of department
5,330.62
managers.

Aggregate of all the admitted

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.$ 113,679.41
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks. 1,115,328.32
All other demands against the
28,508.43
company, viz. commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities,
cept capital stock and net

It is

hopes

cruel

as
as

exsur-

plus. 1,257,566.16
Capital actually paid up in cash. 1,000,000.00
913,959.62
Surplus beyond capital.
amount of liabilities,
including net surplus.§3,171,525.78

Aggregate

J. H.

feb3dlaw3wW

WEBSTER, Agent,
Portland, Me.

Dl. Sift k Sons Co.
The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

Closing

promptly

T. C.
dec2

and

attended to.

M:cGOTJLX)riIO,
eodtf

Manager.

Herbert Fiekett, of New Gloucester, in the County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the
second day of September. A. 1). 1889, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, in
Book 559, Page 163, conveyed to me the undersigned, a certain parcel of land situated in
said New Gloucester, and bounded and described as follows, viz:—
Beginning at the west corner of lot number
eleven, in the sixtli division of lots in said town
of New Gloucester, and running a southeasterly
direction by the Pote road, so called, sixtyeight rods; thence a northeasterly direction
sixty rods; thence a northwesterly direction
sixty-eight rods to the north corner of said lot
number eleven; thence a southwesterly direction to the first mentioned bounds, containing

ncen

nroKt.il,

now mereiui e,

uy

it-asmi

ui

um

raise false

JAPANESE

to

it is weak

yield

to

B-L

threatened—careful

are

ing

send you a book
the subject; free.

Tobaccos.

on

us

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of coa-Uver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $1*

35c. and $1 at all Druggiats.
E. MORGAN &, SONS, Prop‘=
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
eod&wly

apl5

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

3*

Last tlie Longest.
A Little Lasts a
Long Time.
je8

MW&Fnnniy

w. BAKER & CO.’S

_

Breakfast Cocoa
from which tho excess of oil

I

;

Is

TROUBLED

it is

I

With

are

INDIGESTION

They will relieve and cure you.
( per box, at druggists or by mall.
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO.,

|

25 cents

has

than three times the
of Cocoa mixed with

more

or

Sugar,

and is therefore far more eco1 nomical, costing less than one
centacup. Itisdelicious,nourI ishing, strengthening, easily

j
_

for invalids
digested, and admirably adapted
ss well as for persons in health.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
deci6

_

IWngHgL

eod2wtc

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
take notice that the firm of OWEN.
MOORE & CO. is this day dissolved by
Geo. M. Moose,
mutual consent.
Geo. C. Owen,
Aliieht G. Rollins.

PLEASE

uear
month;
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105Va Exchange
Grl

street.__

fine line of
I should be
prices. Come iu
pleased
and look them over. FRANK B. CLARK, 515
Congress street.5-1

received

just
for Painting which
TO Studies
to let at reasonable
LET—I have

a

KENT—The four story building, num241 Middle street, now occupied by
Chenery & Co., as a wholesale fancy
goods and manufacturing establishment. The
above is favorably situated and may be rented
Infor a term of vears at a reasonable price.
quire of CHENERY & CO., or BENJAMIN
SIIAW, 51V- Exchange street.febl-tf

Foilber
Messrs.

mo BE LET—The elegant residence of the
X late N. C. Sawyer, with a large and beauSituated at
tiful lot. hedge, shade trees, etc.
Woodfords, corner of Iieermg and Chestnut
streets, handy to schools, church, stores and
ears.
Would lease for a term of years; possession given immediately.
Inquire of E. A.
NOYES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
AYATSON, at the Public Library.2-tf
at 457 Cum-

LET—Arery desirable
18-4
TO berlaua
street._
tw flats in building No. 21
LET—One
6
TO Portland Pier. Enquire AVM. SHEA,
oct7-tf
Danforth street.
rooms

o

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
Pictures framed.
would do well to call on us.
Plush goods and albums, skates aiid skate
Oak and ConCor.
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS,
9-2
gress streets.
ATARI'—The man who sells the most Blush
J.TJL of Roses for tlie complexion in i8«z gets a
ticket to the World’s Fair and return and $200
Tell ail your friends to buy Blush of
in cash.
me as I am working for the prize. JOHN. 8-1

PICTURES!

SICK—Any lodge
watcher
WATCHER
private party desiring
of experience,
find
for the sick,
FOR THE

or

a

or

one

can

nurse

WANTED.

good
gentleman
WANTED—A
and strickly temperance would
not under 35
with
correspond

lady
object matrimony j

or

a

morals
like to
over

40

no objections to
years of age,
Address H. H.
a widow; all letters answered.
HART, Portland Me.10-1

WANTED—A married man
work preferred,
w ants a situation, farm
understands care ol horses and cows; several
years experience. Address X this office. 10-1

SITUATION

\\r ANTED—To loan §10, §20, §30. $50, $100
TI
to $10,000, in city and vicinity, on furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
Middle street, room G, second floor.9-1
pay

hotel man who thoroughly
the business to take the
first-class resort hotel, one
with from $5,000 to 10,000 preferred. To the
right party a salary of $2,000 to $3,000. Address A. B., Press office.3-1

understands
WANTED—A
management
of

a

second-hand top buggy.
Cotton street.

good
WANTED—A
Apply to J. C. WARD, 25

8-1

___

Gold and Silver for wliich
highest cash price is paid. Also duplicate
Presents
Wedding
bought, sold or exchanged.
S. SCHRYVEK, National Loan office, 49G ConMe.
Portland,
street,
gress
_5-1

WANTED—Old

TA7'ANTED—Ail persons in want of trunks or
YV bags to call at E. I). REYNOLDS, 55G
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
ia.nl 3-5
evenings until 9.
to

buy from $1000 to $15,-

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mans.

ipt.8

wAVTirn—romnptpnt irirls to

run

of

experience
young lady
would like
double-entry
WANTED—A
position
Can furnish best of
cashier.
a

bookkeeper
references.

as

or

Address B., this ofllce.5-1

chance

competent girl,
WANTED—By
to do general housework in small family;
wanted for hotel work
cook: 25
a

a

is good

girls

men
waiting for employment; teamsters,
Apply at
wood-choppers, ice and farm hands.
Kit) Federal St- MBS. PALMER’S office. 4-1

50

and

experienced

capable
WANTED.—A
girl to do general housework. References
Apply at No. 8 Spruce street.
required.

4-1

(Commissioners’ Notice.

NOTICE OF REORGANIZATION
on

as

hereto-

fore by
THE
corporation, organized under the
MOORE
laws of the State of Maine,
a

as

OWEN,

& CO., which succeeds to the business, and to
which all outstanding accounts of tile Arm of
OWEN, MOORE & CO. are to be paid. Tile
new corporation solicits a continuance of the
patronage of the late firm.
Geo. M. Moore. President,
Geo. C. Owen, Treasurer,
Albert G. Rollins. Manager.
febSeodlw
February 2,1892.

to know that the famous

Blush of Roses is ^he Eiffel Tower of
WANTED—Ladies
effect
toilet articles.
immediate, delightThe

HELP.

xJCpower sewing machines, state experience
anil address P. O. Box 1017. Portland. Me.

February 2,1892.

business will be carried

used in its preparation. It

strength
I Starch, Arrowroot

((1
(<’

ProvIdenceLB-Lj

soluble•

No Chemicals

j \) Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? (i)S
l 1C Cft TRY DR- BRONSON'S
(Hr OU PEPSI N TROCHES Jji
1

removed,
absolutely pure and
has been

Are You

f

desirable tenements,

let—Three

very
Prices SO, $10 and $12
TO Centrallyalsolocated.
Union
for sale six houses

per

FEMALE

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding. Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy lias positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, G boxes for $5.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each
G
one
of
when
at
boxes,
purchased
purchaser
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by W. TV. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oet28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

..

TheyArettieBestand

_8-1

LET-Three or four good medium rents,
located near Congress street.
L. O. BEAN & CO.,
or
rooms each.
8-1
22 Exchange street.

TO
centrally
Five
six

A

and Scott’s Emulsion of

Let

street.

HOUSE, No. G9 Spring

NOTICE—Wanted

liv-

cod-liver oil.

gentlemen.

furnished front sunny
and wife or two

man

room

000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
highest casii price for ladies' dresses, gents’
and children's clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
auglOtf
LEV I. 97 Middle street._

to false fears.
There is a way to help
within the reach of most who

J?L!£il$L for

finely
with board;
TO LET—Large,
The BAINE

of

Gongress Street.

twenty-five acres more or less, and being the
same piece of land that the said Herbert Fiekett
purchased of Anna York, by deed recorded in
said Registry, in Book 520, Page 78; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has

stopped

mo LET—Two flue rents Sherman street,
JL near High, 7 Rooms and bath, plenty
closets, every convenience. A. R. & E. A.
DOTEN, 98 Exchange street.___9-1

Polishing

sometimes it

be

LET—Lev. i-r tenement 21 Green St, G
rooms, rent .-<12.00 per month. Enquire at
FEDERAL ST.10-1

TO

tlie best qualifications, by inquiring at the
Bosworth Post building, Free St. or the Masou
2-4
ic Hall, Exchange St.

BLAKTK.BT IS WHEREAS,
way, way under price.

_feb8dlw*

with

Portland Branch 540

out a lot of

Fon SAXiS.
One of the best paying drug stores within
Other business the
miles of Boston.
eausc for sale.
Business, #10,000 a year.
Somerville,
E.
T.
C.
EDDY,
Address,
Mass.
3

STEINWAY,
IJONEY TO LOAN on first or second mortWEBER,
ill gages on real estate, commercial paper,
Inquire of
HARDMAN, or any good collateral securities.
4-1
A. C. 'LIBBY, 421/a Exchange street.
CABLER,

Catalogues mailed free.
Repairing
Tuning,

WHITE FLANNELS

jan22FM&Wtf_

MISCELLANEOUS.

PIANOS.
Bargains in fine

ME.

C'ASTINE,

Nearly new, ami well furnished throughout ; lias r,s guest, room* ; is finely locafed,
and specially adapted to .Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of a large owner it will be
.1. K. MOORE,
A ddress
gold rbe.i >.
Thomaston, Me.

or

cannot.

Pound Foolish.”

as-

sets of the company at their actual value.$3,171,525.78

Hotel,

.A_cadiaiT

225

breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this second day of February, A.D. 1892.
JOHN T. LAWRENCE.
feb3,law3wW*

can

;

IjlOUND—I

PRICES.

of its victims need-

many

have found the greatest cure on
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms; I suffered twelve
Sufferyears and tried every known remedy.
ers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E. S.
Me.
Bast
jan9d&w2m*
Harpswell,
ORR,

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

off

carries

truth is mighty and will
Miss ii. S. Orr, East
Harpswell,
grip left me a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple.
Through her
advice 1 was quickly and permanent!.! cured.
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Booth hay Harbor,
lcba-d&wSwO
Me.

FOUND.—“That
prevail.” I wrote to
Maine. The

at

__

Kimrw«rfiE53giTi ■fanaffianraaro

give special

attention to cleaning, repairing and refinishing
old plated ware, hand plating on carriage
work, polishing, huffing, etc.; lowest prices
for line work;
we
guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Pore and
Union Sts.
_jnniatf

COTTON CLOTH.
Targe invoices of

f'oiiffrpss Street.

Congress Street.

we

DAMASK.

TABLE

LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

in the mountains

never seen more

Ik Q m aclr

hoairv

more case

J. R.

cle.

Boiler and Glass Toweling at
5c and O l-4c.
17c Buck Toweling at only
12 I-2c.

4c,

just opened.

Silk finish, Silk
patterns, and equal in appearance to Printed Silk.
The indications are that they
will be the greatest selling goods
of the season.
Price per yard only 12 l-2c*
One

PRICES.

REDUCED

tlnvnn

ANDERSON SCOTCH GINGHAMS.

The Secret of It.

There ain’t
News.

and

SALE

LINEN
AT

per

The numbers that sell the most
ireety ana are especially goou
value are those at $1.00, $1.15,

so

was

bet.

20,000 yards at only 4c per
yard, actual value 5c. They are
of superior quality and choice
styles, exclusively our own.
One case of excellent styles in
dark colorings of 12 l-2c Outing
Flannel, only Sc.
1 case of Outing Flannel in
new spring styles, light colorings
only lOc,
1 casu of Percales, spring tiesigns, in the best quality, 12 l-2c.
American
best
5000 yards
Ginghams, in more than a hundred beautiful styles, at 12 l-2c.
Large assortment of entirely
new novelties in prints at low
prices.

lustre

the

We fed them
without fatal results.
until April and lost no hogs in conseThe seed was thoroughly
quence.
steamed, both with and without turnips. after which it was generally mixed
with some bran before being fed. The
hogs soon learned to eat it and seemed
to become very fond of it, doing much
bettor than before we began feeding
seed, or alter we quit. While we have
never tried feeding roasted cotton seed,
it is very doubtful if it is an improvement on steaming.
However, we expect to try the roasting process and will
report results later on.—J. E. Little in
Texas Farm and Bauch.

to be

yard.
A simply wonderful bargain.

Seed for Hogs.

past winter and spring we
fed cotton seed to hogs with a view of
finding ont whether they can be so fed

SAFE—Horse seven years old, weighs
925 pounds. In good condition; kind in
every respect; will stand without hitching, and
easy driver. Owner has no use for her, and will
self horse, harness and sleigh for $llu.oo, or
Can be seen at 203
horse separate for $85.00.
Fraiiulin street.28-tf.
SAFE—The fine residence, No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
its appointments.
No. 243 Commercial street._jan!2-tf

IMMENSE SALE OF CHALLIES.

3 cases of

Over in

Duri..g

investments require all his attention; sell fixtures
at sacrifice and nice clean stock at inventory.
E. A. MARTIN, 180 Washington street, Boston, Mass.__5-2

gle
fund, responsible management, no “endowments,” “partnership policies,” or any specula-

plating

Ginghams, Printed Cotton Dress Goods,
LINENS AND COTTONS.

Edgewood.

Humboldt county there is a
man of good family and thorough education, of more than average culture,
capacity and refinement, who has an Indian wife. He was a traveler, pushing
through out of the way places. He fell
sick unto death. A young squaw saw
him. pitied and loved and nursed him
through his illness—saved his life, the
doctor said. He got well, thanked her
and said gocdby. She looked at him
with dumb despair in her eyes. He
knew what the look meant, his heart
gave way and he married her and has
staid by her side ever since. 1 have often wondered if George Eliot herself
could have untangled and described the
complexity of motives which must have
moved this man when he decided to
hold in his own the hand of a Digger
squaw for all the rest of his life.
Flokence Finch-Kelly.

LI

AGENTS.

SILKS,

nerves

Elk and deer shed their horns every
year, but antelope and mountain sheep
do not. Wherever you go in the game
district you find bleaching elk and deer
horns. In the spring, when the huge
antlers of the elk are in the velvet, they
rub them against trees, and 1 have seen
acres of trees barked in this way.
Elk are frequently roped when young
and tamed, although they are very ugly
in disposition, and have often been
known to kill men. Cowboys will throw
their ropes over anything. I came across
four cowboys one day who had roped
the largest silver tip bear ever killed in
the Rattlesnake range of the Rocky
E. W. Howe.
mountains.

Special

male nurse of
1LB

situation

|

can

He was not
out of the brush.
than 200 feet away, and 1 remember thinking that one careful shot would
get exactly the 6et of horns 1 had been

set up.

(one just
preferred); a
fair penman; to answer in Ins own hand writing, with references. Address, M., Press office.

as

ness,

BY,

NEW DRESS GOODS,

more

and tired. The cows in the brush tore
up the canyon with a great noise and
were soon being fired at by Brooks, but
the bull turned the other way and cculd
1 had shot him
not get out of a walk.
through the lights and a stream of blood
was flowing from his side.
He slowly climbed the hill opposite
me. but 1 was excited by this time and
missed him at every shot until he came
on a level with me; then 1 hit him in
the backbone, when he cringed toward
It
me and fell over on his side dead.
was a very tame performance, and when
1 went over to him 1 almost felt ashamed
of myself. He was as big as a cow, and
had a great spread of horns, over four
feet from tip to tip. Three mules were
required the next day to carry his carcass to the ranch, where the meat was
salted for winter use. 1 spent an entire
day skinning the head for preservation,
as every particle of meat had to be reremoved from the skull, which became
the framework of the head when it was

and

corner

wanted for reliable life

stepped

mv

office._bi-

SAFE—$2000; grocery
bright American boy from
provision
best
in City of Boston; here
IjiORstore;
WANTED—A
16 to 18 years old to learn the retail busilarge real estate
good 12 years; wishes to retire
from school

bya
WANTED—A
experience. Address CHABLES
Waterville Maine.

Sale

in first

safe—Two Hoisting Engines;
class order. Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
FOR
No. 59 Commercial street.9-4

honest boy to learn the
Address C. W., this

WANTED.—Agents
insurance, cheapest known: only L’f> sinIieserve
assessments total since 1885.

tom of the canyon 1 saw the broad back
1 sprang off my horse,
of a cow elk.
taking my gun with me. but by this
time the cow had disappeared. As l
stood trembling on the bank a huge bull

Then 1 hraced

smart,
WANTED—A
jewelry business.

SAFE.

FOR

HELP.

5-1

body and broke through.
1 was riding along a dry canyon one
day with a view of heading it, and
watching the quaking asp thickets for
The wind was blowing briskly
deer.
toward me, when suddenly at the bot-

Inntrinn* for

MALE

LIBBY’S

ft.

J.

a

r.er

female

Another Version.

hour, but finally they became frightened
at something, surged against the corral

in

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WIT AfNb WISDOM.

twelve years ago he saw 5,000 in on?
band. They were passing his cabin all
day going from the mountains to the
valley on account of a heavy snowstorm.
When a big bunch is found it is easy to
kill them as they usually become excited and run around and around, Brooks,
the man with whom 1 hunted, once
drove an elk from the mountains down
to his ranch in the valley He had lately
been married and wanted his wife to see
one
Some years before, with the assistance of his hired man. he rounded up
twelve and drove them into a corral at
his ranch, where he kept them for an

is

ful, refreshing mid charming, and gives a lovely
i-1
complexion. 10UK DRUGGIST.

niHE undersigned having been appointed by
i the Hon. Judge of Probate for the County
of Cumberland, on the nineteenth day of Janto receive and
uary A D. 1802, commissioners
examine the claims of creditors against the
of Windham,
late
estate of Hannah E. Whittier,
in said county, deceased, represented insolvent,
months
from the
six
hereby give notice that
date of said appointment are allowed to said
and
prove their
creditors in which to present
claims and that said commissioners will be in
and
times
for the
session at the following place
purpose of receiving the same, viz:—at the ofllce
of Carroll W. Morrill, 80 Exchange street, Portland Me., on the first Monday of March, April
and May, A. D. 1802, at two o’clock in the after-

n°T)ated the twenty-sixth day ofW.January. A. D.
18P2.

jan27dlaw3wW

CARROLL
MORRILL,
JAMES H. IOLMA N:.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products in the
leading Markets.
Storks and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Steady Government
Bonds Dull and Steady—Railroads Active
and
and Firm—Stocks Closed Active
Weak.

At New York, yesterday, money was easy
ranging from 1@2 percent.; last loan at 1%,
closing at 1 Vi per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 3ys@5Va per cent. Sterling
Exchange was quiet and steady with actual
business in bankers’ bills at 4 84% for 60-day
bills and 4 87 for demand; posted rates at 4 86
@4 88. Commercial bills were 4 84f4@4 86V2.
Government bonds were dull and steady. Bailroads were active and firm.
In the stock market after 12 o’clock a sharp
rally in Chicago Gas stimulated buying of other
industrials. Distillers rose 2 per cent, to 50%.
Sugar reached 83% againts 8144 at the openrailroad
ing. Beading took the lead among
stocks again and recovered all its loss of tie
forenoon. The rest of the list, wituthe exception of Eackawana and Texas Pacific, which remained in the neighborhood of their low'est figAtchison later
ures, regained early losses.
_nn

larrro

transantinnu

advanced 1 per cent, which was followed by
Louisville & Nashville. During the last hour
eve ything yielded steadily, and prices in most
cases were brought below the level of first figThe decline was unaccompanied by feaures.
tnre of note, the market closing active and
weak, close to lowest prices, Reading, Atchison
and Louisville being especially prominent in
the decline.
Transatactions the Stock Exchange aggregated 521,400 shares.

Freigths
The following are recent charters:
Bark A. C. Bean,Swansea to Rosario, coal p. t.
Bark Minnie G. Whitney, Portland to Buenos
Ayres, lumber $9 25.
Barks C'has. Loring, and G. M. Stanwood.
Buenos Ayres to Boston, wool and hides, p. t.
Schr David B. Fearing, Savannah to New
York or Portland, lumber $5.
Schr Ellen Crusoe,Philadelphia to St.Thomas,
coal .$2.
Schr Edward Stewart, Brunswick, Ga., to
Philadelphia, lumber $5.
Schrs E. F. Mansfield, Isabel Alberto, A. F.
Coulon, George V. Jordan, Ilrisko and Ada G.
Shortland, New York to Portland, coal p. t.
Schr Hattie Turner, Hoboken to Portland,
coal 60c.
Schr K. F. Fettigrew, Philadelphia to St.
Thomas, coal $1 65.
Schr Carrie C. Ware, Portland to New York,
lumber $2 37.
Schr Sea Bird, Portland to New York, lumber
$2 25.
Schr Carrie F. Bronson, Rockport to Baltimore, ice 5oc.
Schr W. S. Jordan, Clarks’ Cove to Richmond,

ice

& Q.108Va
Mexican Central...
Union Pacific. 401$
Boston & Maine R.103
do pfd.
Bell Telephone. 209%;
Mew York and Mew England R. 48Vs
do pfd... 102
Wisconsin Central. ID
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.

C. TS.

New York

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 9, 1892.—The following
are. to-day’s closing quotations of milling stocks:
Col. Coal.
30 00
Hocking Coal.Id 00
Homestake.12 00
Ontario.42 00
Quicksilver. 3 00
20 00
do pfd.
2 05
Mexican.
Best & Belcher... 3 05

Horn Silver..
Con. Cala. & Va.
Gould & Curry. 1 75 J

Plymouth.
Ophir.

315

New York Stock and

Money Market.
(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Feb. 9,1892.
following are to-day’s closing quotations

The
of Government

securities:

Feb. 8.

Fell. 9.

New 4’s reg.1 Id V2
New 4's coup.. ...lltiVs
United States 2s reg.100

116y2

lltiy2
100

Central Pacific lsts.loovk
Denver & R. G. 1st.117
Erie 2ds.1 OOVa
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. lsts.llOVi
Kansas Pacific lsts.107 -ea
Closing quotations ofstocks:
Adams Express.146
American Express.116
Central Pacific. 32%
Ches. &01iio. 25%
Chicago & Alton.142
Chicago & Alton preferred... .160
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. .108%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 129%
Delaware, Lackawana & West..158
Denver & Rio Grande. 17%
Erie.32%
Erie preferred.. 73
Illinois Central.108%
Did., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 22
Lake Shore.123%
Louis & Nash. 74%
Manhattan Elevated.116
Michigan Central.107%
Minn. & St. Louis..
8%
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 19
63
Missouri Pacific...
New Jersey Central.125%
Northern Pacific common. 23%
Northern Pacific pfd.68%
Northwestern.117%
Northwestern pfd.144
New York Central.114%
New York, Chicago & Sf Louis. 19%
do

looy2
117

106%
109
1 9%

107 Vs

31%
24%
142Va
160

107%
129%
156%
17

31%
73

108%
22

122%
74%
116

107%
8%

1*6%

24
68
117 Vs
144

114%
10%
74%
19%
16%
36%
189
49%
91

79%
125%
113
48 Va

pfd.125%

114

pfd....114

9%

Texas Pacific, new. 11%
Union Pacific.46%
U. S. Express. 49
13%
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd. 30%
Western Union. 86%
Sugar Trust...80%
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point. 16

45%
40

13,

..

pfd.

29 %

86%
82%
15%
73
89

71
89

Oregon Nav.

Boston Produce Market.

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5 Vsc jconfectioners’
7C pulverized, 6c; powdered. 6c; granulated,
; 5s coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Retail Grocers'

Railroad

Receipts.

__

PORTLAND, Feb. 9.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portend. 192 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
Connecting roads 89 ears.
Portland Daily Press stock Gist.
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value, Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.loo
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
40Vi 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank.10O
115
117
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
118
116
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
103
105
Portland National Bank.... 100
116
114
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
Portland Gas Company. 50
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
Portland Water Co.100

Maine Central R R.100

80
115
110

85
120
115

115

120

BONDS.
City 6s, 1897.108
Portland 6s, 1907.123
Portland4s, 1902—1912 Funding. .102
Bangor 6s, 1894, K. R. aid.102
Bangor 6s, 1899. R R. aid.108
Bangor 6s, 1906, Water.120
105
Bath 6s, 1898, R R. aid.
Bath 0s. 1897. Municipal.102
Bath 4V28,1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding. 98
Belfast 6s, 1898.R. R. aid.106
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding. .100
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Paco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
Maine CentralR. R. 7s,1898,1st. mtgll3
7s. 1912, cons. mtgl34
103
“4Vis
g6s. 1900, extens'nllO
02
1895—1905
D’bl
“6s,
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. 1896.105
Portland & Ken. E. R. 6s, 1895-103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtgl08
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96
Portland

110
125
103
104
110
121
107
104
102
100
108
100
101
114
102
102

115
136
105
112
103
106
1 05
1 to
110
98

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDEY PULLEN, CROCKRR & CO.
Monday’s quotations.

BOSTON. Feb. 9, 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, etd.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00414 50; short cuts at
no 00414 75; hacks at 15 00400 00; lean lends
at 00 00415 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.
Hams at 9 ic; small do 10c;
1J %c.
Lard—Choice 7c
lb in tierces
pails in os 7Vae.

5V4C.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 30@31c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24429c;
extra imitation creamry 25426c factory choieee
431c;
—423c; Northern creamery, choice
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
at
to
choice
Eastern
creamery, good
24^20c;
29430c. The above quotations are receivers’
wholesale
lots.
for
strictly
prices
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12412 V2C; fair to good at 8al 1 %c ;Wes—

July.

0314

.._

97%
98%

Lowest.

Closing.

May.

101 As

10014

101%
102%

CORN.

Jan.

Opening.
Highest.

Fell.
50%
50%
50

Lowest....

50
Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations.

May.

49%
60%
49%
50%

WHEAT.

Jail.

July.

98%

Opening.
Highest.

98

97%
97%

Lowest.

Closing.

May.

102%
102%
100 M,
100%

CORN.

Jan.

Feb.
50 %

Opening...........
Highest.

trnnri

« V*

1 <•.:

14c.

60%

Lowest.

49

Closing.

49%

May.

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95v2$2 ; marpea, $1 k5@l 90 ; choice screen pea, 1 602
1 70; hand-picked med, 1 85(2:1 90; choice yellow eyes, 0 0021 90; California pea beans,2 30
@2 40; hand-picked. 2 5022 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 552.1 o5;red top, 1 75®$2;
Western. Jersey, 2 00(22 25: clover, 8^9c;Hun-

row

garian, 90c(2$l.
Hay—Choice,! 8 50@19 00 ;some fancy higher;
fair to to good at 115 a118; Eastern fine, $12(2/
$14; poor to ordinary4 $11@$14.

Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
bbl; choice Vt and northern N
37V2@1 60
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 ^ bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 50@1 65; Maine
and N. H. choice Baldwies, 1 G5{2;1 75; Greenngs 1 50(21 62 % ; Kings $2@2 50.
1

Chicago Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO. Feb. 9.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 7,000; shipments 2500; steady; best
steers at 4 75 25 00; fair to good at 4 25,24 50;
other steers 3 2524 25; cows 1 50(2-3 00; light
stockers 1 7523 25; feeders at 3 00@3 15.
Hogs—receipts 22,000; shipments 10,000;
active and higher; rough and common at 4 40
i^4 60; mixed and packers 4 75(24 90; prime
heavy and butchers’ weights 4 95(25 05; light
4 75(2}' 00.
Sheep—receipts 8000 ^shipments 2000; active
and steady to higher; ewes and wethers at 3 00
(2o 00; Westerns 5 25^5 76; mixed —.
Lambs 5 00(26 70.
domestic Marktes.

50%
50%
49%
79%

YORK.Feb.9.1892.—The Flour market—receipts 47,620packages; exports 6363 bbls
and25.579 sacks; dull and irregular, closing
easy; sales 19.900 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 15@3 75;
city mills extra 4 90@5 00; city mills patents
6 00:2(5 25; winter wheat low grades at 3 16@
5 75; air to fancy at 3 80&3 75 patents at 4 3 >
10; Minnesota clear 4 00<g4 65 j straights
o at 4 25(24 8?>; do patents 4 4025 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00,g(4 05; superfine at 2 e5@3 35;
fine at 2 35@3 10. Suotnern flour heavy and
dull at 3 80(^5 10. Rye flour quiet and unchanged. Buckwheat flour dull and weak. Buckwheat
at 53(2(57. Cornmeal is dull and weak; Yellow
Western at 2 75(23 10. Wheat—receipts 79,500
NEW

f(5

bush; exports 208.943 bush; sales 197,000
bush; unsettled, decidedly lower and moderately active; No 2 Red at 1 02@102SV8 store and
elev, 1 Q3%@1 05% afloat; 1 03@1 06% fob;
No 3 Red at 1 00; No 1 Northern 1 04@1 06 Vs;
ui

uai u at 1

uufti
—e.

m; * iu/imoiu on oo,

No 3 Spring
Eye stronger with a better
demand; Western at 90@93e. Barley quiet and
steady; No 2 Mil —c. Corn—receipts 266.050
bush;exports 146,170 bush; sales 178.000 bus;
lower and fairly active; No 2 at 49Vs®50 Vac in
c f o b; No 2 White
elev, SOVigSIVic afloat,
—; No 3 at 48@48Vic; steamer mixed at 48%®
60c. Oats—receipts 84.050 bush; exports 63,597 bushjsales 101,000 bush; lower and quiet;
—

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Feb.

Way.
91

Opening.

91%

Lowest.
CORN.

Feb.
41%
Opening..
Closing.41%
Tuesday’s quotations.

May.

42%
42%

WHEAT.

Feb.

Opening.
Closing.

88

May.

91%,
89%

CORN.

Feb.
41%
Opening..
Closing. 40%

May.
42%
41%

Boston Stoc'k Market.

The follow ing
etocks in Boston:

were

to-day’s quotations of

Atchison, Topeka & Stunts Te R....... 40

lynch

No 3 at 35 Vic; White

fttltd

if) Oflfl hlisll

do 37W@37%e; No 2 at
36l/4@37%c; White do at38@38%c; No 1 at
36% c; do White at 39Vic; Mixed Western 36
@37Vic; do White lat 36'v@42c.; White State
86ViSt42c; No 2 Chicago at 37%437%c. Coffee—Eio firmer and more active: No 7 at 14%.
Sugai—raw quiet, steady; refined quiet,steady;
outside quotations are those posted by trust;
inside figures cover rebate: No 6 at 3Va@
3%c; No 7 at 3:,/s@3Vac; No 8 at 3 6-16S3 916c: No 9 at 3%®8»'»c; No 10 at 3 3-16®
3 5-16c:No 11 at 3 3-16@3 5-16c; No 12 at 3
@3V*C ;No 13. 3 3-16®3 5-16 ;off A 3 9-i 6®3% ;
Mould A 4Va a4%c; standard A at4«4Vsc;
Confectioners’ A 3% ®4c; cut loaf at 5@5Vsc;
crushed at 5@5 * c: powdered 4V8@4V4c; granulated 4ff4L/4C: Cubes at 4%®4%c. PetroPork
leum quiet and steady; united -at 69e.
more active and firm; mess 9 75@10 50; extra
prime 10 00; Beef quiet :beef hams dull; tierced
beef quiet.;cut meats quietlaud firm; middlos are
strong; short clear at 6 77 Vi. Bard stronger;
closed weaker; Western steam closed at685
bid; city steam 6 45 g,6 50; refined is firm and
quieti C'ontineut 7 1V&7 2jiSA7 74 Rutter

50 Rochelle...
2%
Sporting.... 4 P0@61 J
Rice.
I>rop shot,25 its..
[Carolina
.5%® 7
Buck. 1!, HU,
I Rangoon-5 Vs*6
T. XT. F.1
Saleratus.
Saleratiis
.5@5i/„
Pressep.#12®];'
■

...

...

Spices.
Boose........ Sl"®W
Straw.S UvftHi Cassia, pure-15® 17
Iron.

o1.

NhtoegS.70*73

r"
Common 2Refined.2 Vs a2Vi reppei.180 21

Norway.3V2;£4 <,'.oves.15*20
Uhigejr..13*15
Starch.
steel.&gT?
►Shoesteel.i^vaVs Laundry.3V2@5
fal0fis.(iViia>7V2
Sheet Iron-—
Cast steel....
<1erihan

(By Telegraph.)
YORK. Feb. 9, 1892.—The Cotton
easy and 1 16c lower; sales 31 bales;
ordinary uplands 4 13-16c;do Gulf 5 3-16; good
ordinary stained at 4 5-16c; middling uplands
7 3-16c; do Gulf 7 9-16c; do stained 6%c.
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 9, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 6 9-lGc.
CHARLESTON. Feb. 9, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 9, 1892.—The Cotton
market is easy; middling 6VaC.
MOBILE, Feb. 9, 1892—Tile Cotton market
is easy; middling 61/2C.
MEMPHIS. Feb. 9. 1892—The Cotton marmarket is quiet; middlings 6 ll-16e.
NEW

market

is

Souchong.
do

.18*50

choice-35*50
Japan.25*35
Ooolong.25*35

Caiv.6
Tobacco.

60^60 pormoso. .35*60
Lead.
Medium.Jn Sheet.6Vj®7V2
Common.2o(^rfu
Best brands..
Natural leal';
OCEAN

..

.60(2*70 PtP0.

*012

FROM

FOR

TTME

Liverpool. Feb
Labrador.Portland
Kin Janeiro Feb
New Yolk
Vigilancia
.Feb
A lane.. .New Vort. Kingston
Yuraiiri.New York- -Hav &Mex.Feb
.Feb
Kibe.New 1 ork. .Bremen
.New York. Rotterdam .Feb
Veendam
La Normandie New York. .Havre.Feb
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool .Fell
Saale.New York. Bremen.Feb
City ol' Berlin.. New 1 ork. Liverpool. Feb
Feb
Teutonic.New York. Liverpool
Saratoga.New York. »-Hav&Oard'sFeb
.New York. .Antwerp.. .Feb
Belgenland
Atlios.New York. .Costa lima .Feb
Portland
Liverpool. Feb
Numidian
Servla.New York. .Liverpool. .Feb
La Gascogne, New York. Ravre.Feb
Feb
Valencia.New Yrork Laguayra
Devonia.New York Glasgow... Feb
Eider.New York. Bremen.... Feb
Feb
Valencia.New York.. Laguayaa
Ob dam....... New \ ork. Rotterdam Feb
Spree.New York. Bremen.... Feb
Gallia.New York. Liverpool.. Feb
Santiago.New York. Cienfuegos .Feb
■

■

....

..

■

..

....

..

>

.1.

Vom

LONDON, Feb. 9.1892—Consols 95 9-16 for
for money and 95s/s|for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 9,. 1892.—The Cotton
market is weak; middling 3 13-16d; sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 9. 1892.—Quotations—
Wheat at 7s 7Vsdffl)7s 8d;
Winter
Spring
Wheat at 7s 9d@7s 9y2d; .Mixed American
Corn 4s 414 d. Cheese 58s.
Portland Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND. Feb. 9. 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
urHiu.

&

Corn, car lots. 56® o 7
low grades.4 75@5 00 Corn, bag lots. 58®59
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. 56®57
XX Tpring.5 00@5 25 Oats, car lots... 43®44
Oats, bag lots. :45®47
Patent Sprng
Wheat... 5 50(55 751 Cotton Seed,
car lots..
Midi, str’ght
$27@27 50
rol ler.$ 5 Vs@5 ** | bag lots. $28®29 00
clear do.. 4%(0?6 10i Sacked Br’n
car lots.. $21® 22 00
St Louis st’gt
rooler
5R/*(5}5 50! bag lots. $23®24 00
clear do... 5 25(55 37 j Middlings.. $22®25 00
Wut’r wheat
1 bag lots. $23®26 00

patents... 5 50@5

751

Fish.

Cod—Large

Shore ....<»
Small do. .5
Pollock-3
Haddock.. .3
Hake.2

Provisions.
Pork, Bks.15 25® 16 00
clear. .15 50@L5 25

short ctsl5 25®15 50
25 Beetextra

001

75(5(7
00625
25624
25(53
00(5,2

25,

501
60,

Herring, box

8 50® 9 00
50
00
Lard, tubs. 0 ■LA ® 7 Va
tierces... o v4 ® 7v*
mess...

plate. .10 00(0.10
ex-plate.10 50® 11

Scaled....
14(518c
Mackerel, bl
pails.... 6ya®ll
Shore ls..$ 24@$26
pure leaf.l0J/a®l 1
.10
Shore 2s..$ 14<g$16 Hams
®loya
doeov’rd.ll (®11 V6
Med. 3s... 11 50a>#13

Oil.
3s..
Produce.
Kerosene, PortCpeCran’s. .0 60(58 50j land ref. pet... 6%
Pea Beans.. 2 0O®2 151
Ligonia... 6Vj
Centennial.6Va
Medium do.
8Vs
Ger. nifd... 1 75(5*2 101 Pratt’s Astral.
Yellow Eycs.l 90 52 251 Devoe’s brilliant 8C2
Raisins.
C'al. Pea.. .2 65(0*2 751
Irish Potat's 45(5; 50c Muscatel... 1 50®2 00
.2 50*53 00 London lay’r2 00 ®3 50
Sweets

Large

Onions—Natives.2 65 52 75

14@15e

Geese.
Chickens.
Fowls

15®17tb
.13(5' 14c
Turkeys.... 3 7^ 18c
Apples.
No 1 Baldwins.1 7552 00
ating.2 26(52 50
8*5; 10c
vap p th
..

.....

4
Palermo
Messina.... 3
...

00@5
50@4

00
50

Oranges.
4 B0@5 00
Valencia
2 00@3 00
Florida
Malager gpesG 50@8 00
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .2”:@2G
Held.21/a)22
Limed.2021
—

....

Coal.

Cumberland.4 50@5 00 Slaughter.31@ 2

Hood d’mg.19@20
GOO Am. calf.80@70
Lumber.
7 50
G 00 S’tli pine.... $30@$40

Acadia.

Chestnut....
Franklin....

Lehigh.

Clear pine—

Coffee.

Rio, roasted.... 18@21 Uppers.$66@;70
Java do.29@30 Select. ..§46@52
Fine common. ,$38@45
Cooperage.
Hhlid Shooks & lids— | Spruce.$13@14
Mol. city. .2 00@2 10; Hemlock.$11@12
Clay boards—
Sug.count’y 90c@
Spruce, X.$3C»@38
Country Mol.
hhd snooksl 15@1 20 Clear.$34@35
2d clear.$25@28
hhd lidgml
No 1..
32 in...... 24@26
.815@20
.....

Pine.$25@50
Shingles—

Spruce35in 20@22

Soft pine35 20@22

HardpneS J 26@30

X cedar-3
Clear cedar. 3
X No 3.2
No 1 cedar. .1

Hoops 14 ft.
13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Amer'n
fbl0V2@ll
Manilla- 12@14
Manilla bolt

00@3

25
25
50
50
26

Lime—Cement.

Lima,13' csk. 1 00@1 05
Cement.3 40v@i 60

@14

rope.

60@3 75

00@2
25v<xl
Spruce.1 25^1
Laths,spce..2 20^2

Hoops

Russia do.. 17@18
Sisal.9 V4 @10 V4
1
Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic... 12@14
Acid tart.40@42
Ammonia.15@20
8
Ashes-, pot...

Matches.

50

Star.ip gross
Dirigo.

31 calls.

39@40

Copper—
L4@48 com.
.00@19
19
Polished copper.
35
Rais copabia.. .G*@70 14x48 planished.

Beeswax.35@405
Blch powders...

12@14
.2Va@ 5
Cochineal.40@43
Boi*ax
Brimstone.

........
..

Copperas.1V2@

2

Cream tartar.... 30@35
Ex logwood..
12@15i
Gumarabic... 70@1 221
A loes cane.15@251
Camphor.BO V&02
..

Mytrh.52(a*55
Opium.2 25(0.2 50
Shellac.36@40
Indigo.8' e&§l
Iodine.3 75(g&4
Ipecac.2 oO@2 25
Licorice, rt... .15@20

Lac ex.34o*40
Morphine... 1 95@2 20
Oil bergamot4 00(&4 25
Cod liver... 110(o*l 35
Lemon.3 00(o,3 25
Olive___ 1 00^2 50

Liverpool. .Feb

17
17
17
19
20
20

x.

20
20
20
20
20
23
24
25
OR

27

MINIATURE ALMANAC, FEB. 10.
9 00
(
Sun rises .B 48 HlgU
wat
D
Sun sets.5 TO
t.... 9 65
....

Jf!?::1gsl H^ttide{;; ggg{g
TORT OF

PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, Feb

9.

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St Jon, NB
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Horatio I. Baker, Keene, Baltimore—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sell Minerva, of Gloucester, shore Ashing.
Sch Price Brothers, from Boston.
Cleared.
Steamer Maverick, Daboll, Bayonne—Portland Kerosene Oil Co.
Soli Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay—D
Clioate.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Moville 9tli inst, steamer Sarnia, from
Portland for Liverpool, (and proceeded.)
Ar at Port Natal Feb 8, barque J It Ilamlen,
Dauphney, New York.
Ar at Dublin Feb B, ship Ivy, Lowell, from

San Francisco.
Ar Glasgow Feb fi. sch Geo P Davenport, McLeod, Boston. 21 days.
Sid Ini Nuevitas 6th inst, sch Walter L Plummer, Plummer, New York.
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 7t.h. barque Xenia, Smith,
Kong Kong; sells W R Chester, Macliias; .John
S Beachara, Ginn, Rockland; Agnes 1 Grace,
Ellis, Brunswick; Standard, Oram, Jackson-

ville.
Ar 9th. barque Henry Norwell. Perry, Zaza;
sells Edw P Avery. Hawley. Savannah; Ella M
Willey. Brunswick; May O’Neil, Raynor, Fer-

liandjun.
Cld 8th, barque Freada A Willey. Willey. Sabine Pass; brig Caroline Gray. lyieke, Velasco;
sell Melissa Trask, Trask. Nueviras.
Sid 8th, barque Elios Ktflile, for Melbourne;
sells .1 K Smith, for Norfolk; Lizzie B Willey,
.for Brunswick.
Passed Hell Gate 8th. S'-iiis T W Allen, from
New York for Eastport; & ,M Porter, do for
RriKtnii

Matan zas

PENSACOLA—Ar 7 th, sch Belie O’Neil, Dunton, Deme-iara.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar8th, sch Flora Morang,
Morang. Philadelphia.
FERNANDINA—Ar 7th, barque Nellie E
Rumball, Mitchell, Martinique.'
Ar 8th. sch M A Power. Jones. Boston.
DARIEN—Ar 8th, sch Harold B Cousens, Davis. Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 8th, brig Kahlua, Gilkey,
Barbadoes.
Sid 8th, scj-is A F Crockett, Thorndike, Portland; Annie T Bailey. New.Ydrk.
SAVANNAH—C'la 8th, sch Harold C Beeelier
Darien.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 7th, sch Jennie S Butler, Butler, Heulva, Spain.
Ar 8th, seh Grace Andrews,, Marston, from
Savannah.
SCOTLAND, VA—Ar 8th, sch'J G Morse, Jr,
Hinckley, New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, sells Oliver S Barrett,
Wallace. Boston; A B Sherman, Providence.
Ar 8th, sch Annie B Mitchell, Burdick. Tennant’s Harbor.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, seh Star of the
Sea. Hopkins, Brunswick.
Cld 8th, sch Maggie Dalling, Dalling, Carde
Off Cape Heiilopen 7th, sch Standard, Oram,
from Jacksonville for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, seh Walker Armington, Drinkwater, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 7th, sch Lena White, Taunton for New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 6th, sch Annie F
r'/vt.i,.,,

FM.ii.wlalnlvio fnr Port.lsvnd

Ar

Barbadoes.32233
38240
Oienfuegos

Foreign Ports.

....

Oil.
Saltpetre.10@16
Senna.r25(£30 Linseed.* .38243

Boiled.41246
9021 00
Jperm.
whale.....
.65266
Bank..40245
Shore.........
36240
Sulphur.3tt@3«fe
...

....

..

Sugar lead.20@22 Porgie.35240

White wax-55@60 Lara..
._60270
Vitrol, blue... .8 (tolO Castor.1 2521 35
Vanilla,bean .$10(a*13 Neats foot ..90ci2l 00
Duck.
Elaine.26250
Paints.
No 1....32
Lead—
No 3.28
No 10.20
8 oz..12 [’lire ground.7
10 dz.16 Red.7
Gun powder—Shot.
Eng Ven Ked3

0027

05

[o,;7 *4
23 Va

iJlastiuiij.. .3 6Q®4 00 Am Ziuc.••.5 00^7 00

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Elis’E FOR

Arica. Peru, Dee 10th, barque Onaway,
Crickett, Valparaiso.
Ar at Plymouth, E, Feb 1, ship Florence,Duncan, San Francisco.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Dec 22, barque G M Stanwood, Foster, New York via Montevideo.
Ar at Trapani Jan 24, barque Payson Tucker,
Oakes, Genoa.
At Montevideo Jan 2, brig Daisy, Nash, for
New York.
Ar at Santds Dec Oth, sch Rosa Mueller, McLearn. Portland.
Ar at Champerico 5th Inst, barque Herbert
Black, Blanchard, La Libertab.
Ar at Macorris prior io Jan 16th, sch Marion
Ar

_

„„

„_,

_

Hill, Armstrong, Jacksonville.
sch
Ar at

Curaeoa Jan 25,

Fredk Roesner,

Gould, Portland, (and sld 26th for Providence

via coast ports.)
Ar at St Pierre Jan 10, sch Roger Drury, Delay, Brunswick.
old 19th, barque Nellie E Rumball, Mitchell,
Fernaudina via St Thomas; 22d, sch James
Boyce, Jr, Duncan, Porto Rico.
At St Pierre Jan 22, sell Nellie J Crocker,
Small, from New York, ar List.
Ar at BarbadoesS prior to Feb 8, sch J W
Fitch, from Rio Janeiro,—(Capt Pitcher died on
the passage.1
At Turks Island Jan L4, sell Isaiah Hart, Williams, irom St Thomas, ar «TUi
...

T,

—

From New York, pier foot of Canal street.
North River, for Sail Francisco via The Isthmus

ROYAL
Finest and

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT. .sails Wednesday Feb. 10, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS Sc CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO
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LINE.

BLUE

Safest Trains in the W or Id

York,

New

Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
AH trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining ear service.
15, 1601.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North Kiver.
For Philadelphia at 4.30. 7.45, 0.00. 10.00,
11.30 a. 111., 1.30, 2.15. 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m., 12.15 night. Sundays-0.00,
10.30. 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30. 6.00, 6.00 p.

night.

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 0.00,
(11.30 with dining ear) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining ear 6.00 p. m.. 12.15 night,
Parlor ears on day trains-Sleepers on night
train's.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston

dec22

office,

211

Washington street.

ISLAND

dtf

From Ixing Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Inone-lialf the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. H. H., and

surance

South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip 818.00.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 83 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
0Ct22dtf
Mass.

$1.00.

FARK OILY

STAUNCH SEAGOING STEAMERS,

THE

TREIONT AND FOREST CITY
Portland,
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;

arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening. Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE.
J. F.

LISCOUtB,

General Agent.

Manager,

dtf
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MAINE STEAWISHIP COMPANY.
niREGT LINE TO NEW YORK.
Manhattan and Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Sat0
at
urdays
p. in.
Returning, leave Pier 38,
Fast River. New York, on Wednesdays aud SatSteamers

*7.00.
J. F.

J. B. COYI.E, Manager.
I.TSCOMB. General Agent._fehJdtf

DOMINION LINE.
Koyal

Mail

HARPSWELL STEAMBOATS
after Nov. 2,1861, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a. m., for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 r>. m.

ON

and

General

Manger.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1. 1891:
Portland
(or Forest City Landing, Peaks
Leave
Island. 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.;
for Little and Great Diamond, TrefetUen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15.j).m.
C. W. T. GODTNG,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

WINTER

Outwards and

at Halifax

Calling

From I
Steamer.
I,iver|>ool. I
Jam 7..SARNIA,
31.
LABRADOR,
Feb.
4.
OREGON,
IB. iSARNIA.
Mar. 3.
LABRADOR,

|
I

Homewards

|~From
T’ortlandkJ Halifax.
From

Jan. 28.
Feh.

IJan. 30.
IFeb. 13.

II.
3B.
10.
24.
7.

j
| Mar.

Mar.
••

27.
12.
2ti.
!*.

i Apr.
Apr.
‘‘
23.
21.
to
Retarm
*80
$110; SecCabin; $40 $60;
ond Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
••

17.

»

31.

OREGON,

[SARNIA,_|
to

Avonmouth

From"
I
Ayeiunouth. I
January
February

—'file

23.
4.
18.

Dock

Direct.
_

I

Steamship;_I

I DOMINION,
j TORONTO,
| TEXAS,

From

Portland.

I
I

February

|

March

10.
22.
7.

Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..

nov23dtf_Agents.
Line
Allan
Koyal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From

I

I

From

From

Halifax.
Eiverpool | Steamships I Portland.
Jan. | ‘Numidian, 18th Feb. 20th Feb.

28th
lltli
25th

5th Mar.
3rd Mar.
Feb. Circassian,
19th
| ‘Mongolian 17tli
2nd Apr.
10th Mar. | *Nuniidiait, 31st
*S. S. .Nmnfdian and Mongolian will carry eattie and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60. according to steamer and location of state
room; second eabin $25; steerage $20.
<Service of Allan Uue Steam-

rrp«rpii

i|rp

Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin *35 and upwards. Return $05 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
830. Apply to H, & A. ALLAN anil T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
New York and

dec24__

International Steamship
—

FOR

Co.

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B.,

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.
Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I ani getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken five 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told nie my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. 1 find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
I
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit 1 have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.
307 Wall street, 1
Janesvxi.le, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. j
restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food.
My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last Angus
I tried your l oud, and have used it lip to this
date daily. 1 have recovered my former health,
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. 0. HUGUNIN.

Halifax, N.S.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
on.
St. Andrews, N. B.

ANDOVER, Mass., Dec, 2,1801.
A. L. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our ex
perience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my husband's life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
of the digestive system, so that lie could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
tiling after another, but all to no good. At last

he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and lie gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, ho seemed
and felt like a new iqan. To all who knew him
and his former condition, lie was a walking
advertisement of Murdock's Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a little of the Liquid
Food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
gratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MRS. PERCfVAL F. MARSTON,
Andover, Mass.
jaullM,W&Ft£

Fall anil Winter Arrangement.

LIVER

OIL,

AND COMPOUND SYRUP OF

<•■'«« *
HYPOPHOSPHITES,Pulmonary
Diseases,

A reliable remedy for

Coughs, Colds, Dyspepsia. Scrofula, and
General Debility. Very easy to take and
Thousands of
assimilate. No nausea.
Physicians prescribe it and many say it is

MACEE EMULSION CO., Mfrs.,

E, MORGAN

aTsONS,

Frop’s,

PROVIDENCE, R. 7

spin

eod&wiy

$00.25.

These rates

L.

are

subject

to

change.

J. SFARGEANT, General Manager.

dec8__dtf

Leave Portland via
ami 1.30 i). m.

Railway.

16,1891.

G. T. Railway. 7.10 a, m.

KKTUKNINU-Leave Canton 4.30 and 0.30

a.

m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily—From AV.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixlield and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN,1 SuntLivermore.
‘Itf
je27

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On .and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewis*
ton, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. ill., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
m.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
p. m.
Farmington and Phillips, Via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m.. 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
in.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Read field and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. ni.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. in.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. ill.
Skowliegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. 111.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. ill.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m. via Augusta, 7.15 a. Hi., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and ou
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
ana 11.30 p. m.; via Old town, at 11.30 p.
m.
Ellsworth

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.80
p. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
A roostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. 111.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. ill.
*Runs daily. Sundays included. $Niglit express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night;, Sundays included, but not to Skowliegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on.

Sunday mornings.

Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, BridgNorth
ton, Fryeburg,
Conway, Glen, Bartlett. Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
8.45
and Montreal,
a. m.f 3.30 p. ill.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
for all points in Northm.
connects
The 8.45 a.
ern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West : and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.80 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via "Soo”
White Mountains and

Line

lor

Minneapolis

ARRIVALS

ami
IN

m.

rain.

PORTLAND.

From Waterviile and I.erviston. 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Faith and from Kocklaml Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Hridgton. etc., 9.30 a.
m.; Farmington. Skowliegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. 111.; St. John, Bangor. Kocklaml,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta
and Kocklaml, 5.35 p. 111.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston. 5.45 p. 111.;
Montreal. Lancaster. Fabyans, Brldgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. 111.
•Sundays included.
PAYS!IN TtJCKKK.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Gen’I. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.

Boston & Maine R.
In Effect October 4,

R.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Soarboro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
ni., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. in.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 0.15 p. in.; Kennebunk, 7.00. 8.45
a. ill., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
in.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. ni., 3.30, 5.15 p. ni. ;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.46, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rocliesteiv Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfhox*o, 8.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30, p, 111.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.: Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. ni.. 3.30 p. ni.; (via Lawtence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
t8.45 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. nv, 1.00,
4.00 i>. 111.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, ]2.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For
9.00 it. 111.; Amesbury, 9.00

Cape Elizabeth,
a. 111., 6,00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem. Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. in. daily) t9.00 a.
in., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00 p. 111.
Boston tor Portland, 7.00 a. in.. ($9.00 a.
daily) 12.30 p. 111., (*7.00 p. in. daily.*

ni.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
; Connects with So.und Lines for New York.
+Western Division from North Berwick Sundays unly.
♦Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale ac Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
m.

u. r. ana 1. a.. Boston

<__dtf

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

THE BEST EMULSION IN THE MARKET.

druggists.

dia Street.

LoWest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $10.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St, Louis via Chicago $20 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and

[WJLUII & ROCHESTER R. R.

IN CASES OF PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound Is achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occasion to use it by the certainty with which it relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and intern*
Klly. It is safe and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys1 'las, Inflammation
o/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, deafness, Rheumatism, Pains in Side, Back 01
Shoulders, Piles,
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchitx
at el.

Exchange Street, and Depot. Foot of In-

Portland & Worcester Line.

PERFECT AND IMMEDIATE RELIEF

$1

TICKET OFFICE
50

M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

J\RABIANL EXTRACT OF MALT,

Price 25c. and

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 ami 5.50 p. m. From Gorham. N. H., 8.25 a, m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. ill.,
5.50 p. ui. From Quebec, 12.10 p. in.

oet:i

n*HArNESOne of the Best Medicines Evei
Invented for

DEPARTURES.

I). ,i. jrijANUEJts,

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
6.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. Sgg-Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St, or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
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Balsam

1891,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 ]>. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. ni., 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. ni. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. in. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. ui.

p.

is.:

Gents—I have been

Steamships.

MONDAY. Dec. 7,
will run as follows:

In Effect November

QONSUMPTION!
WINTER ARRANCEMENT.

After
Trains

Portland & Rumford Falls

STEAMERS.

octldtf

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

and

On

and

»

thataw iYA\rrprc

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Grand.Trank Railway of Canada.

—BETWEEN—

m.. 12.15

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,

lias.

v,u..i

..

STEAMERS.

20

7th. schs A Heaton, ancl Ella Pressey, fin
Rockland for Portland.
20
Bolts.
Sid 7th, schs Sarah Eaton, Pacific, Wm Jones.
Y M sheath....
Cathie C Berry, Nellie Clark, Addie Schaffer,
27
Y M Bolts.
D J Sawyer, Orozimbo, Jas L Malloy, Joe CarlBottoms.28@30 ton, Edw L Lameyer, and Zamora.
Ingot.13@14
Ar 8th, sell Eleazer W Clark. Goodwin, Cienfuegos for Boston, (13 days north of Hatteras
Tinwith heavy gales.).
Straits .22@24
EDGARTOWN—Sid 7tli, schs Anna M DickEnglish..23 @25 inson. Hart, South Amboy for Harrison Island;
vjllCul
Ella Pressey, Gray, Rockland for New York.
Char. I. X.. 9 25(a,9 55
SALEM—Sid 8th, schs Mazurka. Roekport for
rerne.6 0023 50 Boston; Wildfire, fm Boston for Tliomaston; J
16218 Kennedy, do for Calais.
Antimony...
Coke.6 0028 50 j
PORTSMOUTH—Below 8tli, schs Harriet, fm
Zinc.7 60@8 00 Calais for Boston; Ella Frances, Boston for Mt
15 xh
■JolderV-jxVa
Desert;
Antelope, and East Wind, Boston for
Molasses.
Wildfire, do for Thomaston; Odell,
Porto Kico.30240 Roekport;
do for Belfast.

Boiling.
Fancy Ponce... 39@40
Kails.
Cask,cut.... 1 90@2 00
2 1522 2o
w ire
Peppt.3 2553 50
Naval Stores,
Wintereree n2 00(o*2 12
Potass 'br’mde. .28@33 rar & bbl. .3 6023 75
Chlorate.17@18 Coal tar... .5 25(25 60
Iodide.2 86(o3 00 Pitch.3 0023 25
90^95 Wil. Pitch. .3 0023 25
Quicksilver,
Quinine.'. 31(g*36 Rosin..3 002^ 00
Rkeubarb,rt.75c@l 50 rupentine, gal.. 40250
Rt snake ..8o@40 Cakum..82 9
4&4Vfe
Canary seed.
Cardamons 1 OOtgjl 75
Soda, by-carb3;y4 %6*A
Sal.21/2(2*3

■

17

..

New YorkLight.19@20
Mid weight... .23@22
Heavy.22@23

Piot. Sup.7 Vs m
do sq.5 Vs (a G
5
^.G

Crackers

IfiiY lunaii-A

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
16

BOSTON—Ar 8th, schsJ TEoht G Dun, Fierce,
Port Johnson; D .1 Sawyer, Look. Port Jolinson; W C Norcross, Robinson, Rock port.
Below 8th, sells Nellie Clark, and Nellie J
Dinsmore. from New York for Portland; Hattie
1.0
iMiiJiua- lay
/a
Turner, do for do.
Valencia.
8%@7
In Boston Bay 8th, seh Edw F Mansfield, fra
Sugar.
New York for Portland.
line
Cld
8th, sells W S Jordan, Clark’s Cove and
Ex-qual’ty
4 V2 i Richmond; J W Linnell, Handy, Bootlibay and
granulated..
Standard do.. .4 7-3 8 New York; Sadie Willcutt, Brown. Rock port.
Extra C. 3% \
Ar 9th, seh Sarah Eaton, Ilopps, ElizabethSeed.
port: Fleetwing. Williams, do.
Red Top. .1 90@2 00
Cld 9th. barques Arlington, Gregory. Buenos
Timothy. .1 50@1 80 Ayres; SG Hart, Pierson. Apalachicola; seh
Clover.3 0 («17
Henry 0 Winship, Smith, Portland.
Butter.
In the Roads, sch Annie E Conlon, New York
Creamery.28 @30 for Portland; Georgie L Dickson, do for Salem;
Hilt Edge Vl’mt.27@29 Orizimbo, do for-.
Choice.20@2l
PORT GAMBLE—Ar 2d, ship Snow & BurHood. .,.19@20 gess, Morteuson, San Francisco.
Store.18@19
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 3d, sch C D Bryant,
Cheese.
Jacobson, Departure Bay.
N. Y. fct’ry. 3.2 Va @13Ya
Sid 3d, ship Manuel Llaguna, for New York.
Vermont.. 12 Vs @13
CORPUS CHRIST!—Sid 31st, sch Fred A
Vn
Sage.14 @14
Emerson. Johnson. Mobile.
MOBILE—Ar 8th, brig Shannon, Peck, from
heather.

Bread.

Vftl'k’

Oregon.Portland

(By Telegraph.)

Spoken.
Jan 13, lat 17 N, ion 28 W. ship Sterling,
Goodwin, from New York for Hong Kong,
Feb 4, lat 32 2!t, Ion 77 50, sch J B Atkinson,
from Charleston for Baltimore.

—

Venezula.New York. ’La&uayra .Feb 11
-Cienluegos .Feb 11
Cienfuegos_New York.
Siberian.New ^ ork. Glasgow... Feb 11

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

_

STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

MARINE NEWS

Foreign Markets.

Ar at Havana 2d inst, sell C R Flint, Brown
New York.
Aral Caibarien 1st inst, barque Jessie MacHawgregor, McFadden, Havana; sell Etliel F
ley, Kelley, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 3d inst, sell ltobt McFarland,
Montgomery, Philadelphia.
At Matanzas Fell 2. barques Grace Liuwood,
Gilkev, for North id Hatteras; Chestina Redbrig Ernestine,
man, and Arthur C Wade, disg;
Uoiill. for North of Hatteras; sells GeorgieAniand John
S
Hal
Keene,
t,
Gilkey;
Maggie
key,
K .souther, Thompson, do.
Old at Bermuda 2d inst, sell James Slater, Peterson, F'eruaudina.

.,

Common.4
H. C.4Va,2 »
Russia..
lBVa&Jj

..

Cotton Markets.

....

(By Telegraph.)
98Vi

Opening.

fuirtn

sage at 12 % (a 13c.
Eggs—Eastern extras —@31c; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 26 2—c; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at 27l228o; Western 27ia(28c;
Michigan firsts 26c: held .stock at 22225c;
limed 20(0-22c. Jobbing prices are lc higher.
Poultrv—Northern fresh-killed turkeys.cholce
—c; do chickens at 16,218c; fowls 13(214c; fair
to good at 10(o l4; Western dry packed turkeys
ehoice 15.a} —c; fowls 12(g}13e; chickens 13;<^

WHEAT.

Jan.

and tubs ;10-lb

Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c ^ Jb; country

/ihnino 1 lUnil

OTH

onrn

rye. 1000 bush;barley. 1,300 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9.000 bbls; wheat, 159,000
bush; corn. 158,000bush; oats, 35,000 bush;
rye, 3,000 bush; barley, 1,000 bush.
DETROIT, Feb. 9,1892.—Wheat—Nol White
Corn—No 2 at
at 921/ie; No 2 Red at 93c.
42%c. Oats—No 2 at 32c ;No 2 White at 33Vs.
Rve at 82c.
□’Receipts—Flour, -r- bbls; wheat. 1,300 bush;
corn,
bush; oats, 1300 bush.

...

J

pressed hams

do

♦orn

Iwmli

i" lour.

St. Paul, Minn. & Mann....... 113
St. Paul & Omaha...48%

90c.

Schr 0. D. Withered, Clarks’ Cove to Portsmouth, Va., ice 60c.
Schr Damietta & Joanna. Cienfuegos to Delaware Breakwater, sugar 14c.

78%c. Barley quiet. Provisions strong early;
decline ;pork 9 25 tor old, and 11 62% tor new.
Lard at 6 85. Dry salt meats—shoulders at.
4 77%; long and ribs 6 20; short clear at 6 25.
Bacon—shoulders at 5 37% ;longs and libs 6 50
@6 70; sliort clear at 6 62%.
Hams 9 00ia9 10.
Receipts—PTour, 5,000 bbls: wheat. 31,000

Superfine

St. Paul. SO

do

ST. LOUIS, Feb. 9, 1892,—The Flour market is quiet and steady-.family 3 1B®3 20;elioice
8 30« 3 40: extra fancy 4 05.a 415 ;patents 4 85
e lower;
;« 4 45.
Wheat unsettled: closed 1
No 2 Red at 89y.®89%c, Com quiet; closed
%®Vhc lower; No 2 at 3634®36%e. Oats
dull and lower; No 2 at 3014c.
Rye—No 2 at

19

do pfd.
do 1st.

do

Receipts—Flour. 10.000 bbls; wheat, 49,000
bush; corn 124,000 hush; oats. 143,000 bush;
rye, 4,000; barley. 59,000 bush.
'Shipments—Flour, 20,000 bbls;wheat. 43,000
bush; corn, 193,000 bush; oats. 207,000 bush;
rye, 8.000 bsh; barleV, 65,000 bush.

62%

Ohio & Miss.... 22%
Out. & Western. 20Vs
North American. 17 Vs
Pacific Mail. 37
Pullman Palace.189
Reading. 49%
Rock Island. 91%
St. Louis & San Frau.

do

No 2 Rye 79c. No 2 Barley at 56@58e. No 1
Provisions—mess pork lower at
F laxseed 9<)e.
6 50. Lard higher at 6 50®6 52%. Short rib
5 87%(5.5 90. Dry salt meats—
at
sides higher
shoniders 4 75®5 OOjsiiort clear sides at 6 20®
0 25.

—

146
116

74

pfd.

is quiet and weak; Penn, crm 80ffi30% ; Wescrm at-21(1-31: d« factory lb®2,,; Elgin
sic. Cheese in moderate demand and firm.
Freights to Liverpool weak and quiet; gram
steam 2%d.
CHICAGO,Feh. 9.1892—The Flour iharket
et is nominally unchanged. Wheat unsettled;
weak and lower; No 2 Spring wheat at86140;
No 2 Red at 89c. Corn lower; No 2 at 40%c.
Oats lower; No 2 at 29@29%c; No 2 White —.
tern

Ask your

Druggist for it, and take

Lawrence, Mass;

no

other.

Toronto, Canada.

jan20tV&Stw

CARD.
Roberts, formerly of
of MeLellan, Mosher & Co.,
William
nected himself with the well-known blank book
vv.

firm

the

has

con-

and stationery house of HALL L. DAVIS, of
this city, 40 Exchange St., where 1m will he
pleased to serve Us former customers,
Uiw
febo

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton. Ayer .Junction,
Nashua. Windham and Kpping at 7.SO a.
pi. and 12.80 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.80 a, in; and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. ni., 12.30 and
5.3.0

n. in.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. ill., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 8.20 and 11.15 p. ni.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook .Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. ill., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 8.20 and
11.15 p. ill.
For Forest Avenue (Deering), 8.20 p. ni.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
“Hoosac
Tunnel
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
and
New
York,
for
Providence
Worcester,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. It. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30and 5.50p. 111.; from Gorham at 8.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. ill., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35

For through Tickets to ail points West and
South, apply to s. K. CUliDWEI.L, Ticket
Agent, Portland; Me.
,i. W. PK.TKliS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Geu'l Ticket Agent.
dtf.
veto

Grim

The

Reaper

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre.
Portland Camera Club.
FIFTH PAGE.
J. K. Libby.
Atkinson House Furnishing Co—a.
EIGHTH PAGE.

to

Owen, Moore & Co.
Eastman Bros & Co.
Fred L. Merrill & Co.
N otice is hereby given.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Mercantile Fire and Marine Ins Co.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
end similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropiate headings on page 0.

AN

EGYPTIAN CURIOSITY.

In July, 1881, there were discovered in the
ancient city of Thebes, the mummies of Egypt's
mightiest Pharaohs, among them that of RamoThere were also found seals,
ses the Great.
coins, statuettes, preserved food, and a few
rolls of papyrus, some of the latter being of
great value, curionsly bound together, and, notwithstanding the mould and mildew of ages upon
them, as easily read as if written yesterday.
a

r,,little

hnolr

entitled. “A

Niullt

with

Itameses II.,” lias been executed so cleverly,
that the oxydized seal, suggestive of mould,
antique coloring, and partially decayed and ragged-edged papyrus carry at once to the mind
the possession of a veritable relic from the dawn
of civilization. Mailed to any address on receipt
of 6 cts. in stamps, by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,
Mass.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25o a bottle.
Mrs.

feb8MW&F&wly
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
was a Child, she cried for Castoria,

When she

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she bad Children, she gave them Castoria,

eod&wly

decll

For additional Local News

see

Fifth Page.

rely

on

Death of the Distinguished
New York

immigration entirely

for its in

the law passed
legislature physicians are reto report to the city clerk’s office
within six days, all births and deaths occurring in their practice; and all clergymen and others are required to report
within six days, all marriages solemnized
by them. In accordance with this law,
the following returns have been made f01
the month of January:

population. By

crease

of

by the
quired

last

Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of

marriages.

LINCOLN’S

BIRTHDAY.

Sons of Veterans

The

26

Birth. 68
Deaths.114
burial permits issued.127

Will

Observe II

Friday Evening.
The Sons of Veterans are to celebrate
Lincoln’s Birthday on Friday next at 8 p.
in.,

m

tucu

uau h\j

.rn.iu.uio

street.

The exercises will consist of

speeches by
Wm. H. Looney and V. Richard Foss,
singing, etc. Last evening the Sons of
Veterans passed a vote requesting the
Mayor to have flags displayed on all
public buildings on that day. Members
of the Grand Army and Relief Corps are
invited to be present at the evening exercises.
Maine Press Association.

The Maine Press Association will hold
meeting at the Common Council roon, City Building, beginning ( this
evening, at 7.30 o’clock. This evening
the meeting will be called to order by
President Pickard, and the reports of the
officers and committees will be made, and
propositions of membership received.
Thursday will be devoted to new business, the election of officers, appointment of essayist and poet for ’93, and
the delivery of the essay by this year’s
essayist, Mr. Clarence B. Burleigh of
Augusta, and the poem by Mark P. Pendleton of Belfast.
In the evening there
will be a reception.
its annual

Hiding

at 7.45.

Point Lasi

If we should have many months as sickas was January, Portland would hav<

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Unity Lodge, I. O. 0. F., will confer
the first degree this evening.
It snowed nearly all day yesterday, although not a great deal fell.
H.
The schooner Charles
Trickey
went onto the marine railway yesterday.
The X. T. C. Tiddylewink club will
meet tonight at No. 72 Waterville street

a

Month.

ly

Libby.

,7. K.

Scored

Place for

SHORE LINE IN COURT.

HON. JOHN JAY KNOX.

OUR POPULATION.

PBESS.

TH~F.

Liquor.

Deputy Sheriffs Sterling and Plummer
discovered a hiding place at L. W. Atwood’s saloon on Centre street yesterday.
In a cellar in a recess of the wall, was a
bar partition to which a cord was attached that ran to the other part of the
cellar, the end concealed under a piece of
paper. When the string was pulled the
partition opened out, and there was

Financier

in

Yesterday.

New York, February 9.—Hon. John
Jay Knox, ex-Comptroller of the United
States Treasury, died of pneumonia at
He had
his home in this city today.
been ill since last Saturday.
Mr. Knox was born at Knoxboro’,
Oneida county, N. Y., March 19, 182S,
was graduated at Hamilton Collego, in
1S49, and learned the rudiments of banking at a salary of $300 a year in the Bank
oi

Vernon,

oi

wmcn

ms

_T\nnn^mAn4

She

South Boston.

In 1866 lie was sent by Secretary Mcto San Francisco to examine
the branch mint in that city, and in 1870
he made an elaborate report to Congress,
including a codification of the mint and

Cullough

saw no

service whatto the

going directly from here
Boston navy yard.

The courtesies of the club
last evening voted to the
Maine Press Association, whose annual
meeting begins here this evening.
afternoon.
rooms

were

PERSONAL.
Funeral of Daniel W. Scribner.

Mr. Henry A. Wing of the Bangor Com
mercial is in the city.
Rev. Joshua Denton of Bridgton has
accepted a call from the Adventist
church and society of Dover, N. H.
The churches of Patten and Island
Palls have extended a call to Rev. William Peacodk of Nova Scotia.
Rev. T. F. White of Bath, who has
been spending the winter in Florida on
account of his health, has returned very
much improved.
Colonel Clark S. Edwards of Bethel,
was in the city yesterday attending the
funeral of his old comrade of the Fifth
Maine, the late D. W. Scribner.
Mrs. O. M. Shaw and her daughter,
Miss Harriet A. Shaw, the harper, are
guests at the residence of E. R. Burpee
in Bangor. Miss Shaw sails for Europe
on Saturday for several months of study
and work.
The Boston Journal says: “There is a
rumor going the rounds that the Boston
& Maine and Maine Central railroads are
to consolidate, and that General Manager Payson.Tucker of the latter road will
be general manager of the entire system.”
The Boston Standard says that if a new
nvpciflpnt is tn hp splpp.tpfl

frtr

flio

XTonr

York Life Insurance Company John E.
DeWitt would fill the bill. Mr. DeWitt
has been for some 15 years the president
if the Union Mutual of Portland and is
aokcd upon as a very able man in his
A little new blood
line of business.
from Maine is valuable about everywhere
that it is introduced.
The Rev. Edward Robie, D. D., will
;.implcte the 40th year of his pastorate
• ver the
Congregational church at Green’.nl, X. II., on the 25th inst. This has
Dr. Robie’s settle■en his only charge.
nt is the longest of any living minister
the state, and the anniversary will be
Dr.
of much more than local interest.
Robie is a native of Gorham, and a graduate of Bowdoin College, class of 1840.
Funeral of the Late Robert 31. Stevens.
The funeral of the late Robert M. Stevens of Old Orchard will take place at
the White church at Biddeford on Thurs-

day,

at 1.30 p. m.

of

of the Assistant Treasurer a defalcation
of about $11,000,000, the largest ever
known in the history of the government.
The failure of the First National Bank of
New Orleans followed, and he remained
for some weeks in that city, acting as
assistant treasurer of the United States.
He was appointed deputy comptroller
in 1867, and compby Mr.
troller five years thereafter by President
Grant. He was re-appointed, without
his knowledge, previous to the expiration of his first term, and confirmed by
the Senate without reference to any committee. He was appointed to a third
term on April 12, 1882, but resigned in
1884.
During his administiatioii his
office was not subjected to any investigation until the attack by the shareholders
of the Pacific National Bank of Boston,
from which he was fully exonerated by
the committee on banking and currency.
The intelligence which he brought to the
complicated duties of his office has never
been surpassed in any similar station.
The national banking system owes much
of its present carefulness in detail of management to his mastery of all the facts
and principles of sound finance.
Mr. ICnox lent valuable assistance in
the placing of United States bonds at the
time of the resumption of specie payments.
It is understood that, had not

McCullough

Grip

—

Knox

secretary

of

the

treasury.

15,000 PAIRS
Offices: NEW YORK, LONDON, PARIS, AND BERLIN.

topcolnrmlt

that the large store formerly occupied by Cook, Everett & Penhas been added to

nell

giving
It’s

an

It’s used

but

today

we
as a

We want the space
for warerooms. Now it’s filled

now

reached

annually and
rapidly year by

are

$2,000,000
increasing

year.
Below are cuts of some of the

leading styles that

we

carry iu

stock:

DR. WARNER'S CORALINE CORSETS.
3L .OO.

Furniture

way to workmen who will alter
the building. We must do one

BLACK.

of two things with the stock,

Dress Goods.

Move it Twice
-OK-

Our New Spring Stock is now
in. A few prices will indicate
tile SPLENDID BARGAINS

we

offer in this department.

Mrs. William Anderson of 6S Atlantic
Tuesday morning in the 78th
year of her age. Born in West Trenton.
She moved to Portland nearly 38 years
ago; her married life of almost 50 years
was terminated by the death of Captain
One son
Anderson in November, 188S.
died 30 years ago, two others and two
sisters survive—Mrs. Haskell and Mrs.

40 inch Fine All Wool
“

“

42

“

“

44

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

40

46
46

in

The funeral of Daniel W. Scribner
took place from Thatcher Post hall yesThe attendance was
terday afternoon.
large and included members of the Post, pastor of the Presbyterian church at
Cumberland Bar, Belief Corps, Fifth Norwood, N. J., from 1S73 to 1876, and
Maine Association and Sons of Veterans. has been, since 1880, professor of systematic theology in the Bangor Theological
The casket, draped with the American
Seminary. He has published a volume
the
in
centre
of
was
the
placed
flag
hall, of Ely lectures, delivered at the Union
and there were several beautiful floral Theological Seminary under the title of
“The Evidence of Christian Experience,”
tributes.
His “Life of Prof. Henry B. Smith,” is
The services were conducted by Eev. now in
He has also written varipress.
P T. Whitman nf
Ftoa cfroof
ous articles in the Andover Review, the
Lately Prof.
while the ritual of the G. A. E. was read New Englander, etc.
ui/uuiiio uuuuuuu ai van ukj at
pxuiuDouxnm|;
by Chaplain Huff. The pall bearers were at the Union Theological Seminary, New
Clarence Hale and William K. Neal, from York. He leaves a wife and one child.
the Cumberland Bar Association; Col
Rockland Marine News.
Clark S. Edwards, of Bethel, and James
[Special to the Press.]
A. Colley of Portland, from the Fifth
Rockland, February 9.—The steamer
Maine Regiment Association; Chaplain
Pentagoet, now at Quebec, is to be
Huff, Samuel Shorey, Bradley Leighton
to this port, where she will be
and T. Lunt, of Thatcher Post.
The re- brought
fitted with wrecking pumps and put in
mains were placed in the receiving tomb
trim for use in the towage and wreckage
at Evergreen.
business. She is a craft of 215 tons,
formerly the United States cutter G. W.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
Bebbs. It is also rumored that the tug
Ben Hur of Portland, is to locate here.
Schooner Minnie Chase, Capt. WoodA Buenos Ayres despatch to the New
York Herald says that during an election ard, bound hence from Castine with
riot on Sunday members of the Radical wood, upon entering the harbor last
Civica Club fired on a body of police.
night collided with the schooner MounThe police returned the volley, killing tain Laurel. The latter’s rail and fore
eisrlit members of the club and wounding boom were broken and herforesail badly
torn. The Minnie Chase suffered the
36.
loss of her headgear.
A miner named Latus, at Myclovitz, in
Prussian Silesia, has just awakened from
g, M. Bird a Bank President.
a sleep that had lasted four months and
[Special to the Press.]
a half.
During this entire period his
Rockland, February 9.—Hon. Sidney
limbs were rigid, but now he appears to
have completely recovered and his cata- M. Bird has been elected president of
the North National Bank, filling the valeptic rigidity has vanished.
The London Standard and Globe con- cancy occasioned by the death of the
The vacancy in the
late A. J. Bird.
tain articles denouncing the report made
board of directors was filled by the elecby the American emigration commis- tion of Hon.
A. D. Bird.
sioners in which, among other things, it
is said that convicts are systematically
Maine at the Fair.
sent from Great Britain.
Augusta, February 9.—The Maine
The British newspapers continue to
blindlv assert that the Chilian affair has Board of World’s Fair managers met
something to do with Mr. Blaine’s with- here today. The forenoon meeting was
drawal from the Presidential contest.
devoted to executive business and hearA now Republican paper, styled the ing representatives of various interests.
Kennebec Republican, and published by George H. Haynes, of Portland, asked
Mr. W. A. Newcomb, has appeared in
for $500 to print a book showing the reAugusta. It begins as a monthly, ex- sorts of Maine. Prof. F. C. Robinson
soon
a
and
to
become
pects
weekly,
threatens to become a daily.
spoke in behalf of the Board of Health
A dispatch from Valparaiso says the exhibit and thought that $500 should be
British ship Crown of Italy has been lost used for that purpose. The State Pomooff Cape Sandiego.
The crew is sup- logies! Society and the Maine Historical
Society were also represented.
posed to have been saved.

building.

space,

have

piled ceiling
high. This furniture must give

Mr.
Mr.

Bangor, February 9.—Prof. Lewis
French Stearns, of the Bangor Theological Seminary, died tonight after a severe
illness. He was born in Newburyport,
Mass., March 10, 1847, and graduated at
Princeton College in 1867.
He studied
for the ministry at the Princeton Thein
ological Seminary
1869-70, and in the
universities of Berlin and Leipsic in
1870-71. He graduated from the Union
Theological Seminary in 1872. He was

entire

ours,

This is the verdict of the women
of the world oil the superiority
of Coraline over all other materials as a stiffener of corsets.
The merit and popularity of
Dr. Warner’s Coraline Corsets is
attested by the fact that the sales

storehouse.
with

street died

men

the

us

immense

need it all.

Levi It.
Is most surely a good medicine.’’
White, Mosely& Stoddard’s Co., Rutland, \t.
HOOD’S PIIXS act easily, yet promptly and
efficiently on the liver and bowels, cure headache.

Twelve
years
ago Warner
Bros, introduced Coraline as a
stiffener for corsets. As a result
of this tlicir corset business has
more than trebled until today

OWEN, MOORE & CO. they employ over 2000 hands;
X. J. LITTLE & CO.
they have by far the largest corETTA M. OWEN & CO. set manufactory in the world.

feblO

Sarsaparilla

Mrs. William Anderson.

of business

MAINE:

PORTLAND,

Left in Bad Shape

Knox,
resigned the comptrollership, became president of the National
Bank of the Republic, New York.

wives

CO.

RUBBER

CANFIELD

“The Grip left me in bad shape; no strength,
I heard
no appetite, and with a bad cough.
what Hood’s Sarsaparilla had done for others In
similiar cases, and decided to give it a trial, and
I have seen no reason to regret my choice, for
after taking three bottles, consider that I am as
yvell ase ver I was in my life.

when he

the

—

Coraline Corsets!

SHIELD.

building-up effect so much needed; it vitalizes
and enriches the thin and impoverished blood,
and it invigorates the kidneys and stimulates
the liver so that they resume healthy action.

Hood’s

SALE OF

DR. WARNER’S

DRESS

_

After the

ADVERTISEMENTS._

JTrTubbvs

CANFIELD

the Maine Shore Line railroad and the
of the capital
owners of a
large majority
stock,over what is considered by the latter an unjust attempt on the part of the
directors to deprive them of their rights
and
seriously endanger their interests.
Legal proceedings were commenced today by a bill in equity on the part of the
owners to enforce their rights in the

political complications prevented, President Garfield would have made

mu.

Calais, Me., (February 9.—Disagree-

ment has arisen between the directors of

NEW

advertisements._

WILL

MERIT

and to recover the
coinage laws, with important amend- Convalescence is very slow,
ments. Upon his suggestion the coinage health-tone a good tonic is absolutely necessary
of the silver dollar was discontinued ,and Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been used with wonderFor sale at the following stores,
the bill which he prepared was afterward ful success as a building-up medicine and blood
nnrifier
the Grill, after Tvnhoid
as
“The
known
is
and
Coinage
BINES
BROTHERS.
passed,
Act of 1873.” He subsequently visited Fever, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria, Pneumonia or EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
New Orleans, and discovered in the office other prostrating diseases. It possesses just the
J. M. DYER & CO.

HATTfl

ever,

Family Quarrel Among the Owners
the New Railroad.

new

ADVERTISEMENTS.

courts.

president.

The Emerald Associates have engaged found in the recess thirteen dozen and Sargent,
the city. Mr. Richard H. Anderson and
City hall for their first grand ball, to take ten bottles of lager, and a half bushel of
Mr. Wm. W. Anderson hold prominent
empty whiskey bottles.
place Friday evening, the 26th.
positions with George E. Ward, one of
The regular monthly meeting of the
the largest ship-chandlers of New York
New
Officers
of
the
Press
Club.
Associated Charities will be held at room
Tlio Prooo PliiK liolfl fVioipannnol rooof.
city.
n, City Building, tomorrow at 4 p. m.
Mrs. Anderson’s health has been failThe third anniversary of the Sheridan ing last evening, and after tlie transfor nearly a year, but a form of
lilies will be celebrated at the United action of routine business elected the fol- ing
paralysis revealed itself a few weeks ago
lowing officers:
ites Hotel on Monday evening, March
which brought the entire family home
President—Fred-G. Fassett.
7.
Vice President—Geo. L. Barrows.
where they have remained since.
A
The English steamers are taking maple
Rexdale.
Secretary—Robert
state of unconsciousness began five days
Treasurer—Oscar R. Wish.
and oak hearts from the middle of logs,
Executive Committee—The President and
from which quartered hoards are sawed,to
Secretary, ex-officio, Elliott C. Mitchell, Charles ago.
Major Loren Adams,
G.
Bearce, Edward H. Elweli and Arthur tV.
England where they are quite the fad for Laughlin.
Fabmington,
February 9.—A promCommittee—Giles
0.
firewood in open fireplaces.
Membership
Bailey, inent citizen of Franklin
county, Major
4-1-.0+nffnw
Henry B. Hart and F. L. Littlefield.
Loren Adams, for many years an officer
A rising vote of thanks was extended of the county agricultural society and a
the
in
Boston
at
laid
navy yard
up
being
prominent Democrat and Mason, died at
for a period of ten years, the monitor to the retiring president of the club, Mr.
his home at East Wilton, yesterday, aged
B. Holman.
Dudley
was
ordered
built
at
Portland,
Wassuc,
The funeral will be held Thursday
89.
The next meeting of the club will be with Masonic
broken up on September 9, 1875, under a
honors.
held
Feb.
at
4.45
in
the
Tuesday,
23d,
contract with James Powers & Co., of
Prof. Lewis F. Stearns.
mi...

NEW

-fi
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It'D

H/VWWH&f
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<

40

I/WUWIJ

is lilcely to be
fair.
Wednesday, February 10, 1893.

full line

A

Seil it Once!
It costs money to move a large
We had rather allow

stock.

Henrietta, 50c yard
“
Sebastopool 50c

you the difference.

See the Point

“

Novelties, 50c
Henrietta, 63c
Henrietta, 75c

This is the most popular dollar corset ever
manufactured. It is made in two lengths, medium and extra long, and in white, drab and
black.

“
“
“

Twill, 75c
Bedford Cord, 75c
India

“

of all the FINER

Dr. Warner’s Foar-in-Hand Coraline Corset

lion House Furnishing Go.

$1.00.

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.

GRADES.

drawing

IN

attention

to our stock of Ham-

burgs and Swiss trimmings we are encouraged
by the belief that we are
offering a larger and more
complete line of the better
embroideries than

sort of

is to be seen elsewhere.
The assortment of fine

matched sets,
three

including

four widths of

or

edging, inserting,

flounce

and allover, contains more
new and exclusive designs
than we have ever shown
The line of fine

before.

patterns

Muslin cloth embraces all
and

qualities
variety

The

prices.

of

and insert-

edges
ings for Infants’ clothing
is larger than usual.
Some specially good
narrow

values in the 25 cent line
and a genuine bargain in
12 I-2C.

•

Real English Waterproofs.
Conrtauld’s Crepes

$3.00, $4.00,

$2.00,

at

$8.00

$6.00 and

per yard.
Silk and

in

Wool Hernanis

very choice line of styles.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Nuns Veilings.
Silk Warp Claritt Cloths.
Silk Warp Henriettas in both
‘•Priestly” and “Ecroyd” make at

Dr. Warner’s 333 and 444 Coraline Corsets

Office Stationery

STRICTLY ONE

PRICE.

If goods do not prove to be
JEST AS REPRESENTED in
every respect, we will cheerfully
refund the purchase money.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.
d3t

feblO

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
dec2G

have

Rubber Goods
Stylish

grown tawary

uu&ci

silly sentiment;
got

to be as artistic and

dainty

as

the Christmas

and Easter

cards, and the

mottoes almost as sensible.
Too matter-of-fact for

maybe, but
the
like
change and
you’ll
Valentines,

the

crisp brightness.

We have the others, too,
if you want them; the concentrated sort, and
more so

than

they’re

ever.

stock of Valentines includes a pick
Our

new

from all the

INCOKPORARED 1833.

ana

they’ve

leading pub-

lishers.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Overshoes

For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,

Farmers ana Mechanics.
Keep your Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S, MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

$2.00, $3.00,

and

MEriCAKTTIIjE

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE CO.,
OF

Cash

BOSTON, MASS.

Capital,

■

$400,000

ASSETS, Dec, 31,1891.
National Bank stocks.$303,569.00
Railroad and manufacturing stocks 67,037.00
Railroad and city bonds. 141,200.00
Mortgage loans.•••
Cash on hand and in bank.
Premiums iu course of collection...
Interest due and accrued.

79.500.00

19,838,72

throughout of the finest English satteen, are
light in weight, and long waisted, giving a lady
a neat and graceful form.

Dr. Warner’s Coraline Health Corsets

$1.25.

Shoes

$3.00

Shoes.

BKunivs

,'imies ys. an oiuer

$3.00 Shoes.
report.

You please examine and

BRANCH^BROWN,
Round the

Corner,

461

Congress St.

UNION STATION.
Sign of Gold Boot.
dec31eodtf

24,406.79

3,286,23
$638,837.74

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses.$ 18.070.00
Amount required to safely re-insure
Dali outstanding risks. 110,321.23
All other demands against the com-

7,765,47
Cash capital... 400,000.00
Surplus. 102,681.04
$638,837.74
pany.

MORSE & GUPTILL, Agents,

NoJiS“hang8Slree''

$4.00

These are French strip corsets, designed after
latest Paris fashions. They are constructed

the

MEN

Examine BROWN’S

1

Specialty.

a

YOUNG

out1

eodtf

MEN’S

Hen’s

1

(diflllilllssu

“Lans-

Pure Silk and Wool
down.”

for all widths.

Valentines

Ladies who have large hips and those wht
have trouble with their corsets breaking down
will And the Four-in-hand especially adapted to
their needs. It gives a graceful figure, is verycomfortable and is a special favorite with a
large class of ladies. Made in white and drab.

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00»
-inr$2.25, $2.50, $3,00, $3.50 and
GREAT VARIETY.
$4.00 per yard.

Nainsook and

on

widths,

MXS.
English and Scotch Storm FORTLAWD,
Serges, Cheverons, Crepons and
Novelties at 75c, $1.00, $1.25
ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
Gen. Manager.
feblO
(ftf
and $1.50 per yard.

*;Por11®'

TVTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the
IX subscriber has been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
LEVI F. HOYT, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust as the law
directs All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said
"state are called upon to make payment to
"3
GEo. W. SYLVKSTOit. Executor.
Iebl0dlaw3wW»
Portland, Feb. 2,1892.

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.
All “errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many head-

aches, tired,

weak

and

aching

eyes, imperfect sight, etc.,
rected accurately by

cor-

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN
£481-2

This is the largest selling and most standard
corset in the world. Millions attest its merit.
The elastie Coraline busts insure an elegant
Made in medium
form and well fitting dress.
and long waists, and in white, drab, black and

ventilating.

Congress St.

CONSULTATION FREE.
jan24

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND

Dr. Warner’s Centime Improved
Coraline Corsets
gives better
value and better service for tile
others.
money than any

eodtf

MEXICO^

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars.
Call on or address E. E.
OUKKIEK, New England Agent Southern Pacific Co., 192 Washington St., Uostou, Mass,
eodGin
janiu

J. Ft.

LIBBY,

Congress Street. dtf

feblO

